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Greetings from the Chancellor

Dear Graduates,

Congratulations on reaching this important milestone! Commencement is one of our most cherished traditions, one that marks a major milestone for you, as we celebrate the culmination of your transformative journey at UNC Charlotte. While you have done the hard work, this is also a day for your family, friends and faculty members to commemorate.

This year marks the 75th anniversary of UNC Charlotte’s founding. In that short time, we have risen from a single center offering evening classes to 278 students to North Carolina’s urban research university with more than 30,000 students. While we are still young, we have a rich history in making the dream of higher education a reality for students, in North Carolina and beyond.

Our many accomplishments over these 75 years have been made possible by the extraordinary students, exceptional faculty and staff, dedicated alumni, generous friends and strong leaders, who helped us move forward.

Charlotte is a University on the move, shaping what’s next for our students and alumni, as well as our city, state and world. In the last few months alone, we have achieved national recognition for innovation, social mobility and our response to COVID-19. And last fall, we announced a transformational move – the leap from Conference USA to the American Athletic Conference.

You should be proud of the degree you have earned from UNC Charlotte, as it provides you with much more than career opportunities: It represents the exceptional education you received. Throughout your time at Charlotte, you have grown intellectually, emotionally and socially through lively classroom discussions, campus activities and internships. You have had opportunities to interact with individuals from other cultures and to engage in the greater Charlotte community. And as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, you have had to adjust to new ways of learning and studying. Through it all you have been resilient, and you have persevered.

You now have the tools needed to become a successful leader within your workplaces and in your community. I speak for the UNC Charlotte Board of Trustees, our faculty and staff, alumni and friends, when I offer congratulations, and tell you that we are proud of your accomplishments. Thank you for letting us be a part of this significant journey in your life.

You are now beginning a new relationship with the University as a proud member of the UNC Charlotte Alumni Association, more than 160,000 strong, spread out across the globe. Use this network. Get involved and stay engaged.

May your pride for UNC Charlotte grow stronger as the years go by, and may you continue to cherish the friendships and memories you made on campus. Most importantly, always remember that wherever you go, you are a 49er!

Cordially,

Sharon L. Gaber
Chancellor
UNC Charlotte Board of Trustees

Susan DeVore ’81 is the former CEO and ongoing advisor to Premier with approximately 40 years of experience. DeVore’s tenure with Premier has centered on driving innovation in healthcare and leading the industry through profound change by engaging stakeholders to co-develop solutions that support high-quality, efficient and sustainable care delivery models.

DeVore is an industry-leading thinker who has been named multiple times to Modern Healthcare’s 100 Most Influential People and Top 25 Women in Healthcare lists. She is the recipient of the Charlotte Business Journal’s 2018 Women in Business Lifetime Achievement Award, was named to Becker’s Hospital Review’s 2017 100 Great Healthcare Leaders to Know, and was recognized as a 2016 UNC Charlotte Distinguished Alumnus.

DeVore serves on the board of directors of Advent Health, Unum Group, and Anthem, Inc. In addition, DeVore serves as the chair of the UNC Charlotte Board of Trustees. Previously she served on the board of directors of Premier Inc. and served as the chair and a member of the board of trustees of the Healthcare Leadership Council, a D.C. based policy organization.

Under DeVore’s leadership, Premier has been named as one of the World’s Most Ethical Companies for the past 14 years and received the Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award.

The UNC Charlotte Board of Trustees also includes Dennis N. Bunker III, Vice Chair; Carlos E. Sanchez, Secretary; Sharon Allred Decker; Wendy J. Grubbs, Christine P. Katziff; J. Brett Keeter; Fred W. Klein, Jr.; David W. Mildenberg; Sasha J. Weintraub; Dontá L. Wilson; Teross W. Young, Jr.; and Tatiyana G. Larson, Student Body President.

The new University logo was adopted in August of 2021 and captures the trailblazing spirit of UNC Charlotte: a strong and powerful institution, boldly charging into the future, much like the city we call home. The centerpiece is a distinctive mark called the “All-In C” that places the classic 49ers’ gold-mining pick inside a collegiate-inspired “C” with beveled corners. It is an icon that represents the power to break new ground, the persistence to discover the unknown and the promise to build the future. The 9-degree forward tilt illustrates the brand’s positive energy and forward momentum. The new University mark, along with the 2020 athletics mark, was designed by Todd Aldridge ’92, a distinguished alumnus of UNC Charlotte’s College of Arts + Architecture.
Bonnie E. Cone, the founder of UNC Charlotte, served the institution from its earliest days in 1946. Beginning as a teacher that year, she became director of the Charlotte Center of the University of North Carolina in 1947. She persuaded the legislature to keep the institution alive in 1949 when it was scheduled to close, resulting in the establishment of Charlotte College, which she served as president. The college became a four-year, state-supported institution in 1963. Cone was given her greatest acclaim for leading the successful campaign to convert Charlotte College into The University of North Carolina at Charlotte in 1965. She then served as vice chancellor for student affairs until her official retirement. Cone died March 8, 2003. In spring 2004, she was interred in Van Landingham Glen on the campus she loved and to which she dedicated her life.

Bonnie E. Cone, Our Founder
(1907-2003)

UNC Charlotte Bell

The UNC Charlotte Bell, which for many years hung in the belfry of the old Elizabeth School at East Fifth Street and Travis Avenue in Charlotte, was given to Charlotte College in 1960 to be rung on ceremonial occasions.

It has been rung on special occasions such as March 2, 1965, when Charlotte College became the fourth branch of the University of North Carolina System and on August 11, 2010, to celebrate clearing the final hurdle to field UNC Charlotte's football team.

Commencement Bell Ringers

The ringing of the UNC Charlotte Bell at Commencement is an honorable tradition that recognizes an outstanding student leader who has demonstrated exemplary 49er spirit.

The student leaders chosen to ring the bell for the May 2022 Commencement Ceremonies are Samantha A. Shefte (Friday morning), Kiran S. Budhrani (Friday evening), and Ryen K. Boleware (Saturday morning).

Turning of the Tassel

In earlier times, universities awarded each graduate a hood signifying their academic station. Over the years, the hood for undergraduates has been replaced by a tassel. Tradition requires that before graduation the tassel is worn on the right hand side of the cap. After graduation, as a symbol of a new degree holder, the tassel is worn on the left.

Charles "Vince" Graham, Jr., Senior Class President, will lead the undergraduate candidates in the turning of the tassel.

Simon M. Sami, Graduate and Professional Student Government President, will lead the graduate candidates in the turning of the tassel.
Explanation of Honors Programs, Merit Scholars, and Academic Distinction

**Honors:** The Honors College at UNC Charlotte provides students robust experiences crossing academic, cultural, community, and personal contexts, including undergraduate research, engagement with cultural variety, and the creation of community within the University and across the Charlotte metropolitan area. We support students as they become agents of their own vision, developing intellectually, culturally, and civically.

In all aspects of the Honors College experience, faculty, staff, and students embody:
- Intellectual curiosity and growth
- Collaboration and mutual investment in excellence as scholar citizens
- Diversity, inclusion, and equitable access
- Integrity and trustworthiness
- Treating all with dignity and respect

**University Honors Program:** Directly administered by the Honors College, the University Honors Program (UHP) is the oldest and largest multi-year honors program at UNC Charlotte, welcoming students from any major. As an interdisciplinary honors program, UHP encourages students to integrate learning from multiple academic disciplines with their own lived experiences to create new knowledge that is more than just the sum of its parts. Our students are also committed to putting their learning into practice through community-engaged coursework and program-wide service, enrichment, and social opportunities. To graduate with University Honors, a student must: complete all program requirements, including honors coursework; maintain a 3.0 cumulative grade point average and a 3.2 grade point average in honors courses; and receive a grade of "A" on the honors capstone thesis or project.

**Department/College Honors:** To graduate with honors recognition in a department or college honors program, a student will be recommended by the program’s honors committee if they meet the grade point averages required (i.e., cumulative, in the department/college, and in honors courses), as well as complete the following:
- All required honors courses
- An honors capstone thesis or project, and receive an "A" for that course
- Any additional requirements specified by the program

**Dual Honors:** Students must complete requirements for two honors programs.

**Merit Scholarships:** Albert Scholars, Crown Scholars, Freeman Scholars, Johnson Scholars, Levine Scholars, and Martin Scholars are recipients of major four-year merit scholarships funded by University donors. Students participate in programming that fosters intellectual, social, and civic engagement and must continue to meet all scholarship conditions.


**Graduation with Honors:** Honors and merit scholars receive a notation on their transcript and a certificate. Honors and merit scholars graduation regalia includes custom-designed medallions and stoles denoting the honors and merit scholars programs.

**Graduation with Academic Distinction:** Undergraduate degrees are awarded Summa Cum Laude when the graduate’s cumulative grade point average is 3.9 to 4.0, Magna Cum Laude when the grade point average is 3.7 or above but less than 3.9, and Cum Laude when the grade point average is 3.4 or above but less than 3.7. To be eligible to graduate with academic distinction, a student must earn a grade point average computed on at least 48 semester hours of credit completed in residence at UNC Charlotte. Honor cord colors are green/white for Summa Cum Laude graduates, white for Magna Cum Laude graduates, and green for Cum Laude graduates.

The commencement program must be prepared in advance. Therefore, all notations for honors are based upon student achievements as of the preceding term and are tentative. Final determination of graduation with honors or with distinction is made upon completion of the student’s final term.
Commencement Student Marshals

**Friday Morning Ceremony**

Kevin Briones-Tristan  
Summer E. Campbell  
Rama J. Elasmar  

Bailee E. Elliott  
Malika M. Ferdous  
Precious C. Ikejiaku  
Nicholas H. Irving  

Abbie A. Johnson  
Rachel L. Raposa  
Alexis N. Stanley

**Friday Evening Ceremony**

Akintonde O. Abbas  
Roshanak Ashrafi  
Catherine J. Butt  

Pranamita Chakraborti  
Brandon R. Johnson  
Kaitlin E. Klotz  
Abimbola Ogungbire  

Lanre T. Oriowo  
Natalie Abou Reslan  
Tyshanae Z. White

**Saturday Morning Ceremony**

Sara Castillo  
Lauren A. Dailey  
Annalysa M. K. Fakir  

Zackary T. Harris  
Amoré C. McCullough  
Galen L. Miller  
Harsh P. Patel  

Summer D. Post  
Ann E. Sheppard  
Mash N. Wang

The honor of being a student marshal goes to juniors who have the highest cumulative grade point average among full time students during the previous two semesters. Only students who have completed two semesters or 24 credit hours at UNC Charlotte prior to the current semester are considered for this honor.

The honor of being a Graduate School student marshal goes to students who exemplify outstanding academic and leadership skills. Only graduate students recommended by The Graduate School are considered for this honor.

**Dean W. Colvard, First Chancellor (1913-2007)**

In April 1966, Dr. Dean W. Colvard became the first chancellor of The University of North Carolina at Charlotte. During his 12-year tenure, he presided over a period of rapid campus growth and development. Under his leadership, the institution was organized into colleges, residence halls were built, graduate work was initiated, and long-range planning started. His accomplishments included helping to create the University Research Park and the University’s Urban Institute, whose mission is to seek solutions to the social, economic, and environmental challenges facing Charlotte and its urban communities. Colvard joined the University from the presidency of Mississippi State University, and he also served as a dean at North Carolina State University. Following his retirement in December 1978, Colvard helped complete Charlotte’s Discovery Place Museum and was the founding board chair of the North Carolina School of Science and Mathematics. He also wrote books about his experience at NC State, Mississippi State, and UNC Charlotte. In 2001, Colvard received the UNC Charlotte Alumni Association’s Alumnus by Choice Award, and in 2004, he received the Echo Foundation’s Award Against Indifference. Colvard died in June 2007.
The National Anthem ................................................................. Gabriel A. Bryant
                                          Bachelor of Arts, Music
                                          Petersburg, VA

Call to Order ................................................................. Sharon L. Gaber
                                          Chancellor

Greetings from the UNC Charlotte Board of Trustees ............... Dennis N. Bunker III
                                          Vice Chair, Board of Trustees

Conferring of Honorary Degree ................................................. Joe L. Price
                                          Doctor of Public Service

Greetings from the Undergraduate Graduating Class .................. Elizabeth A. McClure
                                          Bachelor of Science in Business Administration, Management
                                          Charlotte

Conferring of Degrees ......................................................... Joan F. Lorden
                                          Provost and Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs
                                          and Chancellor Sharon L. Gaber

Turning of the Tassel ............................................................. Charles "Vince" Graham, Jr.
                                          Bachelor of Science in Business Administration, Finance
                                          Lumberton

Recognition of the Graduates ................................................. Joan F. Lorden
                                          Provost and Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs

Ringing of the UNC Charlotte Bell ............................................ Samantha A. Shefte
                                          Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering
                                          Raleigh

The Commencement program is printed prior to administering final examinations. Therefore, the inclusion of names of degree candidates in the program is not certification that degree requirements have been satisfactorily completed.
Joe L. Price is a 1983 UNC Charlotte alumnus, earning a Bachelor of Arts degree in Accounting from the Belk College of Business. He has led a successful career, spending most of his time in various senior executive roles at Bank of America, including as President of Consumer and Small Business Banking, Chief Financial Officer, and Global Corporate and Investment Banking Risk Management Executive. After retiring from the bank, Joe joined Falfurrias Capital Partners and is a partner in that firm. He currently serves on the board of a number of businesses including Industry Dive, Crosslake Technologies, Ballast Research, Tax Guard, LLC, Training The Street, Chargeback Gurus, My Code, Engage fi and Commodity and Ingredient Hedging.

Within the University, Joe served and continues to contribute as a member on numerous boards and committees. He served on the University’s Board of Trustees for twelve years beginning in 2007, including three years as Chair from 2016 to 2019. He also served on the Endowment Board and the Belk College of Business Advisory Council. Joe was an integral member of the Campaign Executive Committee for the University’s largest-ever fundraising campaign, Exponential: The Campaign for UNC Charlotte, helping to guide the University to achieve its $200 million fundraising goal – raising a total of $218,220,737.

Joe’s involvement in UNC Charlotte’s athletics program has also been transformative for the University. Joe served on the Football Feasibility Committee and then as an Executive Chair of the Football Fundraising Capital Campaign to help launch UNC Charlotte’s football program. In this role, Joe assisted in successfully securing funds for the Jerry Richardson Stadium and the Judy W. Rose Football Center. He also led a group of volunteers in a grassroots effort to sell 49er Seat Licenses for football. Joe played an instrumental role in the fundraising efforts that secured more than $25 million in support of football. He is currently serving on the Athletics Facilities Master Vision Fundraising Committee to secure funding to support the University’s athletics facilities. His proven leadership is key in this expansive effort which will further transform the landscape of the University’s campus.

In addition to his far-reaching fundraising efforts, Joe and his wife, Christine, have generously given personal contributions to UNC Charlotte in support of various campus programs. As a result of his generous financial support, the Christine F. Price Center for Counseling and Psychological Services (CAPS) was opened in 2017. Following the University’s tragic loss of life on campus during the April 30, 2019 shooting, the CAPS played an integral role in the University’s ability to provide essential emotional support to the University community during this difficult time. In response to COVID-19, the Prices made substantial gifts to the Student Emergency Fund and the Jamil Niner Student Pantry to support students experiencing financial hardships as a result of the pandemic.

Joe has not only been instrumental in the growth and success of UNC Charlotte, but has generously supported, in both time and financial contributions, a variety of nonprofit organizations in the Charlotte region and beyond. Most notably, Joe served as Chair of the Board of Directors for Habitat for Humanity International. Joe and Christine have traveled the country and around the world supporting Habitat builds. Combining two of his passions—UNC Charlotte and Habitat for Humanity—Joe and Christine are ardent supporters of UNC Charlotte’s Habitat for Humanity build. His fundraising efforts make this home-build a possibility each year, allowing UNC Charlotte students, faculty, alumni, and staff to come together to build a home for a family in need.

Joe and Christine have supported a host of other local organizations including the United Way of Central Carolinas, Central Piedmont Community College, Charlotte Latin School, the Arts & Science Council, and the local Habitat for Humanity chapter. They led the planning and fundraising for a new outreach center at Sharon Presbyterian Church, the Christine Price Outreach Center. Joe and Christine also support Freedom Communities with the Marlborough Woods Project to preserve affordable housing in West Charlotte. Currently they are supporting Habitat for Humanity’s affiliates bordering Ukraine as they assist Ukrainians displaced by the tragic war.

For his countless efforts on behalf of UNC Charlotte and the citizens of Charlotte, the region, the state, and the world, The University of North Carolina at Charlotte awards the honorary degree, Doctor of Public Service, to Joe L. Price.
Greetings from the Undergraduate Graduating Class

Elizabeth A. McClure
Bachelor of Science in Business Administration, Management

Hello, everyone. My name is Liz McClure and I am honored to be here. I want to offer the biggest congratulations to all of my fellow graduates. Can we take a brief moment to appreciate every obstacle we overcame to get here? Each and every one of you is unbelievably impressive. I’d also like to thank the UNC Charlotte faculty and staff. Your words of encouragement and guidance helped me and other students work through the many challenges we have faced.

Students are given the difficult task of balancing and multitasking to the highest degree possible. Some of you are facing the world on your own for the very first time. Some of you are first generation college graduates. Many of you are balancing a job and your studies. Some of us have faced this challenge a little later in life and with that, a few extra responsibilities on our plate. All of these are hard enough without the added challenge of quickly jumping to virtual learning in response to Covid-19.

One of the most difficult obstacles I faced was my first semester back to school after more than a couple of years away. Okay, definitely closer to eight years. The comments from coworkers and acquaintances quickly shifted from encouragement to horror at the length of time it would take me to obtain this degree. I began to feel discouraged because I had underestimated the commitment and energy this would take and I was second-guessing my choice.

I found myself in a conversation with a friend in which I was lamenting about the years it would take me to reach my goal. She reminded me of how long I had wanted to return to school and how much this moment would mean to me. She also gave me some of the best advice I’ve ever received: the time will pass no matter what. The time will pass if I work towards my degree or if I spend it binging the latest Netflix hit. Why not invest in myself and come out the other side with a degree to show for it? Though these last couple of years have shown that our time management skills may allow for more Netflix than we previously thought.

We’ve lived through the changing of education as we know it and are walking into a different workplace than any graduating class before. With this we also have the opportunity to shape our future workplaces to meet and exceed our expectations. But we will also face obstacles like never before. You will find yourself being second-guessed or doubted by others because they believe your idea might be too time consuming or require too much effort. In those moments, I hope you remember that any goals and aspirations you set for yourself are worth the time and effort it takes to reach them.

Congratulations, Class of 2022!

Thank you.
BELK COLLEGE OF BUSINESS  
DR. JENNIFER L. TROYER, DEAN

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Accounting
Neddy Emmanuella Olouwafemi Adjahi ................. Porto Novo, Benin
Edwin Stalin Alarcon ......................... Charlotte
Abdullah Basil Albayati ......................... Baghdad, Iraq
Tod Michael Austin, Jr ......................... Monroe
Alexis Nataly Avalos ......................... Rockwell
Qamara Ayisha Bennett ................. New York City, NY
Ian Nathaniel Bishop ................. Kings Mountain
Brittany Alexandra Blacker ........ Hunterville

Summa Cum Laude
Madison Alexis Hanan  Fayetteville
Cum Laude

Shawnetta Kay Harper ................. Pittsburgh, PA
Bachar Hassan Hasan ......................... Gastonia
Amanda Marie Hausermann ........ Portage, MI
Cum Laude

Nhia H. Hdirecto ......................... Stanley
Alexis Rose Helderman ................. Charlotte
Summa Cum Laude

Brandon J. Helms ......................... Morganton
Justin Mahrie Henson ................. Charlotte
Drew P. Hepler ......................... Hickory
Cum Laude

Paola Hernandez ..................... Charlotte
Tanner Lee Hobbs ......................... Charlotte
Summa Cum Laude

M’Kalah Schaunrele Hockaday ............. Durham
Cum Laude
Jacob Scott Hurley ......................... Waxhaw
Samuel Aaron Johnson ................. Winston-Salem
Cum Laude
Amy Elizabeth Kidder ............. Weddington
Magn Cum Laude, Business Honors

Caroline Ellen King .................. Cary
Magn Cum Laude
Aaron Toan Minh Le .................. Charlotte
Cum Laude

Natchanon Leecharaen .............. Fayetteville
Magn Cum Laude

Michael Vincent Grimaldi Lyons .......... Cary
Matthew Joseph Marennna ........ Davidson
Kenna Theresa Martin ........ Wake Forest
Jeremiah Joel Matos ........ Mint Hill
Bailey Abigail McCray ........ Durham
Cum Laude
Kyle James Mello ...................... Apex
Magn Cum Laude
Ryan Michael Monk ................. Waxhaw
Cum Laude

Christopher Jon Morel, Jr ........ Wake Forest
Cum Laude, Business Honors

Andrew D. Myler .................... Hillsborough
Summa Cum Laude

Michael Adrian Napoli-Roose ........ Kannapolis
Lynn Vi Nguyen ..................... Concord
Amy Nguyen ......................... Buford, GA
Cum Laude
Ryan Michael O’Keefe ................. Charlotte
Magn Cum Laude

Hans Sebastian Ostmann .......... Frederick, MD
Eamon Daly O’Toole ................. Charlotte
Summa Cum Laude, Business Honors, Levine Scholar

Jonnie Elijah Pitman .......... Temple Hills, MD
Cum Laude

Holly Elizabeth Porta ........ Matthews
Magn Cum Laude

David Sailor Ramos ........ Hillsborough
Magn Cum Laude

Matthew James Ranshaw ......... Waxhaw
Cum Laude

Dominique Francesca Restucci ........ Charlotte
Danielle Marie Rierendeau ......... Waxhaw
Cum Laude

Ashley Nicole Spaulding ........ Raleigh
Summa Cum Laude

Jacob J. Sudduth .............. Wilmington
Cum Laude

Marion Alexander Syrkett ............. Charlotte
Abigail Rose Tesh ................. High Point
Cum Laude

Thanh Dang Uyen Tran ........... Charlotte
Summa Cum Laude

Gretchen Autumn Tyson ........ Davidson
Magn Cum Laude

Daisy Leticia Valentino Bruno .......... Charlotte
Anh Thanh Xuan Vu ................... Statesville
Magn Cum Laude

Phat Vuong ......................... Charlotte
Magn Cum Laude

Macy Navarro Whitaker .......... Clearwater, FL
Summa Cum Laude

Morgan Navarro Whitaker .......... Clearwater, FL
Magn Cum Laude

Braylin Elizabeth Whiteside .......... Arden
Cum Laude

Ryan Michael Wille ................. Charlotte
Jason Yu ......................... Lenoir

Economics
Pennada Adde Arami ................. Charlotte
Cum Laude

Bastien Asher Belleclaire ........ Charlotte
Cum Laude

Mohamed Reda Benani ................. Charlotte
Slomo Varghese Chacko ............... Charlotte
Paul Charles Clark ..................... Matthews
Joseph Alexander Davis ........ Streator, IL
Christopher Noxon DeWitt .......... Charlotte
Ashley Marie Drop .................. Clemmons
Charlotte Ann Forbes .......... Wadesboro
Harshal Kiran Gandhi ........ Cary
Davis Andrew Latham .......... Huntersville
Cum Laude

Litzy Lavariaga Zaratr ............ Siler City
Cum Laude

Benjamin Geyer Longenecker .... Raleigh
Magn Cum Laude

Miguel Mata Rios ............. Winston-Salem
Christopher Ryan Miller ........ High Point
Cum Laude

Brenda L. Morales .......... Charlotte
Cum Laude, Honors in Languages and Culture Studies
H’Thanh Nay .......... Greensboro
Grace Nystrom ............ Mebane
Cum Laude

Alex Pete ....................... Kinston
Marie Lavale Raynor, Jr .......... Kinston
Joseph Warren Rich .......... Harrisburg
Magn Cum Laude

Betsabe Graciela Rojas Gonzalez .. Charlotte
Summa Cum Laude, Business Honors, Honors in Political Science, Martin Scholar
Connor Joseph Shattuck .......... Charlotte
Miles Jennings Shen .......... Albemarle
Magn Cum Laude, Business Honors, Levine Scholar
Ayanna Elise Silver ......... Rocky Mount
Summa Cum Laude, Business Honors

James Terence Simpson ........ Wake Forest
Cum Laude

Siddhant Singh .......... San Diego, CA
Cum Laude
Nicholas George Smith..........................Salisbury
Graham Suddeh..................................Davidson
Annie Ren-Lin Sung ........... East Lansing, MI
Magnus Cam Laude, Levine Scholar
Andrew Thomas Surla .................Lincoln, NE
Summa Cum Laude, Honors in Political Science
Daniela Fernanda Verde Hernandez...Charlotte
Peter Michael Vermette ..............Cum Laude
Bryan Harlan Wallace .................Berryville, VA

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Business Analytics
Megan Leigh Banker ..........................Asheboro
Thomas Bitcon ...............................Waxhaw
Cum Laude
Brenton Robert Buckley .................Waxhaw
John Thomas Bushe,..............Henderson County
Summa Cum Laude, Business Honors
Tyler Bennett Cook .................Charlotte
Summa Cum Laude, Business Honors
Jonathan Glenn Davenport ............Charlotte
Cum Laude
Briella Violet Franciosi ..............Grandy
Robit Greedydd ..........................Cary
Ryan Harris .............................Raleigh
Kira Yasmine Hart-Sampson .........Jacksonville
Cum Laude
Jack Davis Haskins ..........................Mooreville
Mara T. Klein ..........................Charlotte
Cum Laude
Richard Cale Manning, Jr. ..........Wilmington
Cum Laude
Zachary Mohamed Mohamed ..........Charlotte
Cum Laude
Paul David Nashawaty ..................Cary
William Bradford Patten III .......Concord
Magnus Cam Laude
Taylor Monique Riddick .................Charlotte
Miles Jennings Shen ......................Albemarle
Magnus Cam Laude, Business Honors, Levine Scholar
Owen Michael Smith .................Greensboro
Summa Cum Laude, Business Honors
Avery Elisabeth Standley ..............Charlotte
Magnus Cam Laude
Kristin Taylor Summers .............Holly Springs
Kerlvin Gerald Thurman, Jr. .........Raleigh
Brayden VanMilligan .................Charlotte
Summa Cam Laude
Jacob Cole Watson .......................Advance
Mark Davis Webb ..........................Charlotte
Jack Lear Yoxsin ..........................Charlotte

Finance
Zachariah Fatih Abiad .................Waxhaw
Cum Laude
Guillermo Alex Acuna ...............Kings Mountain
Cum Laude
Jason Aguilar ..........................Chapel Hill
Zeal Tharanath Akula .................Charlotte
Magnus Cam Laude
Edwin Stalin Alarcon .................Charlotte
Cum Laude
Tariq Zayed Alhilal .......Al-Jubail, Saudi Arabia
Hussain Radyah Alqatari .......Qatif, Saudi Arabia
Cum Laude
Mark Ryan Altman .................Charlotte
Magnus Cam Laude
Sharolyn Dayreny Amaya ............Concord
Cum Laude
Keaton Anderson .........................Harrisburg
Magnus Cam Laude
Todd Michael Austin, Jr. ............Monroe
Soraya Gissel Avelar .................Mooresville
Magnus Cam Laude
Saeed Ayesh, Sr. .................Charlotte
Lauren Claire Baker .................Rolla, MO
Luis Fernando Banales ...........Morganton
Magnus Cam Laude
Belen Angela Baran ...............Wilmington
Cum Laude
Alyssa Marie Baranuk ..........Harrisburg
James Robert Baysinger III .......Charlotte
Alexander Bellorin .................Charlotte
Riley Louis Berger ..................Charlotte
Magnus Cam Laude
Lanita Aprell Berry .................Charlotte
Brandon Jason Birdshall ...........Pinehurst
Cameron Lewis Blalock .......Raleigh
Sabrina Asmaa Boussi .......Marrakech, Morocco
Magnus Cam Laude
Daniel Kenneth Brackett ............Raleigh
Magnus Cam Laude
Misti Nicole Brandwood ...........Concord
Magnus Cam Laude
Trevor Martin Cain .................Yadkinville
Cum Laude
Cameron Nicole Capoziotti .......Tryon
Matthew Christopher Carpenter ....Apex
Alexander G. Carr .....................Gastonia
Magnus Cam Laude
Kamryn Nicole Carroll ............Reidsville
Cum Laude
Sade Maria Castillo Martinez ......Charlotte
Cum Laude
Cameron John Chapman ..............Charlotte
Trevor James Cherry .................Folsom, CA
Caleb Logan Cheyney ..........Harrisburg
Bethany Reagan Clayton .........Pilot Mountain
Magnus Cam Laude
Arielli Clemente .......................Henderson
Harrison William Conner .........Kings Mountain
Tyler Bennett Cook ....................Charlotte
Summa Cam Laude, Business Honors
Adam Christopher Cooke ............Charlotte
Magnus Cam Laude
Trevor William Coston ...............Hampstead
Magnus Cam Laude
Allison Virginia Crafts ..............Charlotte
Charles Whitney Creech ..........Mooresville
Timothy Cole Curran .........Clayton, NC
Andrew Patrick Currin ............Holly Springs
Joshua Daniel Curry ...............Charlotte
Brady Jamson Dale .........Hickory
Magnus Cam Laude, Business Honors
Tejaswi Daver .........................Cary
Aja Dedic ..................Charlotte
John Michael Degioianii .......Mooresville
Rebecca Eileen Del Rossi .........Denver
Cum Laude
Trace Anthony Dietzen ..............Charlotte
Matthew Robert DiPrete ............Charlotte
Harrison Alexander Duncan .......Cary
Isabella Duncan .....................Weddington
Cum Laude
Zackary G. Dunham ..........Concord
Imani C. Dunnom-Marat .........Morven
Magnus Cam Laude
Rachel Rose Dyer ..................Charlotte
Magnus Cam Laude
Alexander Blair Eaton ..............Concord
Summa Cam Laude
Anna Kate Edwards ..................Raleigh
Cum Laude
Kimberly Ann Ellis ...............Chapmanville, WV
Cum Laude
Gregory Deon Everett .............Matthews
Elhadj Souleymane Fall ............Pfafftown
Evan Lee Farris ......................Fayetteville
Shayan Ashgar Farukh ..........Charlotte
Cum Laude
Matthew Bryan Fary ..............Thomasville
Austin Patrick Fincher .............Charlotte
Fabian Binta Firdaus .........Charlotte
Marquis Flourney .................Charlotte
David Edward Flowe ...............Lexington
Sarah Ashley Forbes .............Charlotte
Summa Cam Laude
Claire Grace Foy ....................Catawba
Cum Laude
Thao Zenedine Freckleton .........Cary
Cum Laude, Business Honors
Olga Gamez-Garica ...............Mocksvile
Ulises Garcia Dominguez ..........Washington
Cum Laude
Nicholas Loyal Garisch ..............Wedington
Elissa Gonzalez Arbois .............Charlotte
Cum Laude
Britney Ashley Gordon ..........Brooklyn, NY
Nicholas Jevon Gorham ...............Durham
Charles Vinson Graham, Jr. ......Lumberton
Cum Laude, Business Honors
Rachel Katherine Granson ...........Charlotte
Kadeem Kelroy Anthony Griffith ....Charlotte
Panashe Tereiri Gumba ............Charlotte
Jessica Elizabeth Haughton ......Cary
Cum Laude
Juliana Marie Halpin ..........Saratoga Springs, NY
Magnus Cam Laude
Bandar Mohammed Hamoud ........Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
.......Cum Laude
John McKinley Hanley ..........Raleigh
Joshua D. Harris Jr. .................Midland
Magnus Cam Laude, Business Honors
Kira Yasmine Hart-Sampson .......Jacksonville
Cum Laude
Jack Davis Haskins .................Mooreville
Daniel Carlton Hattaway ...........Waxhaw
Ryan Scott Helms ...............Sanford, FL
Cum Laude
Elianet Hernandez Santana ......Charlotte
Kautilin E. Hill .......................Raleigh
Summa Cam Laude
Brian David Hines .................Charlotte
Tanner Lee Hobbs .................Charlotte
Summa Cam Laude
Michael D. Hodges ..........Tobaccoville
Hunter Gibson Huffman ...........Iron Station
John Harrison Hunt .................Raleigh
Nhung Xuan Thuy Huynh .......Charlotte
Jana V. Iascu .......................Monroe
Cum Laude
Akrum S. Ibrahim .................Raleigh
Vishnu Venkatesan Iyengar .......Greensboro
Zachary Levi Jackson ..........Fletcher
Summa Cam Laude
Jonathan Ross Jagielski .........Charlotte
Summa Cam Laude, Business Honors
Luis Jauregui .................Pomona, CA
Santiago Jimenez Zuñiga .......Pereira, Colombia
Anaïs F. Johnson ..........Charlotte
William Bradford Patten III ............. Concord
Magna Cum Laude
Joshua Trent Peeples ............... Hickory
Jack Richard Perry ............... Charlotte
Cum Laude
Elijah Ford Pierce .................. Apex
Magn Cum Laude
Jacob Hunter Pittman .......... Monroe
Magn Cum Laude
David Steven Puscheck ..... North Tonawanda, NY
Dakota Alexander Putnam .... Kings Mountain
Philip Joseph Radosta .......... Wake Forest
Dianne Ramirez ............. Passaic, NJ
David Sailor Ramos ......... Hillsborough
Magn Cum Laude
Samuel Charles Richardson .. Summerfield
Taylor Monique Riddick .... Charlotte
Danielle Marie Riendeau ....... Waxhaw
Cum Laude
Paulus Elmo Robinson ............. Cary
Sean Rogan ....................... Charlotte
Na’li Anthony Rose .............. Charlotte
Justin Rosenthal .................. Raleigh
Michael James Russe .......... Stallings
Elva Samantha Salazar ...... Charlotte
Zayra Salazar-Zagada .... Burlington
Joseph R. Sawyer .......... Greensboro
Gavin Hunter Scanlon ........ Monroe
Summa Cum Laude
Scott Anthony Schwarz ........ Greensboro
Brennan Marshall Settle .. Statesville
Cum Laude
Miles Jennings Shen ............ Albemarle
Magn Cum Laude, Business Honors, Levine Scholarship
Sagar Sheth ..................... Rutherfordford
Dhruba Kunigal Shivakumar .... Greensboro
Yuvraj Singh ................. Charlotte
Jesse Edward Singletary ....... Crameron
Cum Laude
Zachary Melvin Singletary .... Charlotte
Jenna Elizabeth Sivret .......... Greensboro
Cum Laude
Christina Skutelnik ............... Matthews
Cum Laude
Owen Michael Smith .......... Greensboro
Summa Cum Laude, Business Honors
Justin L. Snyder ............. Stanley
Eugenio Solis Hernandez .... Raleigh
Braxton Dean Southern ......... Lexington
Cum Laude
Payton Corey Parker Stinson .... Somers, CT
Cum Laude
Haley Jacqueline Stone ...... Littleton, NH
Zachary Austin Stone ........ Waxhaw
Maija I. Storey .......... Somerset, NJ
Cum Laude
Ryan Patrick Sullivan .... Raleigh
Cum Laude
Parker James Swart .......... Manteo
Kyle Szczepanski .......... Macedon, NY
Arjan Tamang ............... Charlotte
Dominique Armonia Taylor ...... Indian Trail
Madison Rose Taylor ............ Denver
Summa Cum Laude, Business Honors
Kaley N. Thompson .......... Iron Station
Cum Laude
Joel James Thundathill ......... Morrisville
Thanh Dang Uyen Tran ........ Charlotte
Summa Cum Laude
Justin Zachary Trifari .......... Greensboro
Summa Cum Laude
Rahul Niranjjan Tumkur ...... Morrisville
Kevin DeLos Underwood ....... Charlotte

Mubaraq Olawale Usman .......... Mooresville
Priyanka Vallabh ............... Charlotte
Carina Velazquez Martinez .... Charlotte
Matthew Charles Walters ....... Asheville
Caleb Gale Weaver .............. Archdale
Magn Cum Laude
Jaymeson Quinn White ............ Harrisburg
Nolan Christopher Williams .... Apex
Cum Laude
Michael Alan Williamson ....... Charlotte
Tiston Tyler Williamson .......... Angier
Adlai Brooks Wilson .......... Waynesville
Caleb L. Wynne .................... Raleigh
Adam Brian Ziegler .......... Charlotte

International Business
Maria D. Borges Rodriguez ........ Caracas, Venezuela
Cum Laude
Fatima Adriana Cuenc ............. Hudson
Cum Laude
Jenna Ling DeLisi ............. Luoyang, China
Cum Laude
Griffin Wayne Dunlap ......... Wilson
Magn Cum Laude
Adil Fellahou .......... Charlotte
Cum Laude
Mara Aisha Fenn .......... Wesley Chapel
Patrisha Erika B. Galvan ......... Asheville
Leann Nicole Healy .......... Charlotte
Magn Cum Laude
Taylor Morgan Hein .......... Clayton
Cum Laude
Shelby Lenice Jackson ......... Summerfield
Emma Kate Jacobson .......... Crowley, TX
Magn Cum Laude
Angela Mumba Kyona ............ Lumbumbi, Democratic Republic of the Congo
Cum Laude
Kaitlyn Denise Lawson ........ Union Mills
Laurel Hannah Matthews .......... Raleigh
Chad McCabe Moushon .......... Durham
Evelyn Brooke Munroe .......... Charlotte
Cum Laude
Henry Joseph Padilla Sarmiento .... Bogota, Colombia
Cum Laude
Emma Jane Prins .......... Charlotte
Cum Laude
Dianne Ramirez .................. Passaic, NJ
Cum Laude
Aaron Shams Ray .......... Frisco, TX
Summa Cum Laude, Levine Scholar
Nicole A. Sharpe .............. Waxhaw
Richard Ferdinand Tarter .......... Hampstead
Nia Moana Wolltting .......... Charlotte

Management
Ahmed Taher Abu-Lebede .......... Greensboro
Casey Taylor Ackerman .......... Davidson
Cum Laude
Rurik Gabriel Glipo Alconaba ........... Clemmons
Emily Melissa Arias Santana .... Mountain Holly
Hannah Nicole Arledge ............ Winston-Salem
Michaela Kathleen Arteta .... Wake Forest
Gannon Lawrence Baab .......... Charlotte
Lance Robinson Bailey .......... Denver
Cum Laude
Micah Thomas Barber ........... Charlotte
Cum Laude
Connor Joseph Barrick ........... Raleigh
Cum Laude
Leah Catherine Bernick .......... Pittsburgh, PA
Magn Cum Laude
Eva Claire Bey ............. Yadkinville
Magn Cum Laude
Katie Terese Breischta .......... Raleigh
Cum Laude
Tiffany Lynne Brickner.................... Charlotte
Cum Laude
Kelsey D. Brigan......................... Mooresville
Cum Laude
Jesse Elijah Brown ...................... Raleigh
Cum Laude
Thomas David Brown .................... Raleigh
Cum Laude
Claire Louise Chamberlain .............. Raleigh
Cum Laude
Paul Elam Cochrane ..................... Maiden
Cum Laude
Charles Brock Colson ................... South Mills
Cum Laude
William Maxwell Cooper ................. Troutman
Summa Cum Laude
Nikitha Dantuluri ........................... Charlotte
Summa Cum Laude
Camila Olivia De Ugarte ................. Charlotte
Cum Laude
Jaden Alexis Derricott .................... Owasso, OK
Cum Laude
Imani C. Dunnmon-Maran .................. Morven
Magna Cum Laude
Dadryon Curtis Edwards ................... Durham
Cum Laude
Cameron John Fabrizi .................... Charlotte
Cum Laude
William Karsten Gooding ............... Charlotte
Cum Laude
Charles J. Harley ......................... Waxhaw
Cum Laude
Cullen Curtis-Hayabusa Harmon ......... Matthews
Cum Laude
Gwendolyn Anne Hayes ................... Charlotte
Cum Laude
Caroline Maria Hodges ................... Fayetteville
Summa Cum Laude, Business Honors
Samantha Paige Howe ..................... Huntersville
Cum Laude
Brandon James ............................ Rural Hall
Yatziri Iridian Juarez-Ramirez .......... Charlotte
Saad Karanouch ........................... Raleigh
Hamad Kashmary ......................... Charlotte
Cum Laude
Isabella Victoria Kipp ..................... Waxhaw
Cum Laude
Jenna Nicole Klum ......................... Troutman
Cum Laude
Charles S. Lee .................................. Charlotte
Cum Laude
Kamila Marie Lee .......................... Des Moines, IA
Cum Laude
Kerin Dymiah Magness .................... Lincolnnton
Cum Laude
Madeleine Elizabeth Marchiando ....... Suwanee, GA
Cum Laude
Emily Grace McAbee ..................... Mount Holly
Summa Cum Laude
Elizabeth A. McClure ..................... Charlotte
Magna Cum Laude
Imara Rochelle Menifee ................... Round Lake, IL
Magna Cum Laude
Jennifer Moran ............................ Charlotte
Cum Laude
Ryan C. Morrow ............................ Charlotte
Cum Laude
Kelly Nghi Nguyen ....................... Charlotte
Cum Laude
Peter Nguyen ............................... Charlotte
Cum Laude
Erin Connor Oliveira ...................... Raleigh
Magna Cum Laude
John Icanyi Onuora, Jr .................... Wake Forest
Patrick Dillon Overholt ................... Tryon
Alexandria Hope Parton ................... Union Mills
Cum Laude
Emili Carolina Perez Montellano ........ Winston-Salem
Cum Laude
Lorena Perez .............................. Winston-Salem
Cum Laude
Ian Dean Perry ............................ Durham
Cum Laude
Nathan Alexander Petty ................... Belmont
Cum Laude
Christian Jon Piekaj ....................... Charlotte
Cum Laude
Johnny Geovanny Romero-Price ...... Pineville
Madison Grace Ruffing .................... Durham
Shane G. Sajan ............................. Chapel Hill
Magna Cum Laude
Carter Edson Schmitt ..................... Mooresville
William Carl Schultz ...................... Washington
Aubrey Glenn Sharbutt ..................... Concord
Benjamin Charles Sholar ................... Morganton
Madelyn Hogan Smith .................... Hendersonville
Sreevalli Solleti .................. Charlotte
Summa Cum Laude
Dajana Sovij .................. Greensboro
Magna Cum Laude
Erin Elizabeth Steadman ............... Cornelius
Magna Cum Laude
Samantha Erin Stichel ................... Asheville
Dajan Stephen Maurice Taylor .......... Elon
Thomas Huy Tran ......................... Charlotte
Cum Laude
Meagan Grace Turner ...................... Concord
Donovan F. Twyne III .................... Manteo
Magna Cum Laude
Chaying Aden Vang ........................ Nebo
Elliott Evan Venson ....................... Apex
Todd Allan Weiss, Jr ...................... Apex
Philip Michael Werner .................... Hudson, MA
Parris R. Wright ......................... Kernersville
Cum Laude
Matthew Michael Bledsoe .............. Charlotte
Magna Cum Laude
Alexander Robert Breckwoldt ........... Charlotte
Cameron Thomas Carleton .............. Holly Springs
Cum Laude
Matthew Christopher Carpenter ....... Apex
Chandler Wakefield Childs ............. Belmont
Cum Laude
Tyler Bennett Cook ....................... Charlotte
Summa Cum Laude, Business Honors
Matthew Evan Dorsey .................... Wake Forest
Cum Laude
Ashley Danae Dulin ..................... Charlotte
Alexander Blair Eaton ..................... Concord
Summa Cum Laude
Beshoy Akram Eskandar ................. Knightdale
Jonathan Tyler Everett ................... Fayetteville
Cum Laude
Joseph Mesghina Ezaz ..................... Indian Trail
Cameron John Fabrizi .................... Charlotte
Cum Laude
Fabiola Sarahi Flores Herrera .......... Raleigh
Jared Fuentes Martinez ................. Charlotte
Jason Garcia .............................. Winston-Salem
Elmer George Gbedee ..................... Durham
Cum Laude
Darrius R. Green .......................... Durham
Cum Laude
Connor Matthew Hauk .................... Holly Springs
Marketh Jovan Jones ..................... Salisbury
Alexander Joseph Kears .................. Concord
Kolby Michael Loigren ................. Mooresville
Richard Cale Manning, Jr ............. Wilmington
Cum Laude
Ryan Dimitri McAllister ............... Mooresville
Grayson McGruder .......................... Shelby
Carlos Morales Galindo ................. Charlotte
Magna Cum Laude
Paul David Gashaw ....................... Cary
Bara B. Ndiaye ............................. Raleigh
Magna Cum Laude
Jennie Thy Nguyen ....................... Raleigh
Cum Laude
Declan John O’Dell ....................... Mooresville
Nicholas J. Perros ....................... Belmont
Asil A. Qureshi ............................ Charlotte
Mason Taku Smith ......................... Charlotte
Robert Grant Smith III ................... Rolesville
Aamir H. Syed ............................. Charlotte
Michael Thao .............................. Hickory
Steven Thanh Tran ......................... Holly Springs
Tong Yao Vang ............................. Taylorsville
Jacob Cole Watson ....................... Advance
Tiffany Brianna Wilson ................... Lillington
Cum Laude
Brandon J. Zuroski ....................... Charlotte
Cum Laude
Marketing
Keaton Anderson .......................... Harrisburg
Magna Cum Laude
Frank Attilano ............................ Ellerbe
Cum Laude
Mackenzie Ann Austin ................... Troutman
Magna Cum Laude
Addison Quinn Basham ................... Waxhaw
Ahnhiya Raeshelle Beam .................. Lincolnton
Cum Laude
Makaela Marie Beckman .................. Greensboro
Cum Laude
Sara Elisabeth Bonsall .................... Weddington
Magna Cum Laude
Patience Iliah Booker ..................... Charlotte
Cum Laude
Nicholas Smith Brannock ............... Greensboro
Lake Daniel Braswell .................... Matthews
Cum Laude
Kennedy Grace Briggs .................... Raleigh
Cum Laude
Larry Wilson Britt .......................... Asheboro
Cum Laude, Business Honors, Levine Scholar
Ashley Michelle Buck ..................... Mooresville
Cum Laude
Madeleine Rose Buckley ................. Setauket, NY
McKenna Christine Bury .................. Waxhaw
Cum Laude
Michelle Camacho .......................... Charlotte
Cum Laude
Sophie Alicea Chrisco .................... Harrisburg
Soloman Elijah Clarke .................... Charlotte
Cum Laude
Clio Clay ................................. Chapel Hill
Breanda J. Cohen .......................... Layton, NJ
Ryan Andrew Cole ......................... Charlotte
LeAnna N. Coley ......................... Raleigh
Cum Laude
Rocky Lee Collins .......................... Mount Airy
Summa Cum Laude
Joshua Adam Colon ....................... Indian Trail
Magna Cum Laude
Zachary Phillip Corsi ..................... Waxhaw
Cum Laude
Cristina Maria Cortes ..................... Huntersville
Brooke Sellers Davidson .................. Hendersonville
Olivia Mcgovern Delage .................. Raleigh
Magna Cum Laude
Kelly Sarah Demontesquieu ............. Charlotte
Cum Laude
Amrita Dey .................................. Raleigh
Cum Laude
Itzel Benitez Diaz .......................... Cherryville
Magna Cum Laude
Lauren Jennifer Eckel ..................... Egg Harbor Township, NJ
Caleb Dawson Edwards ................... Charlotte
Cum Laude
Robert William Ferrel III ............... Durham
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Farah Ali Aldhaneem .......................... Huntersville
Summa Cum Laude
Mohammed Ali Alhakeem .......... Sajah, Saudi Arabia
William Austin Ash .......................... Jamestown
Magna Cum Laude
William Lee Bartholomew .............. Charlotte
Magna Cum Laude
Jacob Allen Boyd ............................ Belmont
Summa Cum Laude
Ariana Grace Brennan ................. Mint Hill
Magna Cum Laude, Honors in Engineering
Casey Ross Brewer ....................... Horse Shoe
Cum Laude
Cameron Chase Bridges ............... Snow Camp
Tyler J. Briggs ............................... Rochester, NY
Kyle P. Brinkley ......................... Lexington
Regina Shereshe Caldwell .......... Charlotte
Magna Cum Laude
Darabot Cheachok ......................... Charlotte
Magna Cum Laude
Kendall Keaman Clanton .......... Norfolk, VA
Cody J. Davis .............................. Matthews
Joseph DeFeo III ...................... Mooresville
Victor Manuel Deras ............. Thomasville
Sean Michellits Elmore ............. Holly Springs
Magna Cum Laude
Alya Moshen Elsarraf .............. Cairo, Egypt
Riley Huntington Garcia .. Huntington Beach, CA
Wesley Aaron Gosnell .............. Dallas
Carter Scott Graham ................. Dobson
Tyler David Harris ....................... Saluda
William E. Hicks .......................... Manteo
Magna Cum Laude, Honors in Engineering
Gabriel Philip Lami Hoff, Jr ........ Indian Trail
Stephen Andrew Hoffiman .......... Cornelius
Griffin Adams Horney ........... Wake Forest
Mitchell M. Hunt ...................... Mount Holly
Joelle Mukuamba Kalala ........ Charlotte
Sarah Donnee Karan .................... Candler
Tyler Jacob Kimes ...................... Concord
Stephen G. Krawczyk .............. State College, PA
Joseph Noble Ku ................. New Bern
Upendra Kuikel ......................... Charlotte
Jake Ts-up Tung Lee .............. Statesville
Cum Laude
Jiawei Li .................................... Albemarle
Cum Laude
Joshua Wynn Lowry ................. Pembroke
Daniah Mahmoudi ...................... Apex
Jarod Blake Marshall .......... Walnut Cove
Liam P. McNally ....................... Waxhaw
Cum Laude
Andre Gramacho Morton .......... Huntersville
John Cameron O’Brien III .... Southport
Kyle Xavier Ilayan Organo .......... Apex
Magna Cum Laude
David Charles Patton ................. Clemmons
Cum Laude
Spencer Charles Patton .......... Asheboro
John Adam Payne .................. Statesville
Summa Cum Laude
Garrett Wade Ponder .............. Fairview
Cum Laude
Christopher Daniel Pruitt .......... Traphill
John Chase Rappe ....................... Charlotte
Cum Laude
Sidney Marie Richardson .......... Hickory
Cum Laude
Zachary Bailey Seamon ............ Mocksville
Cameron David Seger .............. Concord
Dylan Wallace Shamburger .... Hendersonville
Cum Laude
Haley Annette Shaw .......... Pilot Mountain
Magna Cum Laude
Samantha Ann Shefte ........ Raleigh
Magna Cum Laude
Sandra Srey ............................ Charlotte
Eliah Jeannette Tekotte .......... Raleigh
Cum Laude
Magna Cum Laude, University Honors, Honors in Engineering, Albert Scholar
Isaiah Wong Hong Young ........ Statesville
Magna Cum Laude

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER ENGINEERING

Hamza Nizar Alkhateeb .............. Charlotte
Cum Laude
Hassan Abdullah Al Labad ....................... Al Qatif, Saudi Arabia
Cum Laude
Abrar Abdullahmeel Altaay .......... Garner
Cum Laude
Jennifer Arce-Navarrete .......... Mint Hill
Grayson Alexander Bass ........ Statesville
Cum Laude
Kendall Frazier Britton ............... Winston-Salem
Magna Cum Laude, Honors in Engineering
Austen Lewis Brooks ........ Raleigh
Summa Cum Laude
Michael Ethan Campo .......... Charlotte
Summa Cum Laude
Adriel Nehemiais Campos .......... Kernersville
Daniel Alexander Candelario ........ Broadway
Magna Cum Laude
Kemp William Carswell .......... Connelly Springs
Luis Joel Castellanos Perez .......... Charlotte
Cum Laude
Erwin Alexander Castro ............ Angier
Tyler Michael Chambers .......... Thomasville
Tyler Tristan Chapin .......... Cary
Magna Cum Laude
Ajay Sankar Venkata Chundi .......... Harrisburg
Mateo Alexander Cubillos .......... Holly Springs
Summa Cum Laude
Utsang Dhungel ..................... Durham
Jonathan Paul Doane .......... Charlotte
William Trevor Goad ........ Newport
Garrett Ryan Harp ............... Lewisville
Eiman Hasan .......................... Kuwait City, Kuwait
Jaiden Nicole Hauser .......... Concord
Summa Cum Laude
Brandon Christopher Kepley .......... Lexington
Magna Cum Laude
Nang Deh Kiim ..................... Charlotte
Brian Alexander Law .......... Charlotte
Magna Cum Laude
Nicholas Scott Leedom .......... Clayton
Magna Cum Laude
Walid Lemagni ....................... Charlotte
Jarrett Douglas Long .............. Hurdle Mills
Cum Laude
Michael Alexander Lust .......... Fayetteville
Christopher Scott May-Sepulveda .......... Pilot Mountain
Summa Cum Laude

Tandeo Mwenda Mufalo .............. Durham
Jonathon Dinh Nguyen .......... Gastonia
Magna Cum Laude
Micah James Nickson ............... Conover
Chukwudubem Eke Emekwakali .... Charlotte
Aiden Joseph O’Hara .......... Raleigh
Nikita H. Patel ..................... Morrisville
Cum Laude
Barry E. Persing ..................... Shelby
Summa Cum Laude
Ryan John Monson Picariello ... London, United Kingdom
Angel Romero Avalos .......... Hamptonville
Bryan Jenemi Santos Castillo .... Charlotte
Spencer Scott Scram .......... Clemmons
Magna Cum Laude
Jacob Aaron Skow ................. Raleigh
Magna Cum Laude
Daniel Jacob Sullivan .......... Taylorsville
Cum Laude
Harshil Y. Suthar ..................... Pineville
Magna Cum Laude
Chiedere Chisom Udoh ........ Mgbuogba, Nigeria
Luis A. Umana ....... Queens, NY
Sarah Rose Vitaris .......... Northford, CT
Summa Cum Laude, Honors in Engineering
Nicholas Allen Waters .......... Waldorf, MD
Matthew Wayne Weaver .......... Durham
Alexander Thomas Wirtz ........ Oak Ridge
Thomas Michael Yingling .......... Charlotte
Magna Cum Laude
Matthew Evan Zahn ................ Cary
Cum Laude

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT

Kenan Patrick Adams .......... Raleigh
Cum Laude
Cristian Aparicio-Diaz .......... Washington, DC
Cum Laude
Christopher Michael Artman ...... Apex
RaShawn Lewis Barber .......... Winston-Salem
Anderson Teer Barringer ........ Durham
Austin David Blackburn .......... Denver
Eric Wilson Brand .......... Raleigh
Alexander Michael Casey .......... Raleigh
Magna Cum Laude
Blake Randall Corn .......... Lexington
Magna Cum Laude
Noah Christopher Cruz .......... Winston-Salem
Marshall Thomas Duncan III .... Roxboro
Kyle Dunn ......................... Concord
Leanna Nicole Ellis .......... Iron Station
Francisco Garcia .......... Alabemarle
Cum Laude
Robert Stephens Goodwin .......... Denver
Daniel E. Guillen .......... Charlotte
Cole Neal Hoops .......... Sanford
Cum Laude
Brennan Kenison .......... Waxhaw
Magna Cum Laude
William Lawrence Maddox .......... Charlotte
Alexis Maldonado .......... Germanton
Owen Edward Miller .......... Boone
Phillip Grant Moss .......... Hendersonville
Alan Scott Perez Riera……………….. Bronx, NY
Athanasiou Christos Pistolis……………..Charlotte
Kyle William Pratt……………….. Charlotte
Noah J. Radcliffe……………….. Holly Springs
Jacob Thomas Ray……………….. Chesnee, SC
David James Reed……………….. Lebanon, NJ
Patrick Jacob Safia……………….. Weddington
Nicholas B. Sargent……………….. Hampstead
Cynthia Marie Sequina……………….. Gastonia
Carolyn Grace Smiley……………….. Denver

Robert Leonard Koch, Jr.……………….. Charlotte
Brandon W. Tarlton……………….. Concord
Bryson York Teague……………….. Cary
Dylan Andruw Walker……………….. Browns Summit
Ashton Nicole White……………….. Salisbury

Summa Cum Laude

Joshua Caleb Wilkie……………….. Lenoir
Nathan Tanner Wingler……………….. Lexington

Magna Cum Laude

Alejandro Ricardo Zamora Alvarado……………….. Lincolnton

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

Ahmad K. H. A. M. D. GH. H. Albuloushi……………….. Kuwait City, Kuwait
Mohammed S. E. S. Alghanem……………….. Kuwait City, Kuwait

Cum Laude

Mustafa Hashim Alhajji……………….. Charlotte
Laurick Tishimbalanga Amadi……………….. Charlotte

Cum Laude

Branson Caleb Austin……………….. Statesville
Kyle August Breitinger……………….. Charlotte
Brandon Wade Bryant……………….. Charlotte
Trevor Christian Buchanan……………….. Morganton

Cum Laude

Samuel James Butts……………….. Jacksonville
Michael Ethan Campo……………….. Charlotte

Summa Cum Laude

Zachary Carbo……………….. Chapel Hill
Kemp William Carswell……………….. Connelly Springs
Tyler Tristan Chapin……………….. Cary

Magna Cum Laude

Andrew J. Ciampi……………….. Wake Forest

Magna Cum Laude

Michael James Collins……………….. Indian Trail

Magna Cum Laude

Doneric Concepcion IV……………….. Durham
Joshua Nicholas Cooley……………….. Raleigh

Magna Cum Laude

Noah Micah Crosswhite……………….. Statesville

Summa Cum Laude

Jonathan Paul Doane……………….. Statesville
Ariel Futia Diamany……………….. Kinshasa, Democratic Republic of the Congo

Magna Cum Laude

William G. Gibson……………….. Statesville

Cum Laude

Matthew William Green……………….. Sherrills Ford
Griffin Chase Hanna……………….. Tabor City

Magna Cum Laude

Cole Alexander Healy……………….. Wilmington
Jasm M. E. A. Jomah……………….. Kuwait City, Kuwait

Magna Cum Laude

John Paul Jones……………….. Winston-Salem
Mohammad Ghaleb Kharoufeh……………….. Raleigh

Cum Laude

Nang Deih Kiim……………….. Charlotte
Robert Leonard Koch, Jr.……………….. Mt. Carmel, PA
Frank Leighton Lawless……………….. Kernersville

Summa Cum Laude

Daniel Steven Lindsay……………….. Cary
Nicholas Joseph Lonce……………….. Knots Island
John D. Luke……………….. Davidson
Joshua Thomas Mateyunas……………….. Claremont
Zachary Christian Matzinger……………….. High Point

Summa Cum Laude

Jacob Edward McElwain……………….. Gold Hill

Magna Cum Laude

Evan Mitrovic……………….. Holly Springs
Tony Nguyen……………….. Charlotte

Magna Cum Laude

Mitchell Dwalo Odihambo……………….. Fayetteville
Dillon P. Ouimette……………….. Fuquay-Varina

Summa Cum Laude

Kelby Galen Perren……………….. Raleigh

Summa Cum Laude

Alexander Polinski……………….. Huntersville
Jaron Braxton Price……………….. Locust

Magna Cum Laude

Mujeeb Quadri……………….. Cary
Mubeen Syed Quadri……………….. Cary

Cum Laude

Dejan Rassou……………….. Greensboro

Magna Cum Laude

Ethan Aubin Reynolds……………….. Seagrove
Mark L. Roberts IV……………….. Pisgah Forest
Ryan Thomas Roscrow……………….. Monroe

Magna Cum Laude

Richard Ned Russell III……………….. Lexington

Cum Laude

Kaitlin Elise Slattery……………….. Raleigh

Magna Cum Laude

Chase Wardell Spoerer……………….. Charlotte

Cum Laude

Austin N. Stanfield……………….. Clemmons
Hunter Cole Strickland……………….. Mocksville
Darrell Matthew Thomas……………….. Shelby

Cum Laude

Santiago David Tirres……………….. Charlotte
Amanda Locke Wahler……………….. Asheville

Cum Laude

Nicholas Allen Waters……………….. Waldorf, MD
William Nickolas Woodard……………….. Statesville

Magna Cum Laude

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

Civil Engineering Technology
Saul Alejandro Barrios, Jr.……… Murrays Inlet, SC

Cum Laude

Rica Fukan Gaudia……………….. Concord

Cum Laude

Case Hall Helton……………….. Lowell

Cum Laude

Jillian Hudson……………….. Charlotte

Cum Laude

Jonie Ann Martin……………….. Mount Ulla
Tommy Nick Ownbey……………….. Rutherfordton

Cum Laude

Ibrahim Abdelaziz Salih……………….. Charlotte

Cum Laude

Electrical Engineering Technology
Steven Josue Arita Murcia……………….. Charlotte
Collin Bess……………….. Clemmons
Jake T. Dejohn……………….. Concord
Clip Chinued Echendu……………….. Gastonia

Cum Laude

Dustin James Harmon……………….. Troutman

Cum Laude

Joshua Isaac Martinez……………….. Charlotte
Andre San Nguyen……………….. Durham

Cum Laude

Andre San Nguyen……………….. Durham

Cum Laude

Steve Perez Rodriguez……………….. Albermarle
Hier T. Son……………….. Charlotte
August Mckinley Tuttle……………….. Yadkinville
Jamiek Williams……………….. Charlotte

Fire and Safety Engineering Technology
Yusuf Khalid S. Bajamal…………… Dhahran, Saudi Arabia

Magna Cum Laude

Kyle Patrick Carpenter……………….. Kure Beach

Cum Laude

Thomas Jordan Caudill……………….. Star
John Austin Lacoste……………….. Greensboro
Jacob Littell……………….. Mebane
Matthew Wayne Peddycord……………….. Walnut Cove
Angel Artisides Rodriguez Ripoll……………….. Sant Domingo, Dominican Republic

Cum Laude

Mechanical Engineering Technology
Sarah Imad Abdallah……………….. Cary
Alexis Brianna Albarran……………….. Charlotte
Wesley Thomas Albrecht……………….. New Hill
Yusuf Algharani……………….. Charlotte
Daniel Stiles Anderson……………….. Greensboro
Andrey Andriyevsky……………….. Charlotte
Brandon Anorve-Lorenzo……………….. Concord
Michael J. Bovim……………….. Port Elizabeth, South Africa
William Chase Bratton……………….. Statesville
Grant Alexander Dale……………….. Cary
Samuel Miche Danjoint……………….. Concord
Garrett Lear Dixon……………….. Iron Station

Cum Laude

Jason Robert Easterling……………….. Cary
Zachary Carter Elam……………….. Mooresville

Cum Laude

Cristian Antonio Espinoza……………….. Cary
Daniel Allen Eure……………….. Kill Devil Hills
Antonio Flores-De la Cruz……………….. Asheville
Alex French……………….. Barre, VT
Bill Toe Goodridge……………….. Monrovia, Liberia
Mallory Lindsay Hall……………….. Cornelius

Cum Laude

Michael C. Lawrence……………….. Canonsburg, PA

Cum Laude

Wyatt Marcelus LeDoux……………….. Davidson

Magna Cum Laude

Preston Keith Marlowe……………….. Lexington
Michael Ryan Munley……………….. South Riding, VA
Steven Nguyen……………….. Charlotte

Magna Cum Laude

Thomas Kristian Norby……………….. Flemington, NJ
Michael Gabriel O’Brien……………….. Mill Spring
Jacob Ryan Owen……………….. Kernersville

Cum Laude

Bhavin Patel……………….. Charlotte
Stephen D. Rek……………….. Readington, NJ
Zane A. Rodman……………….. Denton
Marc Anthony Rullo……………….. Wake Forest
Deven Anthony Sanchez……………….. Davis, CA
Cole R. Schillinger……………….. Charlotte
Jacob Aaron Schronce……………….. Denver
Ovin V. Seneviratne……………….. Charlotte
Rami H. Shami……………….. Raleigh
Nathan Levi Shirley……………….. Concord

Cum Laude

Noah Alexander Starnes……………….. Newton
Paul T. Suggs……………….. Monroe

Cum Laude
Charlotte  
Cum Laude  
Ponte Vedra Beach, FL  

Magna Cum Laude  

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING  

Maria Ellen Adkins ............................................. Siler City  
Summa Cum Laude, Honors in Engineering  
John Allman ....................................................... Raleigh  
Ali Mohammed Almatar ........................................... Charlotte  
Magna Cum Laude  
Sophia Rose Aluise ............................................. Pittsburgh, PA  
Cum Laude  
Dylan Appleyard ............................................... Matthews  
Magna Cum Laude, Honors in Engineering  
Chase Philip Atherton .......................................... Raleigh  
Cum Laude  
Luke Austin Bakley ............................................. Cary  
Cum Laude  
Henry James Bartholomew ................................. Charlotte  
Jacob Martin Brooks ......................................... Charlotte  
Magna Cum Laude, Honors in Engineering  
Jonathan Caldwell Broome ............................... Charlotte  
Cum Laude  
Caitlin McKenzie Bunce ................................. Polkton  
Joseph A. Burgess ............................................ Mooresville  
Cum Laude  
Reed R. Buske .................................................. Asheville  
Carlos Alexander Butz Monroy .......................... Charlotte  
Magna Cum Laude  
Ashley Nicole Byerly ........................................... Randleman  
Weston A. Byng .............................................. Concord  
Taylor Joseph Chandler ................................. New London  
Lee Summerow Cline ....................................... Statesville  
Cum Laude  
Adam Thomas Cocke .......................................... Chapel Hill  
Alex Eric Cockman ............................................ Winston-Salem  
Matthew Grant Cohen ........................................ Greensboro  
Magna Cum Laude  
David Nathaniel Conlin ...................................... Sylvia  
Magna Cum Laude  
Jason Daniel Cooke ............................................ Cary  
Cum Laude  
Nick Corvera .................................................. Durham  
Alex Kevin Crotts ............................................ Mocksville  
Magna Cum Laude  
Hunter Conlon Crumpler ................................. Raleigh  
Charles Dawson Daniels ................................... Mocksville  
Cum Laude  
Connor Rafe Davidson ....................................... Sanford  
Cum Laude  
Colin Norwood Davis ....................................... Norcross, GA  
Cum Laude  
Jonathan Ryan Dennis ....................................... Summerville  
Magna Cum Laude  
Michael Alexander Di Russo .............................. Atlanta, GA  
Julian Vaughn Doe ............................................ Charlotte  
Cum Laude, University Honors, Honors in Engineering  
Thomas Charles Douglass .................................. Raleigh  
Corey Thomas Drummond ................................ Raleigh  
Sierra Quinn Dummerruth ................................ Wilmington  
Jason Thomas Ellison ........................................ Concord  
Cum Laude  
Grant John Mahlon Farrell ................................ Raleigh  
Cum Laude  
Zachary Irvin Ford ........................................... McDonough, NY  
Cum Laude  
Peyton O. Fowler ............................................. High Point  
Cum Laude  
Jerin Francis .................................................. Apex  
Rafaelo Giorgio Fronzaglia ............................... Waxhaw  
Cum Laude  
Thomas Kenneth Fudala ................................ Harrisburg  
Shawn Joshua Gannon .................................. Cary  
Haleigh Marie Gose ........................................ Granite Falls  
Magna Cum Laude, Honors in Engineering  
Eric James Haase ............................................... Oak Ridge  
Zachary Taylor Hampton ................................ Hendersonville  
Mitchell Patrick Harney ................................ Huntersville  
Cum Laude  
Carter Hedrick ............................................... Sherrills Ford  
Tien Hrd ..................................................... Huntersville  
Cassidy Alissa Cooper Holene ............................. Wake Forest  
Cum Laude  
Jacob Wynn Horowitz ......................................... Falls Village, CT  
Summa Cum Laude  
Connor Hamilton Hudson ................................ Greensboro  
Skyler Christopher Hudson ................................ Apex  
Cum Laude  
Samantha Eula Huff ......................................... Oxford  
Stephen Taylor Hull ......................................... Dumwoody, GA  
Magna Cum Laude  
Jared Ross Jackowitz ........................................ Waxhaw  
Erica Ann Jacobson ........................................ Raleigh  
Magna Cum Laude  
Ian David Knapp .............................................. Indian Trail  
Carson E. Lafferty ........................................... Elon  
Hong Ni Celine Lau ........................................... Kowloon, Hong Kong  
Joshua Tyler Lewis ........................................... Irwin, PA  
Darryl Ming Foong Li ....................................... Wilmington  
Yinfei Li ..................................................... Dalian, China  
Cum Laude  
Patrick Daniel Lichtenwalner ............................ Newton  
Cum Laude  
Matthew Albert Lucke ....................................... Hartford, VT  
Magna Cum Laude  
Lee Thomas Melton ............................................ Lenoir  
Summa Cum Laude  
Max Caldwell Menius ..................................... Landis  
Magna Cum Laude  
Leandro Sante Mongelluzzo .............................. Waterbury, CT  
Nickolos Robinson Moore ................................. Burlington  
Magna Cum Laude  
Marisa Jill Nahrwold ......................................... Brick, NJ  
Cum Laude  
Daniel Andres Naveira .................................... Elon  
Cum Laude  
Michio James Oliver ........................................ Hillsborough  
Joseph M. Palomo ............................................ Mint Hill  
Nimit Kalpeshkumar Patel ................................ Huntersville  
Summa Cum Laude, Honors in Engineering  
Harrison J. Peddle ............................................ High Point  
Magna Cum Laude, University Honors, Honors in Engineering  
Joseph Raymond Petitie ................................ Burgaw  
Magna Cum Laude  
Lucas M. Poman ................................................ Hickory  
Cum Laude  
Erik Scott Pozorski ........................................ Charlotte  
Sydney Marie Prince ......................................... Killingworth, CT  
Ryan Jared Prusia ............................................ Raleigh  
Caden Galen Pyne ............................................ Apex  
Magna Cum Laude, Honors in Engineering  
Carson M. Ramm ............................................... Cornelius  
Cum Laude  
Riley Jacob Redmon ......................................... Summerville  
Summa Cum Laude, Honors in Engineering  
Jacob Jeremy Riddles ........................................ Oak Ridge  
Magna Cum Laude  
Jonathan Caleb Salo ........................................ Charlotte  
Summa Cum Laude  
Daniel Joseph Sanchez .................................... Hicksville, NY  
Parker Brandon Schmid .................................... Mooresville  
Joshua Howard Schnepf .................................... High Point  
Cum Laude  
Ryan Andrew Scibetta ...................................... Huntersville  
Magna Cum Laude, Honors in Engineering  
John Sherman .................................................. Raleigh  
Magna Cum Laude  
Aditya Singh ................................................... Cary  
Zachary Michael Conlin .................................... Pittsboro  
Summa Cum Laude  
Alexander Joseph Sirrindle .............................. Raleigh  
Magna Cum Laude, Honors in Engineering  
Ashley Marie Spicer ...................................... High Point  
Cum Laude  
Curtis Sprague, Jr. ............................................ Gastonia  
Peter Luke Sprenger ........................................... Wilmington  
Alexander Wiley Stephenson ................................ Charlotte  
Justin T. Stone .................................................. Alpine, TX  
Maxwell Wesley Stott ....................................... Charlotte  
Summa Cum Laude  
Brian W. Sullivan ............................................ Mooresville  
Chandler Blake Swain ....................................... Thomasville  
Austin Montgomery Swift .................................. Cary  
Harrison Hayes Harrington ............................... Youngsville  
Connor Mckenna Thomas ................................ Huntersville  
Benjamin Anthony Vaca .................................. Lawndale  
Cesar Valverde ................................................ Mount Airy  
Hamza Waheed ............................................... Wake Forest  
Jake Anthony Weber ........................................ Concord  
Summa Cum Laude  
Colin J. Wieler ..................................................... Charlotte  
Cum Laude  
Gavin M. Wilburn ............................................ Braidwood, IL  
Leland Mack Wolfe II ....................................... Monroe  
Magna Cum Laude  
Justin Philip Wykoff ........................................ Jamestown  
Wilson James Yates .......................................... Charlotte  
Matthew Jeffrey Zotsman .................................. Iron Station  

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN SYSTEMS ENGINEERING  

Majd Nimah Alawami ........................................ Charlotte  
Samer Osama Alkhathib ..................................... Charlotte  
Skylar Helena Bass ............................................. Kure Beach  
Cum Laude  
Joshua Dale Belcher ........................................ Mooresville  
Summa Cum Laude  
Nicholas John Bellissimo ................................... Mooresville  
Jonah Ryan Breen ............................................. Mooresville  
Magnus Cum Laude, Honors in Engineering  
Howard Wynston Coe ...................................... Pinehurst  
Philipp Giovanni Reiner Dresler ........................ Apex  
Kelvin C. Hawkins, Jr. ........................................ Durham  
Summa Cum Laude  
Veronica N. Munagorri ....................................... Newport  
Samuel Key Norvell .......................................... Davidson  
Shelby Elise Poole ............................................... Stanley  
Cum Laude  
Conner Sean Reilly .......................................... Asheville  
Jessie Caroline Rucker ....................................... Shelby  
Magna Cum Laude  
Dipal Shah ..................................................... Charlotte  
Andrew Paul Young .......................................... Cary
COLLEGE OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
DR. CATRINE TUDOR-Locke, Dean

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Exercise Science
Gabriel Angel Abrego ......................... Shreveport, LA
Trent Dalton Keala Adams .................. Fayetteville
Katie Nicole Allen ............................ Mocksville

Magna Cum Laude
Wiley Edward Andrews II .................. Bolivia
Shayla Michelle Baldwin .................... Pittsboro
Jessica Richele Baxley ...................... Winston-Salem
Jourdan Devanté Baxley .................... Sandusky, OH
Kennedy Faith Beaver ........................ Cary

Summa Cum Laude
Mayah Deaneen Bess-Timmons .......... Fresno, CA
Brianna Christine Best ..................... Summerfield

Cam Laude
Francesca Bianchi ........................... Charlotte
Noah Ray Blalock ............................. Kannapolis
Ashlan Sehmuprias Bowdry .............. Durham

Cum Laude
Ziya Jonae Bradby ............................ Durham

Magna Cum Laude
Michaela Elizabeth Broom ............... Charlotte
Summa Cum Laude
Lauren Rebecca Brown .................... Charlotte
Malcolm Jerome Brown ..................... Charlotte

Cam Laude
Tyra Breann Brunt .......................... Matthews

Cum Laude
Zackary Lamar Simon ....................... Charlotte
Savannah K. Bufflin ......................... Huntersville
Kathy Tran Bu ................................ Monroe

Magna Cum Laude
Benjamin Luke Burgess ..................... Charlotte
Angeline Katrina Butler .................... Raleigh

Cam Laude
Zavier Zane Pangelinan Camacho ...... Parkton
Kamryn Desiare Christian ................. Miami, FL
Natalee Bryce Cols ......................... Angier
Raegan Kayona Coppadge .................. Monroe

Cum Laude
Lauren Hailee Dickerson ................. Bahama

Magna Cum Laude
Gabrielle Tanh Dinh ....................... Wilmington
Rachel Lorraine Dixon ..................... East Bend

Cam Laude
Jace Douglas Dover ......................... Asheboro
Dallas Austin Dycus ....................... Charlotte

Magna Cum Laude
Myles Christian Edringston .......... Greensboro

Cam Laude
Macy Catherine Falls ..................... Lawndale

Summa Cum Laude
Grace Michaela Farmer ................. Clayton
Austin Ferrell ............................... Denver
Jeremie Nolin Fitts ......................... Cary

Cam Laude
Kenneth Aaron Fletcher III .............. Statesville
Leanna Marie Flores ....................... Maysville

Cam Laude
Hayden Robert Gido ....................... Mooresville

Summa Cum Laude
Landon Elizabeth Gimblet ............... Hickory
Jalen I. Goodwin ......................... Winston-Salem

Cam Laude
Justyn Khalil Alexander Gray ................ Columbia, SC
Cameron Sieber Greenhill .............. Harrisburg

Miranda Paige Griffin .................. Pittsburgh

Cam Laude
Christopher Aaron Harris .............. Morrisville
Brady Andrew Heaver .................... Lincolnton
Jonathan Randal Heaver .................. Apex

Cum Laude
Ariel Janae Hollis ................. Columbia, SC
Brittain Williams Hufstetler ............ Reidsville
Mya D. Johnson ............................. Burlington

Cum Laude
Eric Alexander Johnston ............... Clayton

Cam Laude
Hannah Storm Johnston ............ Statesville
Samantha Francesca Judah .............. Monroe

Summa Cum Laude
Kayla Kasten ............................... Greensboro
Alexis Nicola Lang ...................... Summa Cum Laude

Cam Laude
Peter Lee ................................ Conover
Kelsey Anne Leitschaft .................... Pinehurst
Maria Elaine Leri ......................... Charlotte

Magna Cum Laude
Hailey Annalise Lippe .................... Wilmington
Samantha Corazon Loitsch ............... Moyock

Cam Laude
Brandon Lopez Rojas ...................... Charlotte
Olivia May Mague ......................... Waxhaw

Summa Cum Laude, University Honors
Dallas Lynn Mahan .................... Las Vegas, NV

Cam Laude
Jessica Taylor Massenburg .............. Wake Forest

Cam Laude
Peyton Mckenzie Mattlin ............. Hampstead

Magna Cum Laude
Christopher A. McClurkin ........... Kernersville

Cam Laude
Jack Ryan McGuinn ...................... Cary
Kalynd Danielle McNair ............... Asheboro
Jacob Meier .................. Summa Cum Laude
Sarah Ann Melos .................... Greensboro

Magna Cum Laude
McKinley Alonzo Lewis Miles ....... Burlington

Cam Laude
Tanner James Mitchell .............. Pawleys Island, SC

Cum Laude
Sister Kirsten Moore ................. Charlotte

Cam Laude
Grace Elisabeth Morgan .............. Normal, IL
Veronica N. Munagorri ............... Newport
Luis Nozoz ............................. Star

Cum Laude
Paige Elizabeth Nelson ............... Concord

Cum Laude
Emily Lillian Nosalek ............... Easton, MA

Summa Cum Laude
Chiomia Chika Nwankwo .......... Charlotte

Magna Cum Laude
Lauren Martin O’Connor .............. Wake Forest

Cam Laude
Steven Parra ........................... Saint Cloud, FL

Summa Cum Laude
Priya Patel ............................... Mooresville

Summa Cum Laude, University Honors, Honors in Applied Physiology, Health, and Clinical Sciences
Rush K. Patel .......................... Kings Mountain
Sanju Bhadrakshetra Patel .......... Hickory
Jordan Elizabeth Pearce .......... Cornelius

Cam Laude
Adrian Philippeaux ................. Charlotte
Kylie Madison Picaro ................ Barnegat, NJ
Jalyn Diomma Pouncey .......... Winston-Salem

Cam Laude
Paige Marie Ranere .................. Aldie, VA
Christopher C. Reid II ............ Greensboro
Austin Thomas Renke ............... Cary
Maribel Alegria Reyes ............... Laurinburg

Magna Cum Laude
Desera Nichole Rhamies .......... Mount Holly

Cam Laude
Alasia Braelyn Richardson ......... Charlotte
Garrett Marrian King ............... Rural Hall
Anastasia Leigh Risch .......... Hickory

Cam Laude
Jamaaea Teneen Roberts .......... Winston-Salem
Ulani Denise Robinson .......... Durham

Summa Cum Laude, University Honors
Imani Alexis-Vaughn Rochelle .... Rolesville

Cam Laude
Krishaya Denee Rolle ............... Winston-Salem
Jessica Lee Satink ................... Mint Hill

Cam Laude
Morgan Maria Sbraccia .......... Apex

Cam Laude
Adam Prescott Schneeberger ....... Charlotte

Cam Laude
Haley Elizabeth Shand .......... Wilmington

Magna Cum Laude
Dominique A. Shoffner .......... Cary

Cum Laude
Zale Lawson Shuster .......... Cary

Cam Laude
Olivia Marie Siebert .......... Waxhaw

Magna Cum Laude
Garrett Randall Simpson ......... Durham
Danny Assem Sinno ............. Marriotsville, MD
Sydney Elizabeth Snyder ...... Lexington

Cam Laude
Giselle Solano Avila ............. Concord
William Daniel Sorvillo ....... Charlotte

Cum Laude
Camryn Rose Spaziani .......... Waxhaw

Magna Cum Laude
Kyndall Dene Speas .......... Kernersville

Cam Laude
Courtney Paige Stout .......... Fayetteville

Cam Laude
Olivia Ann Tanaka .......... Davidson

Cam Laude
Brandon Lee Tate .............. Gibsonville

Cam Laude
Morgan Lee Waller .......... Pfafftown
Olivia Noelle Warner .......... Raleigh

Magna Cum Laude, University Honors
Kaitlin Mei Weathers .......... Wake Forest

Cam Laude
Holden Ray Whaley .............. New Bern
Brianna Camille Williams ...... Huntersville

Cum Laude
Azari‘EL R. Wilson .......... Durham
Aurielle Jaide Witherspoon ...... Fayetteville
Bryan William Zweier, Jr......... Charlotte

Health Systems Management
Reba Susan Abraham ............... Cary
Nailley Amairany Aguilar ....... Charlotte
Nicholas Andrew Alexander ....... Mathews
Mauriah Andriel Alford .......... Smithfield

Magna Cum Laude
PRIYANKA PREETI SINGH ................................ Fayettville
Summa Cum Laude

SHRAVA BALA SINGHASSAMY .............. Morrisville

terrick Larmark Smalls .............. Savannnah, GA
William Wyley Snow IV .............. Clayton
Gabiela Sosa ....................................... Monroe

Magna Cum Laude

Andrea Leigh Stevens .............. Mount Holly, VT
Jason Steere .................................. Charlotte
Jimmy Si ....................................... Sacramento, CA
Cheyenne Caitlind Taitent .............. Gastonia
Austin Bach Truong .............. Belmont
Mackenzie Rae Tucker .............. Winston-Salem
Serena Rose Tulaney .............. Wilmington

Magna Cum Laude

Elizabeth Grace Turlington .............. Lexington
Cum Laude

Dorette LaSandra Turner .............. Los Angeles, CA
Veronique Okwuchi Umelo .............. Raleigh
Anjinya Iman Valliani .............. Roanoke Rapids

Magna Cum Laude

Kristin Danielle Geardi .............. Leland
Jadyn Elyse Verner .............. Aberdeen

Cum Laude

Mikayla Vu .................................... Cary

Cum Laude

Lauryin McKenzie Walker-Thompson .............. Charlotte
Bryanina Diana Washington .............. Aberdeen
Makiya Janaria Watkins .............. Wilmington
Antionette Denise Watson .............. Charlotte
Abigail Louise Weaver .............. Mint Hill

Cum Laude

Robyn Elisabeth Weavil .............. Winston-Salem

Cum Laude

Meredith May White .............. Potomac, MD
Kaitlyn Theresa Williams .............. Leicester

Magna Cum Laude

Hailee Nikole Willis .............. Concord

Cum Laude

Morgan Taylor Willis .............. Lenoir
Brittney Nichole Wilson .............. North Plainfield, NJ
William Andrew Yentsch .............. Pittsboro

Cum Laude

Leslie Jeanette Zuniga Dela Rosa .............. Kannapolis

Neurodiagnostics and Sleep Science

Debra J. Baughman Craig .............. Rutherfordton

Summa Cum Laude

Jennifer Eileen Elias .............. Mission Viejo, CA
Erica M. Ferguson .............. Rogers, AR

Summa Cum Laude

Jessica Heiden .............. Fishers, IN

Summa Cum Laude

Taylor Lawrence Locklear .............. Laurinburg

Summa Cum Laude

Jaykada Danielle Walters McFadden .............. Ladson, SC

Summa Cum Laude

Siyyade M. Nemeru .............. Sioux Falls, SD

Summa Cum Laude

Gillian Patricia Roberts .............. Rockaway Beach, NY

Magna Cum Laude

John-Paul Samaquauro .............. Redwood City, CA

Summa Cum Laude

Tepvery Tran .............. Philadelphia, PA

Magna Cum Laude

Virginia Marie Wallace .............. Martinsburg, WV

Summa Cum Laude

Wendy A. Weygant .............. Milledgeville, GA

Bachelor of Science in Nursing

Hailey Alexis Allen .............. Concord

Magna Cum Laude

Chrislyn Ann Apperson .............. Fayetteville

Summa Cum Laude

Shawna Monique Belle .............. Winston-Salem

Summa Cum Laude

Sarah Nicole Boyd .............. Fuquay-Varina

Magna Cum Laude, University Honors

Lacy Elizabeth Cagle .............. Richfield

Summa Cum Laude

Crista Nicole Cali .............. Brevard

Summa Cum Laude, Levine Scholar

Brandon T. Carmen .............. Indian Trail

Summa Cum Laude, Honors in Nursing

Alexis Mariah Church .............. Monroe

Magna Cum Laude

Allison Grace Cummings .............. Wilmington

Summa Cum Laude, University Honors,
Honors in Nursing

Emanuela Darmanchev .............. Wake Forest

Summa Cum Laude

Lora Kate DiPonzio .............. Macon, GA

Magna Cum Laude

Emma Catherine Dixon .............. Durham

Summa Cum Laude

Holly Kate Evans .............. Indian Trail

Magna Cum Laude

Raven Nichole Evon .............. Monroe

Summa Cum Laude

Brittney Bonrana Ford .............. Holly Springs

Magna Cum Laude

Grayson Collins Garber .............. Hendersonville

Magna Cum Laude

Peyton Elizabeth Grettler .............. Randleman

Magna Cum Laude

Antonella Guilen .............. Raleigh

Magna Cum Laude

Julie Ann Harper .............. South Windsor, CT

Summa Cum Laude

Jillian Nicole Henry .............. New London

Magna Cum Laude

Presleay Rose Huneycutt .............. Monroe

Summa Cum Laude

Mollie Anne Johnstone .............. Lewisville

Summa Cum Laude

Serena Kate Joyner .............. Charlotte

Summa Cum Laude, Honors in Nursing

Ayana Zanea Kearnney .............. Holly Springs

Summa Cum Laude

Victoria Alexis Laseria .............. Angier

Magna Cum Laude

Samantha Elizabeth Lavoie .............. Waxhaw

Magna Cum Laude

Yara Nabil Mahmoud .............. Wake Forest

Magna Cum Laude, Honors in Nursing, Levine Scholar

Grayson Gabriella McClamrock .............. Concord

Magna Cum Laude

Addison Parker Messick .............. Pfafftown

Summa Cum Laude

Rachel Marie O'Briant .............. Candler

Magna Cum Laude

Meagan Adams Oliveira .............. Raleigh

Magna Cum Laude

Jennifer Leigh Ramsey .............. McDavender

Summa Cum Laude, Honors in Nursing

Valerie Rangel Ruiz .............. Concord

Magna Cum Laude

Melissa Rubio .............. Cary

Magna Cum Laude

Bridgette Allison Scott .............. Clemmons

Summa Cum Laude

Jessica Lynn Smith .............. Mount Holly

Magna Cum Laude

Olivia Shay Smith .............. Wilmington

Magna Cum Laude

Parker Stewart Smythe .............. Leland

Magna Cum Laude

William Daniel Sorvillo .............. Charlotte

Summa Cum Laude

Laura Elizabeth Soto .............. Fuquay-Varina

Magna Cum Laude

Olivia Faith Tastet .............. Apex

Summa Cum Laude

Holli Faye Thompson .............. Brevard

Summa Cum Laude

Kelly Azalee Tinoco .............. Shelby

Emily SheaLe Walls .............. Statesville

Magna Cum Laude

Kendall Alexia Waugh .............. Climax

Summa Cum Laude, Honors in Nursing

Megan Ann Webb .............. Charlotte

Magna Cum Laude

Rebecca Ann Whitaker .............. Durham

Summa Cum Laude

RN to BSN Completion

Samantha Fu Boone .............. Davidson

Lizbeth Callajais .............. Concord

Kristina Maria Burlos Craven .............. Charlotte

Ciara Sloan Lambe .............. Kannapolis

Cum Laude

Hannah Elizabeth Phillips .............. Norwood

Amanda Chester Poole .............. Granite Quarry

Chloe Marie Snyder .............. Hickory

Cum Laude

Kylie Melinda Swiegart .............. Charlotte

Magna Cum Laude

Elizabeth Jane Thacker .............. Charlotte

Bounthavy Pome Thrakoun .............. Raleigh

Emily Margaux Toth .............. Charlotte

Jamie Jean Wilson .............. Mooresville

Bachelor of Science in Public Health

Zaina Ayman Alsharid .............. Matthews

Magna Cum Laude

Alison Rose Ayun-Agualo .............. Charlotte

Cum Laude

Madyson Baldwin .............. Charlotte

Cum Laude

Tiara Monet Benton .............. Fayetteville

Cum Laude

Dominique D. Buckenmeyer .............. Charlotte

Cum Laude

Adrianna Alexis Carson .............. Winston-Salem

Justin Nathaniel Castillo .............. Huntersville

Magna Cum Laude, University Honors

Zikayia Cole .............. Four Oaks

Nautii N. Council .............. Goldsboro

Kirsten Abigail Craft .............. New Bern

Magna Cum Laude

Alecia S. Crump .............. Albermarle

Cum Laude

Mario Alexander Cuellar .............. Faith

Cum Laude

Merel Devaney .............. Apex

Magna Cum Laude, University Honors

Kelechi Ezinne Eze .............. Durham

Magna Cum Laude

Sadia Gilliam-Frazier .............. Charlotte

Cum Laude
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN RESPIRATORY THERAPY

Ali Abdullahi........................................Durham
Aaron Austin Adams...............................Winston-Salem
Cecelia Lindell Aragon...........................Wilson
Michael Carr Berrier..............................Goldsboro
Meri Mechele Blanton............................Monroe
Tina Brannon......................................Newton
Candice Taniesha Craig.................................Salisbury
Jomel D. Cruz.......................................San Antonio, TX
Kendall Cushing.................................Wake Forest
Lindsey Nichole Davis..............................Hope Mills
Kristina Dzwonchynk.............................Naugatuck, CT
Pablo Figueroa..................................Tulare, CA
Andromeda Fry.................................Morganton
Mary Ann Ryan Galt..............................Louisville, KY
Carla Nicole Gray................................Wanchese
Taylor Anne Haraszkiewicz.....................Shelby
Julia Alysa Aiden Holley.........................Charlotte
Watcha Horn......................................Kill Devil Hills
Anita Lupton Howard............................Statesville
Ana Lisa Knight.....................................Graham
George Sigurd Larsen III.........................Oak Ridge
Cindy H. Lawing..................................Maiden
Tera A. Leach.................................Mooresville
Kalita Lee......................................Hickory
Lisa Marie Lugger...............................Enterprise, AL
Crystal Wilmoth Mabe.............................Lawsonville
Shannon Nicole Mathis...........................Wingate
Ashleigh Blair Moon..............................Pikeville
Latisha Morrison.................................Charlotte
Shayenne Tayla Ore..............................Reidsville
Melanie Newton Paynester......................Bessemer City
Brandy Michelle Sharpe.............................Morgan
Lidieth Mayorga Shook.........................Lincolnton
Jonathan John Steeno.........................Lumberton
Brendy Michelle Sharpe.............................Morgan
Lidieth Mayorga Shook.........................Lincolnton
Jonathan John Steeno.........................Lumberton
Priscilla Mosqueda................................Dallas
Sherry Ann Yates.................................Salisbury
Carrlie E. Zander-Lancaster......................New Glarus, WI

BACHELOR OF SOCIAL WORK

Emma Paige Allen.................................Mocksville
Maria Clara Aparicio Hoyos......................Winston-Salem
Tionitzim Aimani Araolopez......................Angier
Carla Launda, Honors in Social Work, Martin Scholar
Jasmin Marijah Ashford...............................Winston-Salem
Verquez Austin........................................Columbus, GA
Abigail Kathryn Bates............................Matthews
Summa Cum Laude
Ariana Alisse Beard...............................Gaston
Summa Cum Laude
Sarah Elizabeth Beverage.........................Concord
Summa Cum Laude
Tiffany Renee Blakemore...........................Ellenboro
Summa Cum Laude
Octavia Burch.......................................Charlotte
Summa Cum Laude
Karmin Caceres.....................................Henderson
Bethany Renee Campbell........................Salisbury
Summa Cum Laude
Laura Gabriela Chacon Marmolejos..........Charlotte
Alexandria Elise Chipps..............................Charlotte
Summa Cum Laude
Jennifer May Crosby...............................Concord
Summa Cum Laude
Matthew Michael Cyr..............................Charlotte
Summa Cum Laude
Allison Juliette Doyle..............................Raleigh
Summa Cum Laude
Elizabeth Corrigan Doyle........................Baltimore, MD
Siatt Channing Durham.........................Kannapolis
Summa Cum Laude
Gwendoline Alishah Fowler......................Mooresville
Summa Cum Laude
Ava Nicole Frankel................................Cary
Summa Cum Laude, Honors in Social Work
Bailey Nicole Frick..............................New London
Willow Grace Garrettson.........................Concord
Summa Cum Laude
Olivia Joy Haven.................................Gaston
Nyfah Lydia Denise Henry.........................Fayetteville
Summa Cum Laude
Leslie Ivette Ibarra Rivas........................Charlotte
Summa Cum Laude
Catherine Marie Jimenez.........................Monroe
Summa Cum Laude
Caroline Kelly.................................Coventry, RI
Summa Cum Laude
Meghan A. Kelly.................................Annandale, NJ
Summa Cum Laude
David Roman Kushner............................Mooresville
Summa Cum Laude
Kristin Montgomery Lay.............................Apex
Summa Cum Laude
Julie Lee......................................Newton
Summa Cum Laude
Jenny Lopez-Saldivar..............................Dallas
Summa Cum Laude
Mimi Crystal Lor....................................Hickory
Summa Cum Laude
Nash Anique Marshall.........................Winston-Salem
Summa Cum Laude
Karlee Danielle McGarity........................Norwood
Summa Cum Laude
Weston Gardner McNeely...........................Charlotte
Summa Cum Laude
Tysonne McSwain..................Cameron
Summa Cum Laude
Stephanie Melo Pelaez..............................Concord
Vanessa Stephany Mena............................Charlotte
Summa Cum Laude
Kendall Alden Miller..............................Holly Springs
Summa Cum Laude
BE A PART OF 49ER WAY

Dedicated in 2016, 49er Way is one of UNC Charlotte’s landmarks. This brick walkway is located between Cameron Boulevard and the football stadium and is the most traversed and photographed walkway on campus. These bricks, honoring UNC Charlotte alumni, lead the 49er football team, Pride of Niner Nation Marching Band, students, alumni, faculty, staff and fans to the stadium. Commemorate your hard work and dedication by purchasing a personalized brick or make a gift to honor a special graduate and leave their legacy on 49er Way.

For more information and to purchase your brick, visit crowdfund.charlotte.edu/classgift.

HISTORY OF THE ALMA MATER

Creation of UNC Charlotte’s Alma Mater is rooted deep in the University’s history. It is part of the “Academic Festival March” that was composed for UNC Charlotte by James Helme Sutcliffe, a Charlotte composer and music critic who lived in Germany at the time.

Dr. Loy Witherspoon, professor of religious studies, commissioned the march in 1965 after he learned Charlotte College would become a campus of the consolidated UNC system. The march was initially performed in 1967 for the installation of Dean W. Colvard as UNC Charlotte’s first chancellor. Afterward, it was performed as a recessional at every commencement held during Chancellor Colvard’s tenure.

UNC Charlotte founder Bonnie Cone, upon hearing the march, remarked, “I can hear an alma mater in it,” referring to a hymn-like final refrain. Dr. Robert Rieke, a professor of history, also heard an alma mater in the march. During a 1990 trip to Germany, Rieke visited march composer Sutcliffe, where he picked up a recording of the march. Rieke began writing words to fit the final refrain. On Christmas Eve 1991, Rieke sent Bonnie Cone the words and music as a Christmas present to her and the University, from which he had retired a year earlier.

Chancellor James H. Woodward approved Rieke’s composition as the University’s Alma Mater in April 1992. It was sung for the first time at the following May commencement and has been performed at every commencement since.
May 2022 Commencement
Friday Evening Ceremony
The Graduate School

The National Anthem ......................................................... Gabriel A. Bryant
Bachelor of Arts, Music
Petersburg, VA

Call to Order ................................................................. Sharon L. Gaber
Chancellor

Greetings from the Graduating Class ................................. LaShana M. Wiggs
Doctor of Business Administration
Lumberton

Conferring of Degrees ..................................................... Joan F. Lorden
Provost and Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs
and Chancellor Sharon L. Gaber

Turning of the Tassel ....................................................... Simon M. Sami
Doctor of Philosophy, Mechanical Engineering
Dhaka, Bangladesh

Recognition of the Graduates ............................................ Joan F. Lorden
Provost and Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs

Ringing of the UNC Charlotte Bell ................................. Kiran S. Budhrani
Doctor of Education, Educational Leadership
Manila, Philippines

The Commencement program is printed prior to administering final examinations. Therefore, the inclusion of names of degree candidates in the program is not certification that degree requirements have been satisfactorily completed.
Greetings from the Graduating Class
LaShana M. Wiggs
Doctor of Business Administration

Good afternoon, my name is LaShana Wiggs, and I am a graduate in the Doctor in Business Administration program. I would like to thank the Graduate School for this opportunity to speak to you. Congratulations to the graduating class of 2022. I am sure you are excited and extremely proud to be sitting here today. I invite you to reflect on your journey that led you to this moment. Throughout the process of earning your degree, you may have experienced adversity and setbacks. One setback that I experienced was being diagnosed with Multiple Sclerosis in the middle of earning my degree and slowly losing my ability to walk. I had a decision to make. Do I let my circumstances win, or do I complete what I had set out to do?

This journey at UNC Charlotte either taught me new principles I needed to learn or reiterated principles that were important to embrace. I’d like to share three of them with you:

The first is setbacks happen but perspective matters. We completed our studies during a pandemic. We became adaptive, persistent, and resilient to not let a pandemic stop us from meeting our goals. Classes migrated from in-person to virtual and while it required an adjustment, we did not stop. You may have experienced a medical diagnosis, like me, but you didn't let that diagnosis hold you hostage nor deter you from your goal. The fact that you are here today is a testament to your resilience.

Next, I had to learn to inhale confidence and exhale doubts. I’m sure you can think of times when you questioned if you made the right decision or if you were built for this journey. Let me be the first to tell you, you belong here and don’t let anyone (including yourself) tell you otherwise. Although I worked full-time and raised a family, I made time to attend Write-a-thons or Write-Nights to get focused study time. My cohort became my extended family. I devoted time to develop a muscle that I didn’t realize I even had and my journey in this program has done tremendous work to cultivate abilities within myself.

Last, I had to lean in and trust the process. There is a process for a reason. My dissertation chair would tell me “I am Team LaShana” and just hearing her reiterate to me that she’s on my side reinforced that I needed to trust her and trust the process.

These principles helped me persist and embrace being a more resilient person. In addition to slowly regaining my ability to walk, I became a better leader, a stronger researcher, and a more confident person because of my time in the DBA program.

As you mark this wonderful milestone in your life, remember what you learned. What you have overcome and who you have become. The world is waiting on the “YOU” you have developed into. You accomplished a remarkable achievement and during a pandemic no less. You have exhibited strength, persistence and resilience and the waiting world beyond these doors needs those attributes from you. I challenge each of you to not just leave your mark on this university but take your mark and imprint it on the world beyond these walls.

Congratulations class of 2022.
DOCTOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Oscar E. Barzuna Hidalgo .................... Kannapolis
Laura Stanley, Advisor
Craig Philip Cardella ..................... Cary
Chandrasekar Subramaniam, Advisor
Doreen Carter ......................... Durham
Jack M. Cathey, Advisor
Richard James Gerds II .................... Raleigh
Franz Kellermanns, Advisor
Xiaowen He .......................... Charlotte
Franz Kellermanns, Advisor
Mark Christen Holoman .................. Charlotte
Franz Kellermanns, Advisor
Chad Alan Lovett ....................... Rolesville
Reginald A. Silver, Advisor
Octavia Marie Meredith .................. Charlotte
George C. Banks, Advisor
Joseph David Mulla ................. Chicago Heights, IL
Reginald A. Silver, Advisor
MiKayla Raines ......................... Bunlevel
Sunil Ervelydes, Advisor
Lindamari Wernzt Coantam .............. Pelham, NY
Laura Stanley, Advisor
LaShana M. Wiggins ...................... Charlotte
Janaki Gooy, Advisor

DOCTOR OF EDUCATION

Educational Leadership
Sabrina Monique Brown .................. Asheboro
Lisa R. Merriereweather, Advisor
Kirin S. Budhrani ......................... Charlotte
Florenc Martin, Advisor
Shannon D. Clemons ...................... Newton
Rebecca A. Shore, Advisor
Jessica Mitchell Cline .................. Concord
Rebecca A. Shore, Advisor
Mark Edward Verburg .................. Concord
Mark M. D’Amico, Advisor

Applied Mathematics
Xiaoyun Chen ......................... Ningde City, China
Stansilav Molchanov, Advisor
Yunfei Xia .......................... Shanghai, China
Michael Grabchak, Advisor

Bioinformatics
Fareeha Kanwal Malik .................. Charlotte
Jun-tao Guo, Advisor
David Logan Patton ..................... Charlotte
Shian W. Sung, Advisor
Aaron C. Trautman ..................... Concord
Cory Brouwer, Advisor

Biology
Braxton David Noll ...................... Charlotte
Valery Z. Grzelishivil, Advisor

Business Administration
Gunratan Gautam Lonare .................. Chandrapur, India
David C. Mauer, Advisor
Taichun Piao .......................... Greensboro
Tuo-Hisen King, Advisor

Civil Engineering
Rui He .................................. Xiamen, China
Vincent O. Oguno, Advisor

Computing and Information Systems
Fakhri Ghassan Fakhri Abbas .............. Charlotte
David C. Wilson and Nidhi A. Nijjar, Advisors
Sultan Ali Alasmari ........................ Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
Weichao Wang, Advisor
Ali Ayed Algarni ......................... Abha, Saudi Arabia
Nicholas M. Davis, Advisor
Hamad A. Alsleah ....................... Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
Lina Zho, Advisor
Gi Gonzalez Hano ........................ Hanoi, Vietnam
Minwoo Lee, Advisor
Jin Goog Kim ......................... Seoul, Korea, South
Mary L. Maher, Advisor
Chuqin Li .......................... Xian, China
Albert Park and Yaqing Ge, Advisors
Donglin Yang .......................... Guangzhou, China
Dazhao Cheng, Advisor

Counseling
Joseph Sepehri Khajehzadeh ............ Gardenia, CA
Clare Merlin-Knoblitch, Advisor
Ryan B. Feenster ....................... Charlotte
Lisa R. Merriereweather, Advisor
Meg Alexandra Garcia .................. Charlotte
Sejal P. Foxx, Advisor
Allura Racquel Pulliam ................. Memphis, TN
Sejal P. Foxx, Advisor

Curriculum and Instruction
Jatna Katiuksa Acosta .................. Charlotte
Lisa R. Merriereweather, Advisor
Jimnaka Lashonda Anderson ............. Huntersville
Chance W. Lewis, Advisor
Candace R. Chambers .................. Jackson, MS
Janaka B. Lewis, Advisor
Trisha Smith Cook ..................... Concord
Bettie R. Butler, Advisor
Deneen S. Dixon-Payne .................. Charlotte
Gregory A. Wiggan, Advisor
Charlotte Robey Hancock ............... Waxhaw
Kristin J. Davin, Advisor
Harriet Tisdale Hobbs .................. Mint Hill
Chance W. Lewis
Kaitlyn Otay Holshouser ................. Hudson
Erik J. Byker, Advisor
Christine Adele Hinnant Weiss .......... Charlotte
Andrew B. Polly, Advisor
Evan Boyd Lamar Willis ................. Charlotte
Chance W. Lewis, Advisor

Education Research, Measurement and Evaluation
Bryndle Laine Bottoms ................. Fort Mill, SC
Richard G. Lambert, Advisor
Nickyler Alexander Findlater ........... Mooresville
Xoxia A. Newton, Advisor
Courtney Susanne Green ............... Beckley, WV
Sandra Dika, Advisor
Timothy Scott Holcomb ................. Huntersville
Richard G. Lambert, Advisor

Electrical Engineering
Karim Hany Anis Erian ................. Giza, Egypt
James M. Conrad, Advisor
Siqi Huang .......................... Qianshanshi Yujinzhao, China
Tao Han, Advisor
Namwon Kim .......................... Changwon, Korea, South
Babak Parkhidi, Advisor
Tiancan Pang .......................... Shanghai, China
Madhav D. Manjirek, Advisor
Shyamal Harshkumar Patel ............... Vadodara, India
Sukumar Kamalasadan, Advisor

Health Psychology
Erin M. Godly-Reynolds ............... Charlotte
Ryan P. Kilmer, Advisor
Victoria Louise O’Connor ............... Concord
Jennifer Langheinrichs-Rohling, Advisor

Infrastructure and Environmental Systems
Xiaoyu Bai .......................... Shaanxi, China
Jacob S. Scheff, Advisor
Raghuveer Prasad Gourabhata ........... Hyderabad, India
Srinivas P. Pugulurtha, Advisor

Mechanical Engineering
Jacob Alexander Cole ................... Kings Mountain
Stuart T. Smith, Advisor
Vahid Izadi .......................... Charlotte
Amirhossein Ghasemi, Advisor
Yakai Jia .......................... Shanghai, China
Pavitra Krishnan ................. Chennai, India
Qiuming Wei, Advisor
Zheng Li .......................... Bozhou, China
Hongbing Fang, Advisor
Fei Shen .......................... Maanshan, China
Joshua Tarbough, Advisor

Nanoscale Science
Esha Thakur .......................... Kullu, India
Michael G. Walter, Advisor
Hemapriyadarshini Venkataramana Vadarave ................. Hyderabad, India
Juan L. Vivero-Escoto, Advisor
Tang Ye ......................... Shanghai, China
Yong Zhang, Advisor

Optical Science and Engineering
Nicholas Constantine Giglio ............ Waxhaw
Nathaniel M. Fried, Advisor
Boya Jin .......................... Changchun, China
Vasily Astratov, Advisor
Jonathan Christian Koerber ............ Xenia, OH
Thomas J. Suleski, Advisor
Serang Park ................. Changwon-Si, South Korea
Tino Hofmann, Advisor
Joel M. Solomon ...................... Mercer, PA
Tsing-Hua Her ......................... Vancouver, WA

Organizational Science
Robert Michael Bickmeier ............. Columbus, OH
Steven G. Riegler, Advisor
Elizabeth Diane Clayton ............... Charlotte
David J. Woehr, Advisor
Melissa R. Medaugh .................... Charleston, SC
Franz Kellermanns, Advisor
Roxanne Ross ......................... Louisville, CO
Dennis G. Arnold, Advisor
Rosalyn Grace Sundal .................. Greensboro
Justin W. Webb, Advisor

Public Health Sciences
Faustina Oshokh Bello-Ogunu ................ Moncks Corner, SC
Larissa R. Huber, Advisor

Public Policy
Jingli Gao .......................... Luoyang, China
Jason H. Windett, Advisor
Peter Onah Thompson .................. Charlotte
James I. Walsh, Advisor

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL

Dr. Thomas L. Reynolds, Dean

CANDIDATES FOR DOCTORAL DEGREES

25
Candidates for Master’s Degrees

**MASTER OF ACCOUNTANCY**
Scott T. Jenkins .................. Atlanta, GA
Mila Osipov ............................ Charlotte
Ahmad Saleem .................. Charlotte
Matthew Walker Seaton ............. Raleigh
Henry Olamiju Thomas .............. Lagos, Nigeria
Rebecca Ann Williams .............. Charlotte
Robert Coleman Woodward ......... Charlotte

**MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE**
Summer Nicole Anderson ........... Durham
Ketki Prashant Bapat .............. Thane, India
Christopher Jacob Brian Bayliss ... Charlotte
Kyle Michael Brodteucher ........... Charlotte
Camila Nathaly Carrera .......... Ibagué, Colombia
Jacob Christian D’Antoni .......... Marietta, GA
Jacob Alexander Ellerbrock ......... Leipsic, OH
Mohammad Fasahat ................. Charlotte
Brian Michael Ferrell ............ Huntersville
Mary Frances Froehlich .......... Huntington, WV
Jacob Allen Froning ............... Purqau Várna
Todd Cecil Gaines, Jr .............. Augusta, GA
Ridab Sharaf Glal .................. North Charleston, SC
Masoumeh Hosseinizadeh ......... Tehran, Iran
Samrhit Rajesh Kamat ............. Mumbai, India
Jessica Lynn Kiser ................. Charlotte
William Joseph Merrigan ........... Charlotte
Arik Sooch Miguel .................. Arvada, CO
Douglas Michael Miles, Jr ........ Fairview
Hailey Elizabeth Miller .......... Charlotte
Caden James Norris ............ Pettisville, OH
Paige Elizabeth Pelletier ........... Cluthure, CT
Walter Rashad Ray .................. Charlotte
Jordan Aylana Reynolds .......... Charlotte
MaryGrayson Calhoun Roberts ...... Charlotte
Isle Of Palms, SC
Matthew Maynard Robinson ....... Montpelier, VA
Jessica Michelle Rosko ............ Charlotte
Bradley Jamison Seckler ............ Holly Springs
Messay Wondimu Simie ............. Charlotte
Nathan L. Steele .................. Greer, SC
Nicholas Joseph Sturm .......... Charlotte
Hunter Elliman Thurlo ............ Mocksville
Benjamin Ryan Tillotson IV ....... Matthews
Tyler Joseph Trudeau .............. Raleigh
Kathryn Lyon Warren .......... Honeoye Falls, NY
Callie Michaela Watson ........... Havana, FL
Garrett Thomas West .............. Springboro, OH
Samuel C. Woods .................. Lumberton

**MASTER OF ARTS**

**Anthropology**
Zindy Yeniris Cruz .................. Charlotte
Heather Leighann Dinkins .......... Charlotte
Celeste Christina Lam .............. Raleigh
Elizabeth Rose Moore .............. Fort Bragg
Alexandra N. C. Pardo ............. Jamestown
Abby Jayne Richardson .......... South Portland, ME
Samantha Emily Wiedre .......... Kings Park, NY

**Communication Studies**
Taylor D. Abrams-Rollinson ....... Mooresville
Lisa T. Dzikto ..................... Charlotte
Eric M. Franzen ................. Huntersville
Tremain M. Ingram ............... Fayetteville
Ashley Renee’ Lovett .............. Charlotte
Lindsay Marie Moon ............... Monroe
Margaret Jane Rawlings ......... Ashevillle
Kelsey Ann Singer .................. Raleigh
Catherine Carter Williams ......... Waxhaw
Leah A. Woehr .................. Charlotte

**Counseling**
Lindy Alexandra Abline ............ Concord
Bradley Aleshire .................. Concord
Emily Kathryn Allen .............. Charlotte
Blake Jordan Anderson .......... Colorado
Natalie Joyce Bare .............. Arden
Lauren E. Barker .................. Wilmington
Julius Benford III ............. Charlotte
Shannon Michal Burpue ......... Concord
Brenda Money Cheney .......... Waxhaw
Phebe Hanna Davis ............... Charlotte
Caleb M. Fisher .................. Candler
Daniela Estefania Garrett ....... Fayetteville
Jennifer Katherine Graham ..... Charlotte
Melissa Margaret Gratton ....... Charlotte
Evan Behns Gray ................. Greenville
Marily Amara Griffith ......... Charlotte
Shaneka Danielle Harris ......... Asheboro
Katelynn Hine .................. Myrtle Beach, SC
Sabrina Joan Howland ......... Durham
Justin Johnson-Bradshaw ...... Charlotte
Anne Elizabeth King .......... Dallas, TX
Hailey Louise Knox .......... Concord
Jenna Sydney Lane ......... Charlotte
Molly Rankin McCoig .......... Charlotte
Megan Kaitlin McGugan ...... Charlotte
Johnia NiChelle Murray ...... Charlotte
Crystal Hicks Neal .......... Mount Pleasant
Lisa T. Nguyen ............... Charlotte
Melanie A. Rivera .......... Mayaguez, Puerto Rico
Nia Rae Robinson ........... Kannapolis
Lindsay Michelle Sanders ....... Pittsboro
Nicholas Robert Sands .......... Charlotte
Caillt Marie Scagnelli .... Wilkesboro
Caroline Taylor Swindell ....... Charlotte
Hannah Louise Kriskie Wagers .... Cary
Bethany Lauren White .... Statesville
Jordane Marie Wittrock ........... Carroll, IA

**English**
Madison M. Baer ................. Charlotte
Cristiann Mae Baltazar .......... Concord
Jake R. Clerico ............... Whitsett
Abigail Roso Cotton ........... Charlotte
Austin Joseph DeMiglio ...... Huntersville
Ally Renee Gentry ........ Elkin
Meghan Helen Girard .... Mint Hill
Andrew Dale Gunnink ....... Charlotte
Eddy Hicks .................. Gastonia
Daniel Parker ................. Greenville
Kamery Lawing Reynolds ....... Gastonia
Nicole Alexandra Roberts .... Murphy
Lillian Joelle Taylor ......... Bowie, MD
Joshua C. Ward .............. Wingate
Sarah Elise Whichello ........ Ashevillle
Ashley Marie Wilson ....... Denver
Aihua Zhou .................. Charlotte

**Ethics and Applied Philosophy**
Peighton Victoria Connor ....... Greensboro
Lane Ryan Hepburn .......... Ashevillle
Robert Christian Hosbach ..... Charlotte
Amanda Ryan Pinto .......... Charlotte

**Geography**
Arpita Chatterjee ................. Concord
Cynthia Lynne Clausen .......... New London, NH

**Gerontology**
Katherine S. Carrera Alvarado .... Charlotte

**History**
Ryan Christopher Bullard .......... Kernersville
Kayla Marie Chadwick-Schultz .... Charlotte
Kevia Denee Gaddy .......... Charlotte
Caleb M. Johnson .......... Lincolnton
Sydney Johnson .................. Charlotte
Teresa Ann Lowenstein .......... Charlotte
Sylvia Antinia Marshall .......... Columbus, GA
Zebulon T. Meffred ........... Waxhaw
Carter Emilia Wyatt .......... Charlotte

**Latin American Studies**
Ariel Noe Castillo .......... Charlotte
Maria F. Cherry Leiva .......... Winston-Salem
Bertha Lorena Flores .......... Salisbury
Bruna Crispim Milligan .......... Charlotte
Brandon Montgomery Smith ....... Jacksonville, FL

**Liberal Studies**
Nicole Ashley Bowman .......... Downsers Grove, IL
Ari Greer Friedric ........ Charlotte
Mia Ashley Guererro .......... Statesville
Justin Delon Whisenhunt ...... Birmingham, AL

**Psychology**
Michelle J Chen .......... Coral Springs, FL
Cody M. Dillon-Owens ...... Roanoke, VA
Jasmine Samone Perry .......... Clayton

**Psychology - Industrial/Organizational**
Adoril Oshana .................. San Jose, CA
Jackson S. Roatch .......... Overland Park, KS
Austin Taylor Valvo .......... Charlotte
Emily Nicole Voss .......... Oklahoma City, OK

**Religious Studies**
Matthew Webster Spielman Argonauta ....... Charlotte
Jeanette Puri Beaumont ........ Charlotte
Wyatt Richard Manlove ....... Denver
Viola L. McElveen .......... Mount Holly
Sally J. Mesibov .......... Charlotte
Trina Marie Rumfle ...... Belmont
Jonathan Daniel Staton .... Kings Mountain

**Sociology**
Emily Ayala ................. Stratford, CT
Samantha Clarisse Floyd .... Charlotte
Brett Thomas Hooke .......... Charlotte
Paul Brayden Scholes .......... Ruxburg, ID
David Lynn Small .......... Concord

**Spanish**
Trent M. Adams .............. North Wilkesboro
MacKenzie Jean McCarthy ...... Locust
Hunter Newman .......... Greensboro

**MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING**

**Elementary Education**
Ashon Rae Benham .............. Mooresville
Deepti Aniket Bhave .......... Concord
Kaerynt Cantrell Carpenter ...... Shelby
Natalia Kimberly Chow .......... Waxhaw
Christa Jarrett Crews .......... Lexington
Matthew Edward Cunningham .... Pittsboro
Ann Katherine Baucom Davidson .... Matthews
Alesa Mary Falcone .......... Charlotte
Khadijah Adora Monroe Green .... Charlotte
Jennifer Hepler Price ........ Huntersville
Meghan Lee Randall .......... Norwood
Samantha Hope Roberts ....... Charlotte
Meredith Caldwell Spencer .... Charlotte
Carly Michelle Wright .......... Charlotte
Middle Grades Education
Joshua Andrews .......................... Charlotte
Owen Carrick ............................... Alpharetta, GA
Chukwuemeka Scott Duruiji .................. Bronx, NY
Juanita Elizabeth McCraken ................. Charlotte

Secondary Education
Brooke E. Bradt .................................. Stallings
Stori Rose Cox ................................. Charlotte
Sasha Yasmin Frager ...................... Wharton, NJ
Robert Austin Gibson .................. Carrboro
Catherine Carroll Graff ................. Charlotte
Jeanne Michelle Bishop Jacobs .......... Shelby
Alexandra Jade Johnson .............. Wayneville
Jessica Laureana Machado .............. Lexington
Natasha Pacifico Shodd .............. Transfer, PA
Gwendolyn Denise Walker .......... Charlotte

Special Education
Octavia N. Hall ............................... Charlotte
Alexandra Marie Reilly ....................... Baltimore, MD

Teaching English as a Second Language
Kelly Marie Gillan .......................... Charlotte

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Juan Manuel Acosta Velazquez ............. Belmont
Fernando Adrian Albo Gonzalez ........ Monaco
Monterrey, Mexico
Nicholas Joseph Amoroso .................. Kitty Hawk
Kalyan Ananuolu .............................. Martur, India
Ashley Kathleen Barasha .............. Ocean Isle Beach
Hector Ivan Barrientos Viveros ........ Charlotte
Monterrey, Mexico
Elizabeth Ann Birch ..................... Mint Hill
Austin Zain Blackwood ................. Charlotte
Bercario Giovanni Bodie .......... Nassau, The Bahamas
Michael Joseph Bonner ............ Huntersville
Biko Bradnock Brennan ................. Charlotte
Monterrey, Mexico
Meloni S. Brown ............................ Concord
Kennika Keosha Butler ................. Charlotte
Fernando Adrian Cepeda Andrade .... Monroe
Victor Chavarria Muñoz ............ Monterrey, Mexico
Madeline Leah Cordell ............ Charlotte
Rogelio De La Garza Guerra ........ Monterrey, Mexico
Daniel Delgadillo Uribe .......... Zacatecas, Mexico
Cameron Blaine Dollar ............ Denver
Daisha Laniece Early ............... Charlotte
Sandra Anne Ferrara ............. Charlotte
David C. Fleming IV .................. Slickerville, NJ
Matthew Harrison Fortenberry ....... Denver
Adam Hunter Foster .................. Charlotte
Benjamin Brockinton Fraser ........ Charlotte
Vanessa I. Granda Cortes .......... Clover, SC
Elizabeth Ann Granson .......... Charlotte
Ramesh Kumar Gururajan .......... Charlotte
Diego Armando Gutiérrez .......... Monterrey, Mexico
Kevin Michael Hannon .......... Melrose, MA
Salah Eddine Hemidach ........ Charlotte
Brian William Hobbs ................. Charlotte
Emily Paige Hoffmann .............. Charlotte
Yan Lan Huang .............................. Newark, CA
Joshua D. Klett ....................... Charlotte
Roberto Travers Laubnon .......... Fuquay-Varina
Ydanas Katerina Madero ........ Charlotte
Prabhjot Hararagavannan .......... Concord
Shamala Shardi Matthews ........ Charlotte
Shakalyn McLean ....................... Dunn
Brandy Nicole Meeks ................. Charlotte
Emma Karin Lofgren Melton .... Charlotte
William Harold Montgomery III ....... Charlotte
Zachary K. Morris ....................... Durham
Mritikta Mukherjee ............. Huntersville
Patrick Meagher Murphy ........... Easton, PA
Ofelmi Okakunle Owosemi .... Charlotte
Dipalkumar Sanabhai Patel .... Charlotte
Keyur Patel .............................. Charlotte
Shilpa Patil ............................... Charlotte
Brandon Lee Penley ................. Claremont
Corbin E. Peters ....................... Charlotte
Tayler Marie Phillips ............. Charlotte
Hayley Payton Popp .................... Mooresville
Savanna Vossen Randle ......... Denver
Alicia Guadalupe Reyes Martinez .... Charlotte
Monterrey, Mexico
Camille Nicole Reynolds .......... Parkland, FL
Guillermo Rodriguez .......... Monterrey, Mexico
Josef Sandoval Suarez .......... Monterrey, Mexico
Syed Usman Shah ............ Charlotte
Caitlin McCarter Sigmon ......... Hickory
Jennifer Tatiana Smith .......... Charlotte
Steven David Smith ............ Mooresville
Steven Ryan Smith ............. Mooresville
Albert Henry Sper IV .......... Charlotte
Cody Ryan Spencer .............. Sparks, NV
Mitchell Todd Stewart ........ Waxhaw
Yaovi J. Tanou ............................ Charlotte
Bryce Christopher Tapscott ........ Charlotte, SC
Daniela Ubilla Correa ........ Monterrey, Mexico
Marie Chantel Munteu ......... Charlotte
Satyaranayana R. Vemuru ......... Waxhaw
Raul Villavicencio Velasco ......... General Escobedo, Mexico
Duncan Forester Walsh .......... North Wilkesboro
Catherine Fuli Wang ............ Charlotte
Tian Wang .......................... Weihai, China
Benett Michael Wilder .......... Charlotte
Chelsea Boham Wittman ........ Charlotte
Andrew James Wreshnig ........ Mint Hill
Robert Hargis Yardley .......... Cocoa Beach, FL

MASTER OF EDUCATION
Child and Family Studies
Anne Marie Lambert ...................... Longview, TX

Curriculum and Instruction
Amber Whitley Allensworth .......... Monroe
Alan Robinson Becker .......................... Charlotte
Jessica Bass Black ..................... Garner
Thomas Ferguson Booker ............ Concord
Paul Adam Borowicz .......... Concord
Zachary Alexander Quinn Bygum ...... Charlotte
Donna Campbell-Patrick .......... Charlotte
Melanie Stepp Coughlin .......... Concord
Abigail Johnston Cubadac ........ Charlotte
Shelby Elaine Edmond .............. Long Island, NY
Melissa Smith Fox ............ Harrisburg
Benjamin Joseph Goek .................. Charlotte
Ashley Miranda Gurule ................ Phoenix, AZ
Richard Foster Harris IV ............ Charlotte
Pamela Thompson Heacock .......... Charlotte
Casey Allison Hudgins ............ Winston-Salem
Lynn Marie Huff ............... Tarboro
Simon Benjamin Keilty ........ Charlotte
Jessica Smith Kulp .................... Charlotte
Elena M. Lenis Zuluaga ........ Charlotte
Jaimy Moon Lin ...................... Charlotte
Lori Susanne Macdonald .... Charlotte
Hilary Elizabeth Vaughn Marshall .... Charlotte
Michael Eldridge Roark ........ Charlotte
Lucy Jayne Singletary .......... Charlotte
Claudia Patricia Velandia ........ Charlotte
Zoe Morgan Zander .............. Charlotte

Educational Leadership
Tynsil Sinclair Gilchrist .................... Lenoir
Anitra Celeste Harris ................. Charlotte
Arielle Harris ....................... Bedford, OH
Hannah Elizabeth Howell ........ Irmo, SC
Madison Elizabeth Hartness Josupait ........ Kannapolis
Jordan Taylor Lo Paso ............ Davidson
Ashley Ann O’Bruba ................. Charlotte
Amber L. Pierson .................. Chapel Hill
Lauren Ashley Zollars .......... Huntersville

Elementary Education
Olivia Catherine Airey ............................ Charlotte
Amanda F. Broadhurst .................... Charlotte
Cassidy L. Carvalho ............... Hillsborough
Sara Pearl Chang .......................... Wilmington
Caroline Mellard Clark .............. Swannanoa
Meagan Elizabeth Conklin ........ Huntersville
Lindsay Jane Connolly .............. Belmont
Amber Marie Cousin Hargrove .... Henderson
Rachael Parrish Davis ............ Jacksonville
Deneisha Amber Lashawn Gillard .......... Charlotte
Addie Townsend Herbert ............. Boone
Katherine Goodling Iyer ........... Charlotte
LaQuanda Sanita Littlejohn .... Kings Mountain
Kyndall Marie Lunsford-Short .... Mooresville
Ilyen Macedonia Marban Figueroa .... Monroe
Marcella Anne Mastrocola .......... Raleigh
Coleen Ann Quillen ............. Indian Trail
Caitlyn Rebecca Smoldt ............ Charlotte
Bethany Taylor ..................... Kannapolis
Elizabeth Carman Tilley ............ Gastonia
Rachel Noelle Vaughn .............. Matthews

Instructional Systems Technology
Pamela Su Mason .......................... Charlotte

Learning, Design and Technology
Marcus Charles Beam Bess .......... Charlotte
Allyson Leigh Gilliam ............ Pelham, AL
Briana Nicole Nottingham ........ Staff, VA
Elizabeth Marie Suddreth .......... Charlotte

Reading Education
Michelle Leigh Alcorn ............ Rutherfordton
Jennifer Marie Allen .......................... Charlotte
Kimberley Rose Barrow ................ Eden
Ryan Mckenney Cunningham .......... Belmont
Sherry Ann Evers Dulin ............ Hamlet
Cecilia Clarey Fowler .............. Sanford
Anna Britt Harty .......................... Warrenton
Christina Kaye Hartzell .......... Kannapolis
La-Tisha Monique Hemingway .... Charlotte
Matthew J. Jennings .................... Gastonia
Melinda Luking Lawing .......... Asheville
Alexus Marie Lebrin ................. Charlotte
Joanna Chelsea Leslie .......... Asheville
Maribeth Paige McClelland ....... Swansboro
Casey C. Miller .................... Charlotte
Erica Marie Neal .................... Mooresville
Taylor Ariana Parker ............ Durham
Assata Soyini Parkins ........ Charlotte
Heather Patrick ............... Flemington, NJ
Terri Cobb Riede .......................... Raleigh
Rebecca Ann Robinson .......... Charlotte
Nicole Shanay Sherrill .......... Albemarle
Shannon Hedrick Sigmoid ........ Conover
Rumer Alexa Wilkinson .......... Mooresville

Special Education
Jennifer L. McKinney ............... Salisbury
Special Education and Child Development
Emily Dawn Bumgarner .................. Canton
Rhiannon Bresalier ...................... Smithtown, NY
Caroline Phillips Cunliffe .......... Matthews
Alison Suzanne Hargrett .......... Asheville
Kimberly Michelle Jacobs .......... Sanford
Erica Johansen ......................... Matthews
Kylee Elizabeth Jones .......... Kernersville
Jason Lee Kester ............... Cherryville
Ashley Michele Matson .......... Charlotte
Jesse Cole Mazen ................. Charlotte
Kelsey Parker McSwain .......... Greensboro
Samantna A. Miller .......... Clermont, GA
Chressy Alise Rayfield .......... Cherryville
Nicole Paige Rohde .......... Charlotte
Elysia May Roland .......... Braintree, MA
Mauren Rearick Schultz .......... Mint Hill
Amanda Kristen Styles .......... Charlotte
Alana Ciemone White .......... Statesville
Olivia Hayes Wylie .......... Mount Holly
Stephanie Lynn Wyschinski .......... Trinity

Urban Education
Elizabeth Joyce Alls .......... Raleigh
Jourdann Nicole Alsbroook .......... Prairieville, LA
Aaron DeWayne Alston .......... Hope Mills
Deziree Kaloma Tamieka Baker .......... Raleigh
Blake Sydney Bourne .......... Greensboro
Leah Diane Brooks .......... Durham
Africa Matthews Cherry .......... Charlotte
Allayah Patrice Cherry .......... Clemmons
Leslie Scott Cowell .......... Montgomery, AL
Ashley Miles Crenshaw .......... Charlotte
Michele Delange .......... Asheville
Byra Nalita Dendy .......... Mauldin, SC
Danielle Nichole Dunafan .......... Crowley, TX
Layota Darnell Edwards .......... Charlotte
Cheyenne O’Neal Emmett .......... Ashevillle
Anne Elizabeth Galligan .......... Washington, DC
Jalynne Marie Gilchrist .......... Chesapeake, VA
Tyonna Glover ................. Concord
Charlotta Crowder Hatch .......... Charlotte
Reginald Maurice Keitt .......... High Point
Alissa Marie King .......... Fairlaid, IA
Nicole Rose Lambos .......... Canton, OH
Anna Katherine Mansfield .......... Matthews
Tessa Dorothy Ph Nguyen .......... Durham
Hannah Paige Overcash .......... Troutman
Timothy Scott Radley, Jr .......... Charlotte
Isabel Rodriguez Lopez .......... Chapel Hill
Sharmaine Nicole Ross .......... Charlotte
Amanda Delrica-Chelle Sherrod .......... Garner
Indigo Anais Stiefel .......... Charlotte
Claire Catherine Tamayo .......... Charlotte
Jessica Blair Vehar .......... Mooreville

Masters of Public Administration
Jacob A. Baum .......... Kernersville
Alan Charles Bridges .......... Shelby
Katelyn M. Bruno .......... Conover
Georgia Catherine Carr .......... Concord
Madison Taylor Carr .......... Lyman, SC
Holly Cameron Ellis .......... Lexington, SC
Avery Elizabeth Fansler .......... Lexington
Leanna Lee Griffin .......... Concord
Evon Dinsmore Harris .......... Davidson
Elizabeth Pearson Harry .......... Charlotte
Kathryn Alice Jones .......... Charlotte
Zachary S. Kier .......... Rochester, NY
Jonathan David Mead .......... Charlotte
Hunter Bryan Pearce .......... Raleigh
Sophia Nicole Politis .......... Harrisburg
Shelley L. Rozier .......... Charlotte
Misty Elaine Santiago .......... Kannapolis
Ronald Lee Sells .......... Salisbury
Mindi Rae White .......... Burgaw

Masters of Public Health
Alyssa Marie Benziger .......... Canandaigua, NY
Racquel Lynn Blake .......... Charlotte
Brianna S. Boggon .......... Concord
Laura Elizabeth Bryson .......... Wilmingon
Sydnne Erin Bryson .......... Columbia, SC
Jordan Mckenzie Butcher .......... Mocksville
Anthony Brian Calderone, Jr .......... Matthews
Missal De Leon-Ocasias .......... Wake Forest
Linkal Denori Edgeston .......... Kinston
Alejandra Fernandez-Borunda .......... Greensboro
Mary-Lynn Glenn .......... Dunn
Ashlyn Elizabeth Hyde .......... Jamestown
Holyn Mckinley Jeffrey .......... Charlotte
Amanda Kollen Kinniburgh .......... Matthews
Batoul Labbash .......... Harrisburg
Savannah Margaret Lawing .......... Cherryville
Katelyn Marie Lipe .......... China Grove
Chloe Marie Mandarino .......... Charlotte
Disha Naik .......... Charlotte
Pujan Rameshkapoor Kat .......... Raleigh
David Lawrence Quick, Jr .......... Orangeburg, SC
Pratiksha Singh .......... Fayetteville
Veronica Lea Stringfeld .......... Southern Pines
Aubriele Simone Wallace .......... Ashevillle
Morgan Anne Whitney .......... New Hartford, NY
Landis Teasdale Wiper .......... Carrboro

Masters of School Administration
Carmin Alexis Adams .......... Dallas
Emily Paige Angles .......... Kannapolis
Anna Caiter Austin .......... Concord
Stephanie Leonard Bailey .......... Harrisburg
Brent Dewey Bultle, Jr .......... Mooresville
Emery Mclean Carlough .......... Charlotte
Jennifer Louise Arthur Carper .......... Gastonia
Storm Terrell Cherry .......... Lexington, KY
Lisa Maria Enk .......... Orlando, FL
Elizabeth Christine Cross .......... Monroe
Kimberly M. Dean .......... Salisbury
Donna Bond Deans .......... Gastonia
Sarah Domangue Drum .......... Lincolnton

Bioinformatics
Steven M. Clemens, Jr .......... Chapel Hill
Jacob William Ferrier .......... Charlotte
Samuel Lucas Kunkleman .......... Charlotte
Perrin Michael Mele .......... Charlotte
Akshita Mentreddy .......... Huntersville
Cameron Li Nguyen .......... Granite Falls
Thao My Dao Nguyen .......... Charlotte
Mariana Perez Barco .......... Charlotte
Jonathan Bruce Richards .......... Davidson
Chad Matthew Stachowicz .......... Charlotte
Samanta Ashley Taylor .......... Charlotte
Torri Dion Weathers .......... Charlotte

Biology
Sarah Kimberly Lotz .......... Charlotte
Jessica Taylor Miller .......... Charlotte
Joseph Andrew Orozo Cabral .......... College Station, TX
Ernest Blake Pereira .......... Charlotte
Chelsea Bianca Wright .......... Kannapolis

Chemistry
Ashley Nicole Blackwell .......... Bethune, SC
Adam Wesley Earnhardt .......... Cornelius

Computer Engineering
Gregory R. Williams .......... Charlotte
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING
Taiseer Qays Yousif Al-Salihi........... Concord
Jonathan Williamson Brown............ Charlotte
Savannah Amanda Fraleigh.............. Raleigh
Max W. Haskins.......................... Mooresville
Peter J. Theiligard....................... Pittsboro

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Idrisa Aglassou Alassane.............. Bamako, Mali
Raheem Taiwo Arikwoola................. Ibadan, Nigeria
Cory J. Brown......................... Columbia, SC
Chandra Sekhar Goli.................... Tadepalli, India
Bryttany Bryant Christine Herren...... Charlotte
Samantha Cheng Luu....................... Elon
Ali Parsa Siat.......................... Charlotte
Jonathon Lee Rhyne....................... Belmont
Alan Rodriguez.......................... Charlotte

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Syed Adnan................................. Charlotte
Md Afrozaman......................... Madaripur, Bangladesh
Faisal A. Alsarraf....................... Kuwait City, Kuwait
Charles Patrick Youngblood........... Yorktown
Arghajit Chakraborty................. Navi Mumbai, India
Eain Michael Lawing................. Waxhaw
Elsa Lee................................. Charlotte
Joshua Lidell......................... Hampstead
Savita Anand More...................... Pune, India
Timothy Jesse Redford................. Floyd, VA
Ayoub N. F. A. F. Rustum............... Kuwait City, Kuwait
Steven Michael Swagler.............. Cameron
Bhaskara Kalyan Veeraghanta........... Visakhapatnam, India
Tyler Harley Watkins................... Burlington
Benjamin Brian Young.................. Newton

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN NURSING
Nursing Systems/Populations
Rachel Ann Abele......................... Mooresville
Nicholas R. Archer....................... Charlotte
Lisa Dally Crescitelli.................... Charlotte
Sharon Dobbins......................... Spindale
Mary Kathryn Dunzweiler.............. Greensboro
Morgan Paige Edwards................... Eden
Tabatha Naomi Floyd..................... Stanley
Katherine E. Gross....................... Cincinnati, OH
Allison S. Hicks......................... Concord
Kynadee Noelde Hoke.................... Raleigh
Patricia Martin......................... Durham

Candidates for Post-Master’s Graduate Certificates

Heather Measmer Ayers................ Huntersville
Carrie Berkman............................ Charlotte
Megan Leanne Bowles................. Denver
Davida Renee Campbell................. Charlotte
Whitney Nichelle Copeland............. Charlotte
Kimberly R. Eley......................... Charlotte
Kelly Hauprich Fainter............... Concord
Nicholas P. Gaetano..................... Indian Trail
Christian Maurice Greene............... Charlotte
Charlotte Robey Hancock.............. Waxhaw
Mia Powell Harmon........................
Kathryn Ann Hayslett.................... Matthews
Gina Marie Vellia Hille............... Lincoln

Dorothy Lynn Hodges....................... Durham
Jasmine Margaret Jones............... Dunn
Carolyn Schwarz King................... Oakboro
Monica B. King.......................... Indian Trail
Shawn Michael Knight.................. Charlotte
Rebecca Renee Larea................... Belmont
Brittany Cuthbertson Medley........... Concord
Christina Lee Mockridge.............. Charlotte
Ayana Z. Morgan......................... Charlotte
Simonne Murray.......................... Rose Hill
Danielle Colleen Nadata.............. Indian Trail
Christopher Alan Perdue............ New Bern

Heather C. Jeffries...................... Yanceville
Miosha A. Johnson....................... Fayetteville
Suzanne Jones........................... Concord
Benjamin Shawn Keyser............... Charlotte
Vivianne Nicole Keyser.............. Richmond, TX
McKenzie D. Klaska..................... Christiansburg, VA
Kaitlyn Kneefle......................... Trabuco Canyon, CA
Madalyn Marie Kostur.................. Charlotte
Rachel L. Ladnier........................
Charlotte
Mahogany Chensie Lamar............... Charlotte
Heather Suzanne Lenox............... Charlotte
Jasmyn Leah Lowe....................... Olin
Sydney Elizabeth Markham............. West Melbourne, FL
Akeem Moore McDuffie................. Charlotte
Mary Beth McSwain..................... Cherryville
Raeven Michelle McCrooden........... Vale
Arcarli Maria Mondragon-Casas....... Norwood
Elizabeth Ann Morris............... Charlotte
Tiiffany Marie Morris............... Salisbury
Jada Nicole Morrissey............... Charlotte
Amanda J. Overcash............... Salisbury
Margaret Elizabeth Pipps............. Charlotte
Madison Jenkins Pickens............. Charlotte
Makayla Pittman......................... Greensboro
Ariana Ponce.......................... La Grange
Madison Rylee Porter.................. Mooresville
Kendyl Lynn Purcell.................... Durham
Sheryl Lynn Reto......................... Matthews
Kayla Michelle Rosen............... Charlotte
Hunter Houston Ross.................. Matthews
Salisah Chantanal Scales........... Winston-Salem
Emily Ann Schwendeman.............. Lake Oswego, OR
Esther Son............................. Tampa, FL
Mary Elizabeth Stanford Picker........ Matthews
Priscilla Renay Sweitzer............. Concord
Hope Elizabeth Swicgood............ Lexington
Amanda Chambers Thomas............. Monroe
Xuan Thu Truong......................... Charlotte
Constance Kelly Van Scoter........... Poland, OH
Lalia Marie Victoria............... Charlotte
Margaret Ann Walker................. Winston-Salem
Anah A. Wallace......................... Matthews
Breonta Nicole Warren.............. Snow Hill
Lindsee Mae Watson............... Salisbury
Cassidy N. Webb......................... Concord
Emma Christianson Weichmann...... An Arbor, MI
Prince Lee Whitley...................... Wake Forest
Jessica Danielle Willard............. Charlotte
Naquvia V. Wilson..................... Beaufort, SC
Tiffany Mariah Jae Woodard......... Charlotte

MASTER OF URBAN DESIGN
Samrthi Rajesh Kamat............... Mumbai, India
Candidates for Graduate Certificates

Rachel Ann Abele .................................. Mooresville
Lauren Elizabeth Adams ....................... Gastonia
Lori Le Rae Aguirre ................................. Jacksonville
Matthew Colson Alexander ...................... Burlington
Elizabeth Joyce Alls ................................. Raleigh
Sharnae LaBrie Alston ............................... Elgin, SC
Eileen Tucker Anderson ......................... Davidson
Katlyn Louise Anderson ......................... Sparks, GA
Laura R. Einstein .................................. Charlotte
Shaneika S. Anderson ............................... Charlotte
Robert Logan Andrew ............................. Belmont
Nicholas Shawn Asa ................................ Charlotte
Terry L. Barnes, Sr. ................................. Charlotte
Margaret Addison Barrow ....................... Charlotte
Halimatou Oumarou Barthe ..................... Niamey, Niger
Alex Keith Bass .................................... Raleigh
Etosha Michelle Beck ............................. New Bern
Braxton Gregory Beccotto ...................... Charlotte
Chris McNeil Berry ................................. Kernesville
Noah Ethan Berry ................................. Clayton
Najema Bey-Mickel ................................. Salisbury
Nyasia Ja'Mez Bowens .............................. Charlotte
Amanda Ellen Bowman ......................... Lexington
Katherine Victoria Bowman ..................... Taylorsville
Vivian T. Boylan ................................. Waxhaw
Lindsey Elizabeth Brann .................................. Savannah, GA
Anthony J. Bradley ................................ Kannapolis
Michael Holland Braham ......................... Charlotte
Whitney Jean Branisteau ......................... Mooresville
Elizabeth Margaret Bright ..................... Cornelius
Madison Lynette Brooks ......................... Concord
Matthew Christopher Brooks ................... Abbottstown, PA
Anastasia Marie Brown .......................... Charlotte
Clancy Brown ...................................... Durham
Imani Ayana Nicole Brown .................... Concord
William Thomas Brown ......................... Sumter, SC
Alicia Nicole Brown Lopez .................... Concord
Sarah Marie Black Buddin ...................... Garner
Kayleigh Megan Bullock .......................... Charlotte
..................................... Stone-O-Trent, United Kingdom
Nailah Emon Calhoun ............................. Fayetteville
Laura Campbell .................................. Concord
Daly Adriana Canon ................................. Charlotte
Stephanie Caroleo ................................. Huntersville
Lauren Nicole Casteen ......................... Durham
Ananya Chakraborty ............................... Apex
Mouli Chatteraj ................................. Kolkata, India
Africa Matthews Cherry ......................... Charlotte
Allayah Patrice Cherry ......................... Clemmons
Pablo Chialvo ....................................... Boone
Ronak Manishkumar Choksi ..................... Surat, India
Catherine Christianson .......................... Indian Trail
Manuel Antonio Ciudad, Jr ........................ Charlotte
Steven Michael Clemens, Jr ........................ Charlotte
Sharice Michele Clifton .......................... Charlotte
Taylor Cole ......................................... Albermarle
Danaye Charisse Connor ........................ Charlotte
Peighton Victoria Connor ....................... Greensboro
Xahnn-Georgia Lashana Connor ................ Charlotte
Heather Field McLeod ............................. Mooresville
Heather Cooke ...................................... Wendell
Abagail King Covington ......................... China Grove
Ashley Miles Crenshaw ........................... Charlotte
Marcia Kate Crippen ............................... Raleigh
Stephanie Carter Cronk ......................... Raleigh
Madison Margaret Cummings .................... Charlotte
Caroline Phillips Cunliffe ....................... Matthews
Stevie Ann Dalrymple ............................. Cornelius
Jaclyn Mary Dandrea ............................... Charlotte
Marryn A. Danku ................................. Wake Forest
Jenna Lynn DaPoloiti .............................. Weddington
Faye Betha Davenport ............................ Raleigh
Jadyn Rose Davis .................................. Kannapolis
Tonia Selina Davis ................................. Youngsville
Madalyn Sue Day .................................. Charlotte
Dilly Yudilia Delgado .............................. Kannapolis
Byra Nalita Dendy ................................. Mauldin, SC
Normajean Desrosiers ............................ Charlotte
Krista Leigh Walker Dilling ..................... Dallas
Sante Jenette Doughty ............................. Charlotte
Connor William Douglas ........................ Charlotte
Lindsay Falcon Dow ....................... Mount Holly
Selenia Lucille Drees ............................. Greensboro
Sarah Domangue Drum ......................... Lincolnton
Mackenzie Quinn Duncan ....................... Wilkesboro
Taylor Harris Dyar ............................... Newton
Lori L. Ebery ...................................... Greenscape, PA
Justice DeVine Echols ............................. Kannapolis
Layota Darnell Edwards ......................... Charlotte
Nathalia Priscillia Ejiohu-smart ................ Matthews
Kianna M. Ellerbe ................................. Wadesboro
Dennis Lee Elliott ................................. Lawndale
Cheyenne O'Neal Emmett ....................... Ashville
James Eaw ........................................ Matthews
Emily B. Eubanks ................................ Durham
La Patsy Dorinda Evans ......................... Winnnsboro, SC
Tyler Duncan ................................. Statesville
Heather Davis Fix ................................. East Bend
Bernadette Johnson Flavors ..................... Charlotte
Anna K. Livingston Florence .................... Charlotte
Haley Elizabeth Flynn ......................... Spartanburg, SC
Kimberly K. Foster ............................... Indian Trail
Monika Koper Foster ............................. Charlotte
Jordyn R. Freeman ................................. Monroe
LaTisha Michele Freeman ....................... Greensboro
Rashida Simone Freeman ....................... Cornelius
Ryan Louis Fuller ................................. Concord
Daniel Wayne Furr ............................... Albermarle
Anne Elizabeth Galligan ....................... Washington, DC
Brittany Garcia ................................. Winston-Salem
Courtney Lawson Gendron ..................... Charlotte
Mary Catherine Gensler .......................... Gastonia
Grace Owonoi George ......................... Warren ton
Lisa Gibson ...................................... Knightdale
Kelly L. Giddings ................................. Harrisburg
Jalynne Marie Gilchrist ......................... Chesapeake, VA
Crissiah Elisabeth Glenn ....................... Charlotte
Tyonna Glover .................................... Concord
Caroline Joan Goddart ......................... Charlotte
Makaya Grace Goe ............................... Indian Trail
Sindhu Preethi Gokarokonda Venkata Naga Sai .................. Charlotte
Ransheeta Ann Goldston ....................... Durham
Tiffany Gray-Sned ................................. Charlotte
Amanda Marie Gram-tobery ................... Moyock
Bailey Dawn Gray ................................. Pelham
Christopher Madison Green ................... Wilmington
Mia Jemmel Greene ............................... Harrisburg
Venneesha Reddy Gudimella ................... Charlotte
Ivanna Azalea Gutierrez ......................... Charlotte
Stella Nadine Hagwood ......................... Fayetteville
Sowmya Halady ................................. Liberty, NC
Charlynn Harris .................................. Salisbury
Tyler David Hart ................................. Kannapolis
Peaches Elizabeth Hash .......................... Boone
Charlotta Crowder Hatch ......................... Charlotte
Sarah Ann Hauge ................................. Charlotte
Jodi Lynn Hebert ................................. Wilmington
Jennifer Smith Heedick .......................... Lincolnton
Allison S. Hicks ................................. Concord
Anna Kate Hobbs ................................. Mount Olive
Djuna Louise Hopes ............................... Charlotte
Quadrick Andrea Hopper ....................... Shelby
Roberth Christian Hosbach .................... Charlotte
Madison Nicole Hutchens ........................... East Bend
Anh Ky Huynh ..................................... Greensboro
Ashlyn Elizabeth Hyde ............................ Jamestown
Elizabeth Kay Hyder ............................. Hendersonville
Julie Ann Ibrahim ................................. Apex
Erica Jackson .................................... Tabor City
Katelyn Jackson .................................. Ellicott City, MD
Kimberly Michelle Jacobs ........................ San ford
Robert Arlette Jarrett ......................... Charlotte
Kaylah Sky Jenkins ............................... Advance
Michael Clayton Johnson ....................... Thomasville
Russell Ellis Johnson ......................... Hampstead
Ty Jonna L. Johnson ............................... Charlotte
Jasmin B. Kanakaraj ............................. Charlotte
Alisa Kawahara ................................. Huntersville
Erin Leigh Kayton ................................. Charlotte
Matthew Michael Keller ....................... Frederick, MD
Anna Caroline Kellogg ........................... Huntersville
Kelly McCullough Key ............................ Salisbury
Sara Kienh ........................................... Mebane
Alissa Marie King ................................. Fairfield, IA
Catherine King Forbes .......................... Statesville
Danielle Elizabeth Kinnon ..................... Harrisburg
Andrew Elizabeth Kimlow ..................... Matthews
Allison Kleinheinz ................................. Gastonia
Eleanor R. Knobil ................................. Rutherfordton
Madalyn Marie Kostur ............................ Charlotte
Nicholas Theodore Krell ........................ Charlotte
Bridgett Amberli Ku ............................. Fayetteville
Curts Matthew Kularski ......................... Bessemer City
Konde Kungu ................................. Charlotte
Nicolete Rose Lambos ............................ Canton, OH
William Snyder Lancaster ...................... Lexington
Landon Todd Lankford ............................ Granite Falls
James P. Lapham ................................ Murphy
Sarah Elizabeth Lauffenburger ................ Wilmington
Shannon Karyl Lawrence ........................ Mount Holly
Sydney Renae Lawson ........................... Stonewall
Jordyn Meyers Lax ............................... Charlotte
Meredith Pepper Leeson ........................ Charlotte
Laurie Ann Levesque-Bell ....................... Apex
Siqi Li .............................................. Longyan, China
Carsten Lingemann .............................. Charlotte
Marcela Samantha Lizzo ........................ Charlotte
Amanda Kirby Long ............................... Charlotte
Andrea Longsworth .............................. Greensboro
Jessica Jo Lovins ................................ Fort Mill, SC
Dianne Lynch ................................. Indian Trail
Kelli Elizabeth Mach ............................... Indian Trail
Liam Patrick Maley ............................... Wilmington
Srisara Manam ................................. Fort Mill, SC
Anna Katherine Mansfield ..................... Matthews
Jennifer Kay Marsh ............................... Charlotte
Allison Haley Martin ............................. Kings Mountain
Diana E. Mata .................................... Locust
Jesse Cole Mazen ................................ Charlotte
MacKenzie Jean McCarthy ..................... Locust
Justin Wallace McCollum ........................... Yorkers, NY
James Tyrone McDaniel, Jr ........................ Greenville
Andrea Jo McSnee ............................... Charlotte
James Mcghee .................................... Concord
Megan McGibbon ................................. Carrboro
Keondra Michelle McKinney ..................... Knoxville, TN
James Meaffey ................................. Mooresville
Akansha Mehrrota ................................. Herndon, VA
Eliah Malachi Mendoza ......................... Gastonia
Eric Jason Millard ............................... Mechanicsburg, PA
Melissa Delaine Miller .......................... Charlotte
Ashley Elizabeth Mills ............................ Huntersville
E.K. FRETWELL, U.S. HIGHER EDUCATION LEADER
(1923-2012)

Dr. E.K. Fretwell used his national higher education leadership to gain recognition for UNC Charlotte. He became the University’s second chancellor in January 1979 after serving as president of State University of New York College at Buffalo, and before that as assistant commissioner for higher education of the New York State Education Department. During his career, he led some of America’s most prominent higher education associations - president of the American Association for Higher Education, president of the American Association of State Colleges and Universities, chair of the American Council on Education, and chair of the Council on Postsecondary Accreditation. In addition, Fretwell was named one of the 100 most effective chancellors and university presidents in the United States in a national study. After retiring in 1989, he served as interim president of the five-campus University of Massachusetts, authored several books on university management, and consulted on higher education around the country and the world. He was awarded an Honorary Doctor of Public Service degree during UNC Charlotte’s spring 1998 Commencement ceremonies. In 2002, he received the UNC Charlotte Alumni Association’s Alumnus by Choice Award. Fretwell died October 18, 2012.
Commencement Ceremony Leaders
Misty C. Hathcock, Oscar E. Lansen, Lisa S. Walker

University Marshals

Friday Morning Ceremony
Mark J. DeHaven

Friday Evening Ceremony
Harish P. Cherukuri

Saturday Morning Ceremony
Heather M. Coffey

Faculty Marshals

Friday Morning Ceremony
Jeanette M. Bennett
Cathy E. Blat
Abasifreke U. Ebong
Linwood W. Kearney
Juliana Marino
Patricia G. Mynatt
Roger F. Suclupe
Ronald E. Smelser

Friday Evening Ceremony
Anabel Aliaga-Buchenau
Julie M. Goodliffe
Katherine E. Hall-Hertel
Joshua J. Hertel
Jill S. Huerta
Sandra L. Krause
Lisa M. Russell-Pinson
Johnna Watson
Aura Young

Saturday Morning Ceremony
L. Dean Adams
Banita W. Brown
Paloma Fernández Sánchez
José L. Gámez
Lee E. Gray
Lawrence E. Mays
Taghi Mostafavi
Drew B. Polly

Faculty Nomenclators and Timers

Friday Morning Ceremony
James D. Bowen
Jamie D. Brandon

Friday Evening Ceremony
Lyndon P. Abrams
Abasifreke U. Ebong
Meredith L. Troutman-Jordan

Saturday Morning Ceremony
Melanie L. Harris
Elizabeth R. Miller
Jordan C. Poler

Commencement Committee
Co-Chairs: Lauren M. Gregg, Joanne M. Kendrach, Oscar E. Lansen

Christina K. Al-Khateeb
Jeanette M. Bennett
Jonathan H. Billings
Catherine E. Blat
Adrienne Brown
Banita W. Brown
Jon A. Canapino
Michael G. Christenbury
Joseph E. Cochran
Joshua P. Englund
Matthew A. Fior
Sarah Fore
Lee E. Gray

Cheri Griffith
Katherine E. Hall-Hertel
Misty L. Hathcock
Shannon T. Homesley
Douglas E. Lape
Lawrence E. Mays
Stefanie S. McKenzie
Warren D. Monk
Kathryn S. Montie
Patricia G. Mynatt
Brett T. Penshorn
Olga Pogorelsky
Jonathan T. Reece

Brenda G. Shue
Joe W. Skillen
Ronald E. Smelser
Gena E. Smith
Nancy M. Smith
Sarah A. Smyre
Cynthia N. Stone
Roger F. Suclupe
Lisa S. Walker
Lucian D. Wilhelm
Leeisha D. Williams
Leslie R. Zenk

The University wishes to thank the UNC Charlotte faculty, staff, students, Alumni Association, and volunteers for their assistance with the Commencement activities.
May 2022 Commencement
Saturday Morning Ceremony
College of Arts + Architecture,
College of Computing and Informatics, Cato College of Education,
and College of Liberal Arts & Sciences

The National Anthem ................................................................. Makayla D. Melton
Bachelor of Music
Albemarle

Call to Order .......................................................... Sharon L. Gaber
Chancellor

Greetings from the UNC Charlotte Board of Trustees .................. Dennis N. Bunker III
Vice Chair, Board of Trustees

The UNC Board of Governors Award for Excellence in Teaching .......... Anabel Aliaga-Buchenau
Languages and Culture Studies

Conferring of Honorary Degree .......................................................... Karen A. Popp
Doctor of Public Service

Greetings from the Undergraduate Graduating Class .................. Rachel L. Hayes
Bachelor of Arts, Biology and Bachelor of Arts, Spanish
Raleigh

Conferring of Degrees .......................................................... Joan F. Lorden
Provost and Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs
and Chancellor Sharon L. Gaber

Turning of the Tassel .......................................................... Charles "Vince" Graham, Jr.
Bachelor of Science in Business Administration, Finance
Lumberton

Recognition of the Graduates .......................................................... Joan F. Lorden
Provost and Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs

Ringing of the UNC Charlotte Bell .......................................................... Ryen K. Boleware
Bachelor of Arts, Criminal Justice
Bachelor of Science, Psychology
Raleigh

The Commencement program is printed prior to administering final examinations. Therefore, the inclusion of names of degree candidates in the program is not certification that degree requirements have been satisfactorily completed.
The Board of Governors Award for Excellence in Teaching was established in 1994 to underscore the importance of teaching and to encourage, identify, recognize, reward, and support good teaching within the university. This award is given annually to a tenured faculty member from each UNC campus. Winners must have taught at their present institutions for at least seven years.

The 17 recipients were nominated by individual campus committees and selected by the Board of Governors Committee on Personnel and Tenure. Each award winner will receive a commemorative bronze medallion and a $12,500 cash prize.

Dr. Anabel Aliaga-Buchenau is recognized as a gifted and versatile classroom instructor. Dr. Michèle Bissière, Chair of the Department of Languages and Culture Studies, stated, “She shines in the classroom and always receives near perfect evaluations that are well above the department mean. Students' comments are full of superlatives, such as “amazing,” “awesome,” or “best ever.” Students praise her infectious enthusiasm for the material, her positive and compassionate attitude, her ability to relate to students from different backgrounds and at different levels of proficiency, and her availability outside class.”

Dr. Aliaga-Buchenau joined the Department of Languages and Culture Studies in 2002 as an Assistant Professor in German and Comparative Literature. She was promoted to Associate Professor in 2006, began serving as Associate Chair for the department in 2014, and was promoted to Professor in 2019.

Aliaga-Buchenau restructured the German curriculum, making it more relevant to students by including career-oriented courses in translating, business, and engineering. She also added humanities-based offerings in youth literature and contemporary literature and culture. She led the development of undergraduate and graduate certificates in translating, Business German, and German for Engineering. She also had an important role in the development of minors in Chinese and Arabic Studies, and the creation of the minor in Holocaust, Genocide, and Human Rights.

Under her leadership, the number of German majors has more than quadrupled. This achievement drew national attention with The Chronicle of Higher Education ranking the program in Spring 2019 as #2 in the U.S. and #1 in North Carolina for the number of graduates.

“Dr. Buchenau is honestly the best professor that I have ever had. She is constantly presenting us with opportunities to go further in the German major. I have never had a professor more willing to help you succeed in your field,” said Eric Stetter, a student majoring in International Business and German.

Other opportunities created for students by Dr. Aliaga Buchenau included a spring break study abroad program and an intensive summer language program at the Goethe-Institut in Germany for which she raised scholarship money to enable students to attend. Aliaga-Buchenau says, “The students are what interest me. I am fascinated to see what happens when they learn a language, in this case German, and more importantly, how they grow and change when they come in contact with another culture.”

Aliaga-Buchenau’s awards and accolades received: the 2009 Bonnie E. Cone Early-Career Professorship in Teaching, nominated in 2011 for the Carnegie Professor of the Year Award, selected as a 2012 finalist for the Bank of America Award for Teaching Excellence, received the 2018 UNC Charlotte International Education Award, and was awarded in 2021 UNC Charlotte's top teaching award, the Bank of America Award for Teaching Excellence.
Karen Ann Popp distinguished herself throughout her career as a leader committed to bettering the lives of those around her through inclusiveness and connectivity. Her work as an internationally recognized attorney focuses on issues of national and global importance. Karen's four decades of leadership and service to her alma mater, UNC Charlotte, have contributed significantly to the University's exponential growth.

Karen is currently the Global Co-Leader of Sidley Austin’s White Collar: Government Litigation and Investigations group. After graduating cum laude from UNC Charlotte in 1980, she went on to study law at Oxford University on a Rotary International Scholarship before earning her law degree from UNC-Chapel Hill. After graduating from UNC School of Law, she clerked for The Honorable Sam J. Ervin, III on the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit and began her law practice on Wall Street at Sullivan & Cromwell. She then served as Assistant U.S. Attorney in the Eastern District of New York, and an attorney advisor to U.S. Attorney General Janet Reno in the Office of Legal Counsel at the U.S. Department of Justice in Washington D.C.

Before returning to private law practice, she served as Associate White House Counsel for President Bill Clinton.

Karen's impact at Sidley and in the greater legal community has gone far beyond her day-to-day work. After leaving the White House, she co-founded in 1999 the Women's White Collar Defense Association, promoting the common business and professional interests of women attorneys and other professionals who specialize in the representation of corporations, organizations, or individuals facing government enforcement actions. At Sidley, she also developed a firm-wide women’s program, formed the Diversity Committee for Racial, Ethnic and LGBTQ Communities at Sidley’s D.C. office, served as the first chair of that same office’s Women’s Committee, and spear-headed task forces on Diversity and Women, which was formed by Sidley’s executive committee.

In addition to the achievements on behalf of the state and nation, Karen also has been recognized for a number of exceptional and distinctive achievements on behalf of the University and the greater Charlotte region. As an undergraduate, she was elected the first female Student Body President in the UNC System and founded the Student Alumni Ambassadors Program, a program that continues to provide opportunities for UNC Charlotte’s finest students to connect with community leaders, alumni and top donors. Karen also founded UNC Charlotte’s first honor society, which enhanced the University’s national recognition and academic reputation, encouraging talented students to attend UNC Charlotte, and laid the foundation for the Phi Kappa Phi and Phi Beta Kappa Society chapters that are now at the University.

Karen continues to make a number of significant contributions to the betterment of the University and of the surrounding region. Over the course of her three-year term as Chair of UNC Charlotte’s Board of Trustees, followed by a three-year term as Chair of the UNC Charlotte Foundation Board, the University grew and raised more money than any other time in its history. Under Karen’s leadership, the Foundation developed the plans for and launched the construction of the UNC Charlotte Marriott Hotel and Conference Center.


For her countless efforts on behalf of UNC Charlotte and the citizens of Charlotte, the region and the state, The University of North Carolina at Charlotte awards the honorary degree, Doctor of Public Service, to Karen Ann Popp.
Greetings from the Undergraduate Graduating Class
Rachel L. Hayes
Bachelor of Arts, Biology
Bachelor of Arts, Spanish

Good morning, graduates, families, faculty, and staff. My name is Rachel Hayes, and I am graduating with my Bachelor of Arts degrees in biology and Spanish. I would first like to say congratulations to the class of 2022! I could not be more honored to share this moment with you all.

I also want to say thank you to each and every professor, staff and faculty member that has helped to shape us all into the class we are today. We could not have gotten to this moment without you.

I stand before you today, relishing in what is a very bittersweet moment. On one hand, it is a little daunting that we are all about to transition into the next phase of our lives.

The days of narrowly avoiding the rabid geese outside of SAC are soon to be gone. Some of us may never hear the haunting “craver road walk sign is on” again.

But what makes this moment so sweet is that the culmination of all our hard work from the last several years is finally coming to fruition. All the hours we’ve put in, the tests we’ve taken, and every moment we thought we would not make it to this point, has finally become worth it.

But what also makes this moment so sweet is that we now have the increased opportunity and obligation to use everything we’ve learned since our first day on campus to serve the world around us.

I know at face value this seems like a vague responsibility, and it can be so hard to know where to even begin, but if anyone is well equipped to tackle the inequities of the world, it is the class of 2022.

Our class is unique because during our time at UNC Charlotte we’ve gained the ability to face challenges head-on, we’ve found new ways to adapt to unprecedented times, we’ve discovered how to learn in new ways that we’ve never had to learn before, and we have grown to love each other through some of the toughest moments of our lives so far.

And this is exactly how we tackle the injustices of the world; this is where true change begins. It begins with us making the decision not to shy away from the hard moments.

It begins with adaptability and learning to find the beauty in every hardship life throws our way. It begins with seeking to empathize with the world around us. And it begins with pursuing love at every corner.

Class of 2022, I have no doubt that each and every one of you will become something great. However, if we can unify under the common pursuit of loving those around us to the fullest extent, I know that together we can be a true force to be reckoned with.

I leave you today with the plea to not take your degree or your experiences here for granted. We’ve all been given an incredible opportunity to create a world of which to truly be proud.

So, let’s not allow this opportunity to go to waste. Let’s be the class that sets a new standard of what it means to change the world through the pursuit of love and empathy. Thank you and congratulations, Class of 2022!
CANDIDATES FOR BACHELOR'S DEGREES
COLLEGE OF ARTS + ARCHITECTURE

MR. BROOK W. MULLER, DEAN

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Architecture
Abena Safoa Atemi..........................Charlotte
Cum Laude
Noah Arthur Becker........................Eden Prairie, MN
Cum Laude
Alyssa Brady................................Smithfield
Cum Laude
Erin London Brinkley.........................Concord
Cum Laude
Kelly Anne Byas............................Hickory
Cum Laude
Sheriyh A. Cain..............................Greensboro
Magna Cum Laude
Grant Logan Cascone.........................Charlotte
Cum Laude
Lydia Mae Chapman.........................Hickory
Cum Laude
MaKayla Emeline Cline......................Granite Falls
Cum Laude
Cristian Cortes.............................Mount Airy
Cum Laude
Carl Frédéric Debrosse.................Port-au-Prince, Haiti
Cum Laude
Megan Alexandria Ecker....................Green Ville
Cum Laude
Paige Mackenzie Fountain.................Pollocksville
Cum Laude
Lucas Gauldin Gillie.........................Timberlake
Cum Laude
Louries Attieh Gordon, Jr.................Chapel Hill
Cum Laude
Mackenzie Elizabeth Lail...................Harrisburg
Cum Laude
Emily Anne Lewis..........................Cary
Cum Laude
Jesse William Lohman......................Raleigh
Cum Laude
Daniel Jun Lynch...........................Alexandria, VA
Cum Laude
Sydney Danielle Mangan...............Charlotte
Cum Laude
Summa Cum Laude
Aidan Javier Martinez......................Lewisville
Cum Laude
Derek Paul McKeen.........................Lincolnton
Cum Laude
Khalid Jasir Mills.........................Winston-Salem
Magna Cum Laude
Amelia Grace Mitchell....................Charlotte
Cum Laude
Megan Fuller Mitchell.................Charlotte
Cum Laude
Tahlya Ree Mock..........................Charlotte
Cum Laude, Arts + Architecture Honors
Nathan Peter Rajnovich....................Las Vegas, NV
Magna Cum Laude
Taylor Suzanne Ramsey..................Shelby
Cum Laude
Kaden Davis Ray...........................Matthews
Magna Cum Laude
Alexander Teodulo Reyes...............Fayetteville
Cum Laude
Rebecca Sue Seagondollar................Raleigh
Cum Laude
Summa Cum Laude
Benjamin Charles Simmons
..............................North Hampton, NH
Cum Laude
Peyton Ashley Simmons..................Charlotte
Cum Laude
Sarah Marie Slager......................Pinetown
Cum Laude
Tr'Ara Salene Toney.......................Columbia, SC
Cum Laude
McKenzie Higgins Waldron............Greensboro
Cum Laude, University Honors,
Arts + Architecture Honors
Art
Sheana Leeann Brown......................Lenoir
Cum Laude
Kari-Danielle Wyntar Davis..............Sanford
Cum Laude
Prince Malik Lemons......................Charlotte
Cum Laude
Terrence Jemel Suits......................Durham
Cum Laude
Christina Torres........................Huntersville
Magna Cum Laude

Art History
Travis M. Alexander......................Harrisburg
Cum Laude
Susanna R. Couch........................Buxton
Magna Cum Laude
Jane Durnen................................Wilmington
Cum Laude
Allison Nicole Roach.....................Kannapolis
Cum Laude
Summa Cum Laude, Honors in Art History
Melanie Anne Wagner....................Mooreville
Cum Laude
Alexis Brooke Weyenberg..............Winston-Salem
Dance
Crysta-Leigh Abel.........................Kernersville
Summa Cum Laude
Melinda J. Erickson......................Charlotte
Magna Cum Laude
Malia Stephanie McCarthy..............Casper, WY
Summa Cum Laude
Carly Helen O'Rourke....................Charlotte
Cum Laude
Kenneth Raynor II.......................Spring Lake
Cum Laude
Anastasia Leigh Risch...................Hickory
Cum Laude
Erika Mckayla Rush......................Ramseur
Magna Cum Laude
Rebecca Lynn Vaughan..............Fuquay-Varina
Magna Cum Laude
Rachel Elisabeth Vick..............Fuquay-Varina
Magna Cum Laude
Music
Kathryn Blair Goretzka..................Salemburg
Magna Cum Laude, Honors in Religious Studies
MacKenzie Renee Hall....................Fayetteville
Cum Laude
Zachary Levi Jackson....................Fletcher
Summa Cum Laude
Winston W. Martin.......................Winterville
Cum Laude
Nacosia Shrea Massey..................Charlotte
Catherine Moore........................Matthews
Magna Cum Laude
John Robert Pickett....................Rocky Mount
Cum Laude
Eljah Ford Pierce......................Apex
Magna Cum Laude
Kelsey Anne Raley......................Lusby, MD
Summa Cum Laude
Kaleb Malik Scott.......................Grover
Cum Laude
Keith Spurling Snyder III............Huntersville
Theatre
Duncan Riley Bayer......................Waxhaw
Summa Cum Laude
Lauren Elisabeth Bell..................Charlotte
Summa Cum Laude
Chase B. Brantley.......................Zebulon

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS

Art
Precious Mhabazi Byakutaga............Charlotte
Helen Elizabeth Ciavolella.............Concord
Magna Cum Laude
Olivia Grace Colone.....................Belmont
Cum Laude
Jennie Anne Evans......................Greensboro
Summa Cum Laude
DeAnna Nicole Giovacchini............Holly Springs
Summa Cum Laude
Alyce Mozelle Hyder....................Fletcher
Cum Laude
Sophia Antonette Kellstrom.........Kings Mountain
Magna Cum Laude
Lily Catherine LaFave..................Wilmington
Andrew Painter........................Sanford
Cum Laude
Natalie Lynn Perkins....................Durham
Magna Cum Laude
Tyler Louis Robinson....................Badin
Cum Laude
Halee Elizabeth Warren..............Saluda
Magna Cum Laude
Connor Thomas Wilson..................Newton
Magna Cum Laude

Dance
Juliet R. Burton..........................Charlotte
Cum Laude
Aslin Yamilith Chavarria Ayala.........Charlotte
Cum Laude
Sophia Emily Dearing....................Charlotte
Cum Laude
Dominic Joseph DiNardi..............Hillsborough, NJ
Cum Laude
Jane Durnen................................Wilmington
Cum Laude
Kendal Marie Edward...................Davidson
Cum Laude
Natalie J. Flinchum......................Lexington
Magna Cum Laude
Kelly Elizabeth Gilbert...............Charlotte
Cum Laude
Colleen Marjorie Gundersen............Greensboro
Cum Laude
Rory Drake Hines......................Cary
High Point
Magna Cum Laude
Victoria Amelia Marafotis............Waxhaw
Cum Laude
Autumn N. Martin........................Charlotte
Cum Laude
Niara Simone Matthews...............Charlotte
Cum Laude
Sierra Danielle Miles..................Creedmoor
SUMMA CUM LAUDE, ARTS + ARCHITECTURE HONORS
Savannah Leigh Dunigan Mobley.....Huntersville
Magna Cum Laude
Ayla Renee Perkins......................Bear Creek
Woodstock, MD
Magna Cum Laude
Nicholas Julio Ramirez...............Charlotte
Cum Laude
Anabel Blue Raymond....................Charlotte
Cum Laude
Millicent Austen Read................Charlotte
Magna Cum Laude
Monica Joana Rojas........................Albemarle
Jane Elizabeth Shaver..................Kure Beach
Magna Cum Laude
Pollak “Alex” Tang......................Brooklyn, NY
Magna Cum Laude
Dr. James H. Woodward became UNC Charlotte’s third chancellor in 1989, immediately establishing himself as one of the leading executives of the Charlotte metropolitan region. A U.S. Air Force veteran, he worked in private industry and taught at North Carolina State University, the U.S. Air Force Academy, and the University of Alabama at Birmingham, where he was a senior vice president for academic affairs, prior to coming to UNC Charlotte. Under his leadership, UNC Charlotte launched ambitious plans for both physical and intellectual growth. Woodward built strong support among the region’s corporate and political leaders, obtained approval to expand the University’s mission to include doctoral programs, and raised the University to doctoral/research intensive status. He established UNC Charlotte Uptown to serve students in the central business district. An engineer, Woodward generated support to build the James H. Barnhardt Student Activity Center and the Irwin Belk Track and Field Center, obtained state funding for doubling the size of the J. Murrey Atkins Library, and was instrumental in garnering public support to pass a $3.1 billion statewide bond referendum that enabled UNC Charlotte to construct or renovate nearly a dozen buildings. He retired in 2005. Woodward has received numerous honors, including the naming of the science and technology building in 2005 as James H. and Martha H. Woodward Hall in recognition of his 16 years of service. In May 2011, UNC Charlotte awarded him an honorary degree, Doctor of Public Service. Woodward received the UNC Charlotte Alumni Association’s Alumnus by Choice Award in 2012. In November 2017, he was awarded the North Carolina Award for Public Service, the highest award a civilian can receive from the Governor.
BACHELOR OF ARTS

Computer Science

Chris Okofor Amoah .................. Gastonia
Alejandro Jose Argueira ............. Thomasville
Magnus Cum Laude
Edward Bennett Baker ................ High Point
Magnus Cum Laude
Mark Talmadge Barringer ............. Charlotte
Tyriq Latrell Beasley ................. Greensboro
Eric Eugene Betties .................. Lexington
Magnus Cum Laude
Shaneice Danielle Board .............. Sanford
Cum Laude
Matthew Colby Burrows .............. Matthews
Thomas Edward Cowie ................ Davidson
Michael Diaz ......................... Dallas
Aaron Bruce Dickerson ............... Apex
Cum Laude
Titus R. Dophus ...................... Charlotte
Daniel Lee Edwards ................... Harrisburg
Cum Laude
Anna Caroline Farris ................ Charlotte
Cum Laude
Jason Robert Fox ..................... Indian Trail
Joseph Lane Gentry .................. Mount Airy
Cum Laude
Dale Charles Santos Graham ......... Charlotte
Magnus Cum Laude
Samatar Hassan ...................... Matthews
Mehki Heath ......................... Monroe
Benso Vanphuc Huynh ............... Huntersville
Dayon Jenkins ....................... Detroit, MI
Nikkie Kariman ...................... Statesville
Joshua Stephen Keller ............... Charlotte
Joshua Craig King ..................... Wake Forest
Kory Charles Kinter .................. Timnath, CO
Magnus Cum Laude
Tina Le ................................ Charlotte
Cum Laude
Seth Christian Little ................. Rutherford College
Jacob Matthew Mack ................. Jacksonville
Cum Laude
Jose Leonardo Mavo ................ Charlotte
Christian Lamar Motley ............. Roanoke Rapids
Kyle Dalton Murdock ................. Hickory
Casey Allen Oates ................... Charlotte
Jason Anthony O'Connor ............. Winston-Salem
Summa Cum Laude
Isaac Joseph Parker ................... Harrisburg
Ankit Bin Patel ....................... Southern Pines
D'Asia Briana Perry ................... Monroe
Cum Laude
Jacob Richard Pikul .................. Charlotte
Joshua Rizo ............................. Miami, FL
Morgan Stuart Sagerman ............. Winston-Salem
Cum Laude
Dominique Adell Smith .............. Roanoke, VA
Cameron Chance Talbert ............. Eagle Springs
Telsi Tamazi ......................... Charlotte
Magnus Cum Laude
Jacob M. Tucker ..................... Charlotte
Natalia Grace Winik .................. Cary
Cum Laude

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Computer Science

Lolo Hanib Aboufoul .................. Waxhaw
Summa Cum Laude
Joseph Ryan Ahrendsen ............. Chapel Hill
Magnus Cum Laude
Chayathorn Akramongo kol mongoose Charlotte
Zelaya Al Ayesha ........................ Troutman
Cum Laude
Alyssa Lasmaras Alameda ........... Charlotte
Summa Cum Laude
Emmanuel A. Allison ................ Charlotte
Cum Laude
Tristan A. Allison .................. Charlotte
Summa Cum Laude
Shakayla Atiyana Alston ............. Greensboro
Cum Laude
Rachel Nicole Altman .............. Frederick, MD
Cum Laude
Nikita Deya Amanna ................ Cary
Cum Laude
Katie Jane Anders .................. Rutherfordton
Magnus Cum Laude
Alison Renee Arnette ............... Kinston
Summa Cum Laude
Hugo Armando Arteaga Cortez ..... Monroe
Cum Laude
Jemal E. Atrudige .................... Charlotte
Chetan Madan Badgujar ............. Panvel, Mumbai, India
Shemuelo Bajio ....................... Durham
Bruno Baptista Wengrover Rosa .... Porto Alegre, Brazil
Cum Laude
Roc Alexander Barone .............. Concord
Cum Laude
Joseph Daniel Barr .................. Apex
Benjamin Patrick Batchelor ........ Kannapolis
Eric James Beece .................... New Bern
Magnus Cum Laude
Jared Allen Beigholt ............... Charlotte
Cum Laude
David L. Benton ..................... Charlotte
Summa Cum Laude, University Honors, Computing and Informatics Honors
Angie Berrios ....................... Charlotte
Cum Laude
Prasham Sandharia ................. Pineville
Nanayaw Amanwah Bokaye .......... Charlotte
Magnus Cum Laude
Lyvnie Nicole Tayde Bonilla ........ Charlotte
Joshua Michael Bosher ............... Charlotte
Devon R. Bovine ..................... Burlington
Finch Bowen ......................... Charlotte
Luka Bratic ......................... Toronto, Canada
Magnus Cum Laude
Benjamin Charles Bricker ........... Charlotte
Chanel Ariel Briggs .................. Concord
Cum Laude
Kyle Hunter Brisson ................ Garner
Johnathan Cole Brogdon .......... Lexington
Austin D. Brown ................... Hickory
Cum Laude
D' Sean Cavell Brown .............. Winston-Salem
Magnus Cum Laude
David John Brown ................... Charlotte
Cum Laude
Kayla Naomi Browne ............... Concord
Joshua Ryan Bumgarner .......... Huntersville
Magnus Cum Laude

Matthew Scott Burkey ................ Raleigh
Seth Marcus Carleton ............... Waxhaw
Cum Laude
Justin Carrasquillo ................. Kannapolis
Cum Laude
Devon Anthony Cesca ............. Bloomingburg, NY
Cum Laude
Andrew Clarke Childress ........... Jamestown
Cum Laude
Nurul M. Chowdhury ............... Charlotte
Cum Laude
Purushothama Brahma Chanduri .... Apex
Brian Matthew Colcolough ......... Sophia
Cum Laude
German Rudz Cruz, Jr ............. Mooresville
Manuel Rolando Cruz II ............ Charlotte
Sierra Lynn Cubero ................. Pisgah Forest
Cum Laude
Thomas Francis Curry .............. Waxhaw
Charles S. Curtis III .............. Huntersville
Magnus Cum Laude
Pranav Dada ......................... Bangalore, India
Magnus Cum Laude
Jaylen Cincere Davis ............... Durham
Dhruv Davalbhakta .................. Pflaufftown
Jonathan Matthew Deaver ........ Hickory
Andrew Denewells ................. Huntersville
Summa Cum Laude
Dhruti Desai ....................... Murphy
Jordan Richard Eitweiler ......... Goose Creek, SC
Magnus Cum Laude
Har Prasad Dhimal .................. Charlotte
Summa Cum Laude
Androw Aiman Shehata Dokman .... Raleigh
Ethan Tomas Dorta ................. Raleigh
Summa Cum Laude
Christopher Benedikt Egersdoerfer .... Durham
Summa Cum Laude
Mohammed El-ali ................. Harrisburg
Lythe Elhulu ......................... Mint Hill
Cum Laude
Kaitlin Elizabeth Ennis ........... Concord
Cum Laude
Richard Martin Falls III .......... Lincolnton
Caleb Avila Feliciano .............. Davidson
Jacob Michael Ferragut .......... Charlotte
Magnus Cum Laude
Aurian Liron Finney .............. Albermarle
Cum Laude
Patrick Donovan Flynn .......... Monroe
Cum Laude
Brevor Malachai Foster .......... Mebane
Levar Leary Fredericks ............ Harrisburg
Summa Cum Laude, University Honors, Computing and Informatics Honors, Martin Scholar
Jason Scott Freedman ............. Wendell
Cum Laude
Anthony Michael Frock .......... Lewistown, PA
Cum Laude
Connor Patrick Frunzi .......... Marvin
Magnus Cum Laude, Honors in Political Science
Jolyce C. Fullerton ............... Goldsboro
Cum Laude
Eliseo Garcia ....................... Charlotte
Magnus Cum Laude
Michael Gibbons ................... Charlotte
Summa Cum Laude

College of Computing and Informatics

Dr. Fatma Mil, Dean
Lucas Andrew Gilbert.................Mooresville
Magna Cum Laude
Carson Matthew Goinson.............Leicester
Cum Laude
Rachel Marie Goldman................Raleigh
Magna Cum Laude
Ronin J. Gomez.........................Raleigh
Cum Laude
Lauren Luke Petilla Gonzales........Cary
Magna Cum Laude
Dylan W. Goodman......................Rockwell
Summa Cum Laude
Alex Nelson Graca......................Concord
Samuel Gray ............................Raleigh
Cum Laude
Ariana D’Ara Green-Whitaker.........Raleigh
Samuel Andrew Grible.................Randaleman
Cum Laude
Nathan James Griffith.................Charlotte
Magna Cum Laude
Obed K. Gyawu..........................Charlotte
Rebecca A. Hailu.........................Mooresville
Cum Laude
Kevin Michael Hajny...................Mooresville
Joel Ethan Hall..........................Charlotte
Magna Cum Laude
John Grady Hall.........................Charlotte
Summa Cum Laude
Zachary Logan Hall....................Kannapolis
Mohamad Marwan Hamdan..............Charlotte
Kenneth Elwood Hank.................Waxhaw
Anthony Ryan Harrell.................Vineland, NJ
Samuel Bernard Hartzell...............High Point
Cum Laude
Christian Aaron Michael Hasty.........Indian Trail
Cum Laude
Hunter Blake Hawkins..................Statesville
Magna Cum Laude
Adnane Hedadja.........................Charlotte
Magna Cum Laude
Michael Anthony Helwig..............Wake Forest
Cum Laude
Fidel Jared Henriquez................Salisbury
Jillian R. Herrick.......................Stanley
Cum Laude
Albert Thomas Holmes IV............Iron Station
Aaron Hong.........................Matthews
Jacob Dee Howell.......................Advance
Eric Loyn Howie II........................Black Mountain
Magna Cum Laude
C. Lan Hua..............................Charlotte
Summa Cum Laude
Ryan Charles Hull......................Charlotte
Magna Cum Laude
Mohammad Ala Husein....................Cary
Cum Laude
An Huyhn......................................Apex
Summa Cum Laude
Zachary Aaron Jerecmciuc...........Charlotte
Cum Laude
Kendrick Stewart Izaguirre Mejia.....Gaston County
Nicholas Joseph Jackson..............Newport
Litzy Marieli Joffre Rivera..........Charlotte
Cum Laude
Gina Johnson.........................Forest Grove, OR
Cum Laude
Michael Edgar Candelas John.........Winston-Salem
Alexander Reid Jones................Charlotte
Cum Laude
Alexis Briana Jordan................Davidson
Summa Cum Laude
Kiana Marie Jung.......................Huntersville
Magna Cum Laude
Nilay Kabra..............................Charlotte
Cum Laude
Jalen Maurice Kemp....................Salisbury
Cum Laude
Tammy Himanshu Kenjale.............Morrisville
Summa Cum Laude, University Honors,
Honors in Mathematics and Statistics,
Crown Scholar
Hunter Lynn Kepley....................Boonville
Magna Cum Laude
Deepen Khadka..........................Charlotte
Yoel Kilegeghi............................Cary
Cum Laude
Ramesh Koirala..........................Charlotte
Cum Laude
James Herbert Kropp III...............Raleigh
Cum Laude
Christopher Austin Lamp...............Maiden
Summa Cum Laude
Ross Douglas Landgraf..................Waxhaw
Summa Cum Laude
Jordan Margaret Lasher..............Sophia
Huy Dung Le.........................Charlotte
Summa Cum Laude
Brent Brandon Lee......................Concord
Harrison T. Lee..........................Raleigh
Cum Laude
Jazer Nathaniel Linares..............Waxhaw
Marc A. Lineback.......................Charlotte
Eric C. Lopez Martinez..............Wilson
Robert Lopez-Perez....................Charlotte
Connor Thomas Love....................Burlington
Austin Troy Lowery...................Fayetteville
Cum Laude
Cade Gardner Mack.....................Jacksonville
Summa Cum Laude, Levine Scholar
Coleman Isaiha Mack..............Lexington
Magna Cum Laude
Christian Joseph Majdaski............Indian Trail
Himanshu N. Makadiya................Charlotte
Summa Cum Laude
Daniel J. Makogon.....................New York, NY
Matthew Michael Mango...............Charlotte
Summa Cum Laude
Junaid A. Maniar.......................Cary
Cum Laude
Andrew Thomas Martino..............Wilmington
Cum Laude
Neveila Isaya Masese..................Fuquay-Varina
Justin Christopher Mecham...........Chapel Hill
Cum Laude
Yashuki Tommie Minor...............Charlotte
Miguel-Angel Miranda-Gonzalez......Winston-Salem
Cum Laude
Tyler Vincent Montgomery..........Greensboro
Thomas O. Moore III..................Spencer
Magna Cum Laude
John A. Morra II........................Point Pleasant, NJ
Quinn Patrick Mulligan..............Charlotte
Summa Cum Laude
Michael Riad Nakhlie................Charlotte
Magna Cum Laude
Iryna Naminat..........................Charlotte
Summa Cum Laude
James Michael Nance................Mooresville
Cum Laude
Eduardo Nava......................Charlotte
Po Nguyen..............................Morrisville
Magna Cum Laude
Luke Anthony Nilson...................Charlotte
Supriya R. Nittoor......................Cary
Cum Laude
Brian Michael Norton II.............Thomasville
Gabriel Isaac Novack................Charlotte
Summa Cum Laude
Albert Ha-il Oh........................Allen, TX
Magna Cum Laude
Felipe Gabriel Orrego................Charlotte
Nicholas Koichiro Osaka...............Charlotte
Summa Cum Laude
Lauren Anne Ostrea....................Charlotte
Cum Laude, University Honors, Computing
and Informatics Honors
Cameron Jeffrey Ownbey...............Charlotte
Summa Cum Laude
Brittany Oxendine......................Virginia Beach, VA
Magna Cum Laude
Zachary Joseph Pacello..............Charlotte
Cameron Joseph Pacileo..............Holly Springs
Mizing Palacios III....................Charlotte
Summa Cum Laude
Krish Shreeketu Pandya...............Charlotte
Magna Cum Laude
Anthony Ting Pang....................Gastonia
Cum Laude
Hrushihekk Reddy Pappuri...........Morrisville
Jisuk Park.........................Winston-Salem
Brandon Seth Parker.................Mount Holly
Ayushi Patel.........................Huntersville
Cum Laude
Brijesh A. Patel.........................Gastonia
Summa Cum Laude
Jay Patel.................................Unija, India
Summa Cum Laude
Preet Siyag Patel......................Charlotte
Prutha Patel.........................Hamptonville
Riddhi Rakesh Kumar Patel...........Cary
Ronakumar Patel......................Charlotte
Tilak Patel...........................Morrisville
Michael Edward Pearce, Jr............Beaufort
Cum Laude
Virginia Elizabeth Penn..............Matthews
Cum Laude
James Perez.........................Charlotte
Cum Laude
Dylan Matthew Perry.................Huntersville
Mason Edward Pipkin.................Stanfield
Jasmin Anabella Pitcher..............Minneapolis, MN
Levine Scholar
Tristan Lee Poole......................Rockingham
Jalen Mitchell Pownell..............Indian Trail
Hashim Qureshi.........................Charlotte
Summa Cum Laude
Shruti Sanjaykumar Rabara...........Lowell
Cum Laude
Shruthi Rajagopalanan.................Apex
Collin Paul Rausch..................Charlotte
Payasia Lashan Reed..............Huntersville
Willis Hopeland Reed..............Hickory
Bradley Michael Rice..............Chapel Hill
Magna Cum Laude
Andrew James Rendeau.................Waxhaw
Nicholas John Robieson..............Charlotte
Cum Laude
David Lawrence Romagnuolo..........Arden
Walter Jackson Roth..................Charlotte
Sonnisha Ruan.........................Charlotte
Branden Peter Rucci..............Stallings
Cum Laude
Jimmy T. Sarath.........................Morganton
Mahika Sareen.........................Raleigh
Magna Cum Laude
UNC Charlotte was one of a generation of institutions founded in metropolitan areas following World War II. Created as the Charlotte Center, the institution opened on September 23, 1946. It offered evening classes to an initial class of 278 freshmen and sophomores in the facilities of Charlotte's Central High School. In 1949, the city's pioneering business and civic leaders, aware of the region's unmet need for a public institution of higher education, moved to have the Charlotte Center taken over by the city school district and operated as Charlotte College, offering the first two years of college courses.

By 1961, the firmly established Charlotte College was experiencing rapid growth that resulted in the establishment of a campus of its own. In the same year, Charlotte College leaders moved its burgeoning student population into the first two buildings on what would become a 1,000-acre campus ten miles from downtown Charlotte. In 1963, the North Carolina legislature approved bills making Charlotte College a four-year, state-supported institution. In 1965, the legislature passed bills designating the College the University of North Carolina at Charlotte, the fourth campus of the consolidated state system. Expansion continued as the University began offering master's degrees in 1969. In 1992, UNC Charlotte received authorization for its first doctoral programs. Today, celebrating its 75th anniversary, UNC Charlotte is the state’s urban research institution and the system’s second largest public university with greater than 30,000 students enrolled in 77 bachelor’s, 65 master’s and 24 doctoral degree programs.
BACHELOR OF ARTS

Child and Family Development
Joy Ngozi Awarunya -------------------- Charlotte
Natalie Mae Beck ---------------------- High Point
Shelby Ann-Louise Blyth --------------- Charlotte
Heather Renee Brenner ................. Mooresville
Cum Laude
Asia Lakila Call ......................... Charlotte
Magna Cum Laude
Carolyn Marie Daly ..................... Matthews
Magna Cum Laude
Kati Alyssa Dautun ....................... Mount Holly
Summa Cum Laude
Morgan Breeanna Dickey ............... Burlington
Cum Laude
Taryn Helms .......................... Pineville
Cum Laude
Maddison Rae Ingram ........................ Burlington
Magna Cum Laude
Victoria Shanice Jones .................... Harrisburg
Cum Laude
Kaitlyn Brianna Lackey .................... Mint Hill
Summa Cum Laude
Hannah Kathryn Landon .................... Polkton
Cum Laude
Meghan A. Messer ........................ Hamptonville
Cum Laude
Alana Bree Nast .......................... Charlotte
Cum Laude
Arin Elizabeth Nesbit ...................... Charlotte
Magna Cum Laude
Julia H. Soley .......................... Charlotte
Cum Laude
Christina Marie Smith ................... Charlotte
Cum Laude

Elementary Education
Isela Gissell Aguilar .................... Mount Olive
Cum Laude
Catherine Ann Baker ..................... Charlotte
Magna Cum Laude
Elizabeth Balzer ........................ Denver
Summa Cum Laude
Casey Lynn Kathleen Barry .......... Mount Pleasant
Chloe Nicole Basile ..................... Monroe
Cum Laude
John Paul Benson ....................... Huntersville
Cum Laude
Madelyn Kirsten Boatwright ........... Concord
Cum Laude
Piper Brooke Boger ..................... Charlotte
Summa Cum Laude
Kelsey Hamilton Bradley .............. Winston-Salem
Cum Laude
Rachel Lynne Butler ..................... Huntersville
Summa Cum Laude
Kaley Ellen Byers ....................... Catawba
Magna Cum Laude
Danielle Veronica Byrnes .............. Wilmington
Magna Cum Laude
Bethany Nicole Chalvet ................. Bessemer City
Magna Cum Laude
Paola Daniela Cloninger ............... Dallas
Magna Cum Laude
Brianna Sujatta Coates ................. Concord
Summa Cum Laude
Nicole Lee Cook ........................ Salisbury
Summa Cum Laude, Education Honors
Kayla Ann Daniels ....................... Clayton
Summa Cum Laude
Paris Lashae Daniels .................... Charlotte
Cum Laude
Caroline Michelle David ............... Kannapolis
Cum Laude
Taylor Nicole DeWitt .................... Mint Hill
Magna Cum Laude
Giulia Nicole DeCaria .................... Waxhaw
Lauren Efrid .......................... New London
Summa Cum Laude
Katie Ann Foerster ........................... Charlotte
Summa Cum Laude
Tracy Lynne Griffiths .................... Concord
Summa Cum Laude, Education Honors
Lily Ellen Hain .......................... Salisbury
Cum Laude
Ashton Lindsey Harrelson ............... Graham
Cum Laude
Serebrity Alexis Hill ..................... Leland
Summa Cum Laude, Education Honors
Madison T. Hinson Rizzelle ............ Charlotte
Magna Cum Laude
Gabrielle Phyllis Hoff ................... Indian Trail
Cum Laude
Taylor Michelle Holt ..................... Kernersville
Nicole Carolann Horton ................... Mocksville
Summa Cum Laude
Mackenzie Alyse Huffman .............. Morganton
Cum Laude
Sadie Kay-Madgett ....................... Gainesville, FL
Summa Cum Laude
Jessica Gayle Kennedy .................... Gastonia
Magna Cum Laude
Perrin Jacob Albert Kingaby .......... Concord
Cum Laude
Sarah Malin Kummer ..................... Charlotte
Cum Laude
Lee M. Kuveikis ........................ Mount Holly
Summa Cum Laude
Christine Joy D. Macapagal .......... Chapell Hill
Summa Cum Laude
Logan Emily Mangum .................... Kannapolis
Magna Cum Laude, Education Honors
Autumn Symone McDonald .............. Hope Mills
Summa Cum Laude
Sarah Rose McKenzie .................... Waxhaw
Summa Cum Laude
Abigail Elizabeth Melton .............. Denver
Summa Cum Laude
Maria Kate Molamphy ................. Pinehurst
Magna Cum Laude
Alissa Brooke Morgan ................... Oakboro
Summa Cum Laude
Kayelee Alexis Morissette ............. Hickory
Cum Laude
Emma Katherine Morton ............... Durham
Summa Cum Laude
Kayleen Marie Oetjens ................. Lexington
Cum Laude
Dawson Leigh Overby .................... rural Hall
Magna Cum Laude
Caroline Elizabeth Owens ............... East Bend
Summa Cum Laude

Cecilia Adriana Park .................... Cary
Magna Cum Laude
Elanna Lauren Peay ...................... Concord
Summa Cum Laude
Lindsay Marie Poole ................. High Point
Cum Laude
Josie Page Reed ....................... Holly Springs
Summa Cum Laude
Audrey Renich .......................... Mooresville
Cum Laude
Alianna Elena Rentals ................. Okinawa, Japan
Magna Cum Laude
Audrey Kiara-Michelle Rivers ......... Charlotte
Cum Laude
Hannah Faye Roberts .................... Elkin
Connor Wesley Rudel .................... Pfafftown
Cum Laude
Maria Fernanda Sanchez Herrera ...... Raleigh
Jordan Nichole Silva ..................... Charlotte
Magna Cum Laude
Megan Elizabeth Strong ............... Troy
Magna Cum Laude
Kristen Elizabeth Sutphin ............. Trinity
Magna Cum Laude
Jane M. Tarleton ....................... Mocksville
Cum Laude
Jamila A. Tedder ....................... Richmond, VA
Molly Joy Thomas ....................... Denver
Sierra Nicole Thompson ................. Iron Station
Summa Cum Laude
Taylor Rae Todd ....................... La Crosse, WI
Magna Cum Laude
Meredith Claire Twiggs ............... Greensboro
Megan Nicole Waller ..................... Kannapolis
Jessica Weaver ......................... Middleburg, PA
Summa Cum Laude
Katie Michelle Wilson ................. Denver
Briana Edens Wray ..................... Gastonia
Summa Cum Laude
Summer Pahoua Chee Yang ............. Hickory
Magna Cum Laude
Julie Ann Kramm Yount ............... Statesville
Cum Laude

Middle Grades Education
Alexandria Lin Airthart .................. Belmont
Magna Cum Laude
Elizabeth Lynn Chiles .................. Hickory
Madison Nicole Drumheller ............. Vale
Summa Cum Laude
Kenneth E. Faulkner, Jr. ............... Charlotte
Brittany Rae Kantrowitz ............... Airmont, NY
Cum Laude
Lesli Lynn Kathman ..................... Charlotte
Summa Cum Laude, Education Honors
Dara Alexis Kinkopf ..................... North Wilkesboro
Magna Cum Laude, Education Honors
Marie Krystal Manansala ................ Charlotte
Katelyn Marie Orzechowski ............. Frederick, MD
Summa Cum Laude
Sarah Chandler Perry .................... Mebane
Alexis Leah Porter ..................... Gastonia
Magna Cum Laude
Emilee Diane Strohl ..................... Indian Trail
Cum Laude
Joseph Vincent Uva ..................... Raleigh
At the time of his retirement on June 30, 2020, Dr. Philip L. Dubois, UNC Charlotte’s fourth chancellor, was the senior chancellor in the University of North Carolina system. He led the system’s fastest-growing institution, directing a 43% growth in enrollment, an expansion of academic programs, implementation of diversity-related initiatives, growth in research funding, and significant construction and renovation of campus facilities. Under Dubois’ strategic direction, football was added to the University’s athletics offerings in 2013, and he collaborated with elected officials and the Charlotte Area Transit System to make possible the construction of the light rail line from Center City Charlotte to the UNC Charlotte campus. He also took the University to new levels in fundraising, overseeing the largest private campaign in UNC Charlotte’s history, which exceeded its $200 million goal. Dubois’ career in higher education spanned more than 40 years. Previously, he served as president of the University of Wyoming, provost and vice chancellor for academic affairs at UNC Charlotte and associate vice chancellor for academic programs at the University of California, Davis. Dubois has been recognized regionally and nationally as an expert in higher education, achieving many awards and accolades during his respected career. In 2020, Dubois was recognized by the American Council on Education with its Outstanding Mentor Award, by the UNC Charlotte Alumni Association with its Honorary Alumnus Award, and by North Carolina Governor Roy Cooper with The Order of the Long Leaf Pine, the state’s highest civilian award.
**COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS & SCIENCES**

**Dr. Nancy A. Gutierrez, Dean**

---

**BACHELOR OF ARTS**

**Africana Studies**
Shayla Michelle Baldwin .................. Pittsboro
Tayia Rosita Crews ........................ Raleigh
*Magna Cum Laude*
Alesia S. Crump ............................ Albermarle
*Cum Laude*
Ashon Ke'Shawn Gist ...................... Oxford, MS
Makele Misgina Medhane ................. Columbus, OH
*Cum Laude*
Nioka Satterwhite ......................... Greenville, SC
*Summa Cum Laude*
La'marcus Devario Talford .......... Charlotte
Teventh Yashod Wiggins ................. Raleigh

**Anthropology**
Ashlyn Elizabeth Bailey ................. Raleigh
*Magna Cum Laude*
Evan Michael Bland ......................... Charlotte
Allison Sue Cales ........................ Fayetteville
*Magna Cum Laude*
Jasmin Nkaui Hnb Graves .............. Morganton
*Cum Laude*
Ethan Gullidge ............................... Albermarle
Keira Nicole Hamilton ................. Charlotte
Jennifer Lisette Hernandez .......... Concord
*Summa Cum Laude*
Joshua Carl Huddles ................. Concord
Amanda C. Kelly ............................. Belmont
*Summa Cum Laude*
Alan Kuwahara McLawhorn ......... Kinston
Abigail Ray Mederos .................... Roanoke Rapids
*Cum Laude*
Cameron Gerald Morrison ............ Matthews
Blue Atlas Murillo ....................... Winston-Salem
*Cum Laude*
Grace Nystrom ............................... Macon
*Cum Laude*
Laurel Sage Pitman ....................... Greenville
*Magna Cum Laude*
Allison Nicole Roach .................. Kannapolis
*Summa Cum Laude, Honors in Art History*
Sierra Leigh-Ann Royalty .......... Gastonia
Savanna Jade Russell ................. Raleigh
*Magna Cum Laude*
Kathleen Margaret Skelhenger .... Sylarlsburg, PA
*Cum Laude*
Madison Nicole Sprouls ............... Concord
*Magna Cum Laude*
Mara Rose Stumpf ......................... Cary
*Magna Cum Laude*

**Biology**
Dana Walid Abdelaliev ................. Waxhaw
*Summa Cum Laude*
Rahma R. Abdullahi ...................... Matthews
*Magna Cum Laude*
Matthew Donald Abel .................... Cary
*Magna Cum Laude*
Candida Carolina Alas-Ortega .... Ashveille
Mackenzie Jane Amberg ............... New Hill
*Cum Laude*
Zalfa Bahasuan .............................. Charlotte
*Magna Cum Laude*
Olivia Ruth Berryman ................. Boca Raton, FL
Jasmine Brianna Betts ................. Raleigh
Joshua David Blackman ............... Fayetteville
*Summa Cum Laude, Leipzig Scholar*
John Peyton Blankenship .......... Hickory

Martha June Blankenship ................. Colfax
Kaylee Lauren Blesdsoe ............... Charlotte
*Magna Cum Laude*
Maxwell B. Blitstein .................... Charlotte
*Cum Laude*
Izabelle Veda Bost ....................... Statesville
*Cum Laude*
Kenna Cherie Boyette ................. Charlotte
*Cum Laude*
Tiffany Nicole Bryant Cummings ..... Durham
Austin James Butler ................. Apex
Brittany Anne Marsh ................. Huntersville
Noreyds Margarita Casasnovas Martinez .......................... Concord
Nikita C. Champaneri .............. Raeford
Kamille Elise Collington .......... Charlotte
Steffany Michelle Cruz ............. Bessemer City
*Magna Cum Laude*
Cameron Victoria Daniels ........ Raleigh
*Cum Laude*
Adam Joseph Dignan ............... Livermore Falls, ME
*Magna Cum Laude*
Brandon M. Dolan ...................... Zebulon
Virginia Forrester Edwards .......... Albermarle
Lauren Elizabeth Eidbo ........ Meadville, PA
*Honors in Psychological Sciences*
Karen Michelle Escobedo .......... Cornelius
Emily Lorraine Arjonillo Figueroa ... Fayetteville
*Cum Laude*
Ryan Parker Fusco ................. Jackson, NJ
*Cum Laude*
Gabriel Thomas Gambill .......... Troutman
*Magna Cum Laude*
Emma Christine Hawkins .......... Clayton
*Cum Laude*
Rachel Lynn Hayes ................. Raleigh
*Summa Cum Laude, Levine Scholar*
Fawzia Hedia ............................... Cary
*Summa Cum Laude, University Honors, Honors in Mathematics and Statistics*
Marlee Taylor Herring ............ Autryville
*Summa Cum Laude*
Angela Maria Lee ........................ Elizabeth City
Megan Graham Lynch .............. Mooresville
*Magna Cum Laude*
Taylor Lynette Maddux ............ Murrieta, CA
*Cum Laude*
Shelena Amber Mauldin .......... Kings Mountain
Qamar Abdullahi Mohamed .......... Charlotte
*Magna Cum Laude*
Mitchell Tarlton Neugbeauer .... Charlotte
*Cum Laude*
Hareem F. Niazzi .......................... Charlotte
Riley Daniele Parker ............... Gold Hill
Didhiti N. Patel .......................... Charlotte
Yash N. Patel .............................. Morganton
*Cum Laude*
Shannon Diane Patrick .......... Lexington
*Idalis Perez, Advance Cum Laude*
Katelyn Raquel Perez .............. Raleigh
*Brianna M. Peters ........................ Sanford
*Cum Laude*

Anna Marie Phillips .................. Salem, SC
Christina Isabelle Quintos ........ Matthews
*Cum Laude*
Alyssa Marie Red ....................... South Mills
*Summa Cum Laude*
Genesis C. Reyes ......................... Hickory
*Summa Cum Laude*
Vaughn James Rizzo .................... Charlotte
Jonathan Clifford Roberts, Jr. ......................................................... Charlotte
*Summa Cum Laude*
Johanna Y. Santos Garcia .......... Concord
Taniya A. Singleton ..................... Greensboro
Y-Ham Siu .................................. Charlotte
Daniel M. Sobkowiak ............... Kannapolis
*Magna Cum Laude*
Kevin Thalangsy ......................... Greensboro
Caitlyn J. Westbrook ................. Charlotte
Jocelyn Yang ............................... Charlotte
Bryan Alexander Zavala-Martinez ....... Trenton
*Magna Cum Laude*

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE**

**Biology**
Ronya Ali Alhumaidi ....................... Charlotte
Dalila Alshinati ......................... Charlotte
*Summa Cum Laude, Honors in Biological Sciences*
Sharmily Ambrose ...................... Cary
*Magna Cum Laude, Honors in Biological Sciences*
Javier Rafael Alavos Nunez .......... Havana, Cuba
*Summa Cum Laude, Honors in Biological Sciences*
Joanne Elie Azar .......................... Charlotte
*Magna Cum Laude, Honors in Biological Sciences*
Giovanni Lorenzo Bizzarro .......... Poughkeepsie, NY
*Magna Cum Laude*
Tim Ahmed Bouali ...................... Charlotte
*Magna Cum Laude*
Morgan Leah Brower ................. Asheboro
*Summa Cum Laude*
Tyrell D. Brown ............................ Charlotte
Nicholas Dale Bullock ............... Kannapolis
Jennifer Evelyn Camarena .......... Charlotte
Jeremy Alexander Cardona .......... Charlotte
Olivia Quinn Carroll ................. Pittsboro
Daniel James Carter ................. Davidson
*Magna Cum Laude*
Fiona Evelyn Clark ..................... Charlotte
*Magna Cum Laude*
Elizabeth Marie Crenshaw .......... Tarpon Springs, FL
*Magna Cum Laude*
Justin Alexander Duncan .......... Wake Forest
*Cum Laude*
Daisy Elonga ............................... Charlotte
Karissa Blair Ewing .................... Maiden
*Cum Laude, University Honors*
John Stephen Foster ................. Belmont
*Neha Naidu Galla ........................ Morrisville
*Cum Laude, Honors in Biological Sciences*
Natalia Garza .............................. Monterrey, Mexico
*Magna Cum Laude*
Casey Isaac Gattrell ................. Matthews
*Summa Cum Laude, University Honors, Honors in Biological Sciences*
Llvia Suzanna Gonzalez .......... Kannapolis
*Magna Cum Laude*
Camila Grandez ......................... Greensboro
*Cum Laude*
Sophia Marie Gucciardi .......... Charlotte
*Magna Cum Laude*
BACHELOR OF ARTS

Chemistry

Dana Walid Abdelaziz ......................... Waxhaw
Summa Cum Laude
Alexandra Marie Andrews ............... Mint Hill
Zafra Bahasuan .......................... Charlotte
Magnus Cum Laude
Marsia Kristian Greene ................. Statesville
Ibrahim Nasser Kaouk .................... Charlotte
Summa Cum Laude
Christian Palmer ........................ Raleigh
Magnus Cum Laude
Medora S. Saint Louis ................. Raleigh
Cum Laude
Annie Ren-Lin Sung .................. East Lansing, MI
Magnus Cum Laude, Levine Scholar
Gregory Joseph Sweeney .......... Cary
Kevin C. Tan ............................ Great Neck, NY
Summa Cum Laude, Levine Scholar
Nate Teffera ............................. Matthews
Magnus Cum Laude

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Chemistry

Andrew Ryan Brotherton ................. Newton
Summa Cum Laude, Honors in Chemistry
Abbe Marie Eliasof ...................... Raleigh
Summa Cum Laude
Marlee Taylor Herring .................. Autryville
Summa Cum Laude, University Honors,
Honors in Mathematics and Statistics
Kira Nicole Marsh ...................... Charlotte
Summa Cum Laude
Alexis Hope Murray .................. Youngsville
Cum Laude
Thomas Snider Perrell ................. Salisbury
Cum Laude
Patrick Henry Sauser .................. Mooresville
Krista Cam Tang ...................... Charlotte
Cum Laude
Rachel Ashby Sielaty ................. Raleigh
Cum Laude, Honors in Biological Sciences
Ibukunoluwa Omolayo Sobowale ................. Browns Summit
Cum Laude
Elora Steele Tickle .................. Charlotte
Magnus Cum Laude
Guillermo Torres-Vega .............. Stanfeld
Kaitlyn Marie Trader ............... Advance
Anjinya Iman Valliani .............. Roanoke Rapids
Cum Laude
Maryna Van Staden .................. Kannapolis
Magnus Cum Laude, Honors in Biological Sciences
Lizmary Vina Moreno .............. Santo Domingo,
Dominican Republic, Cum Laude
Tayah Brianna Walker ............... Havelock
Cum Laude
Kaela Brenna Williams .............. Sanford
Cum Laude
Aryeona Wilson ..................... Durham
Cum Laude
Jagriti Yadav .......................... Cary
Cum Laude
Abdul Boimah Yates ................. Charlotte
Raished Mpewo Yobo ............. Charlotte
Magnus Cum Laude, Honors in Biological Sciences

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Communication Studies

Bronson Odell Acker ...................... Lodi, WI
Alexis T. Alexander ..................... Monroe
Tyler Christian Andersen ............... Matthews
Cum Laude
Wiley Edward Andrews II ............. Bolivia
Maria P. Ayala ...................... Jacksonville
Stephen Hunter Baker ............... Huntersville
Rylan Kristy Ballou .......................... Oak Ridge
Shamir Xavien Barnes ............... Wake Forest
Summa Cum Laude
Alexis Nichole Bautista ............... Charlotte
Magnus Cum Laude
Brittany Nicole Benedictsson .... Cutchogue, NY
Cum Laude
Dorian Simone Benjamin ............. Greensboro
Magnus Cum Laude, University Honors
Brittney Taylor Bliss ............... Mooresville
Malik Christian Blue ............... Raleigh
Megan Elizabeth Blythe ............... Charlotte
Megan Elizabeth Bosco ............... Huntersville
Alissa Malayk Boutuavong .......... Kings Mountain
Blake Alexandria Boyce ............. Fayetteville
Summa Cum Laude
Jeffrey Allen Branch ............... Kernersville
Cum Laude
Bailey Delilah Briscoe ............... Liberty
Michaela Elizabeth Broom .......... Charlotte
Summa Cum Laude
Kunaya Hisani Brown ................. Charlotte
Summa Cum Laude
Lucas Spencer Brown ............... Mooresville
Kaitlyn "Carte" Burleson ............... Pittsboro
Cum Laude
Ashton St. Clair Dorrell Burton .... Fayetteville
Cum Laude
Karen Giselle Cabrera Guzman .... Charlotte
Allison Sue Cales ............... Fayetteville
Magnus Cum Laude
Breann Elizabeth Campbell ............ Charlotte
April Louise Carter ................. Charlotte
Cum Laude
Julia Ellis Cozolos ..................... Monroe
Bradley Adam Cole ............... Hendersonville
Isabella Noelle Colucci ............... Raleigh
Magnus Cum Laude
Matthew Chase Cozad ................. Concord
Avery Morgan Crowley ............... Concord
Jessica Marium Comings ............. Waxhaw
Magnus Cum Laude
Larkin Nicole Dale ................. Swannanoa
Cum Laude
Loren K. Tryce Daniel ............... Durham
Cum Laude
Bryston Richard Davis ............... Wilmington
Randall Stewart Davis ............. Raleigh
Olivia Megovner Delage ............... Raleigh
Magnus Cum Laude
Kaitlyn Mae Demersaski ........... Indian Trail
Cum Laude
Nicklaus Montgomery Dietrich .... Matthews
Bailey Rose Dopfel ................. Cornelius
Jared A. Doyle ...................... Mooresville
Stephen Jacob Dubovy ............. Indian Trail
Evelyn Espinoza ....................... Concord
Summa Cum Laude
Camberleigh Yves Faucette ........ Charlotte
Andrew Richard Finnerny ....... Kernersville
Andrew William Fitzgerald ...... Cary
Magnus Cum Laude
Ariel D. Franco ....................... Winston-Salem

Mikhail Leonard Hamilton ........ Fort Lauderdale, FL
Cum Laude
Ali H. Hariri ......................... Charlotte
Summa Cum Laude, Honors in Biological Sciences
Onarione N’kieran Hoover .......... Winston-Salem
James Riley Hungerford ........... Fletcher
Summa Cum Laude
Alpha Chioma Ihekwu ............... Durham
Enosh Allen Izhman ............... Charlotte
Cum Laude, Honors in Biological Sciences
Alexis Monica Kang .............. Wayneville
Cum Laude
Ibrahim Nasser Kaouk ............. Charlotte
Summa Cum Laude
Nawab Abbas Khan ............... Clemmons
Ryan Matthew Kirt .................... Charlotte
Magnus Cum Laude
Priyanka Lala .......................... Charlotte
Cum Laude, Honors in Biological Sciences
Kira Nicole Marsh ................. Charlotte
Summa Cum Laude
Dallas J. McDougal ............... Knightdale
Ashton Marie McKane ............. Clarksburg, WV
Cum Laude
Destiny Shantelle McKeny ...... Virginia Beach, VA
Cum Laude, Honors in Biological Sciences
Sarah Elisabeth Moody ............ Mooresville
Honors in Biological Sciences
Muhammad Sameer Nasir .......... Thomasville
Summa Cum Laude
Gari Deana New ...................... Winston-Salem
Vivian Nguyen ...................... Charlotte
Ali Abdelrahman Nimeri ............ Charlotte
Magnus Cum Laude
Megan Marie Northrup ............ Huntersville
Sarah Elizabeth Oxendine ....... Indian Trail
Aashiana Rakesh Patel .......... Cary
Magnus Cum Laude
Ashna Balraj Patel ............... Charlotte
Neil Nilesh Patel .................. Morganton
Cum Laude
Shalini Patel ....................... Charlotte
Kyleigh Grace Payne ............. Charlotte
Cum Laude
Bradley Tyler Peterson ............ Huntersville
Cum Laude
Abdulrahman T. Ramadan ............ Charlotte
Magnus Cum Laude
Carrie Denise Rapier ............. Lexington
Summa Cum Laude, Honors in Biological Sciences
Bhavana Reddy ...................... Cary
Summa Cum Laude, Honors in Biological Sciences
Manuel Alejandro Rodriguez Cardona .......................... Toa Baja, Puerto Rico
Magnus Cum Laude
Morgan Alexis Russ ................. Raleigh
Magnus Cum Laude, Honors in Biological Sciences
Medora S. Saint Louis ............. Raleigh
Cum Laude
Lori Kimiko Santoyo ............... Thomasville
Magnus Cum Laude
Samika Satheesh ............... Cary
Cum Laude
Sara Ann Scallion ............... Wilmington
Cum Laude
K’brie Lejohna Scotland ....... Charlotte
Cum Laude
Suzanne Thiane Sene ............... Raleigh
Magnus Cum Laude
Charlotte
James Millikan Frissell, Jr. .................. Charlotte
Bianca Mary Fruscella .................. Pittsford, NY
Kyra Laurin Frye .................. Charlotte
Matthew Fung .................. Charlotte
Cum Laude
Shreya Gangaram .................. Cary
Alyanna K. Garvin .................. Huntersville
Ashley Lauren Geraghty .................. Nags Head
Magna Cum Laude
Breyana Michelle Gifford .................. Louisburg
Rocke Sammir Gonzales Guzman, Jr. .... Charlotte
Jasmyn Nkauj Hnub Graves .................. Morganton
Cum Laude
Christopher Caleb Green .................. Castle Hayne
Summa Cum Laude
Morgan Elizabeth Grieco .................. Wixahay
Morgan Alexandra Gwozdz .................. Morehead City
Magna Cum Laude
Sydney Brooke Hanan .................. Fayetteville
Summa Cum Laude
Alexa Briana Hanson .................. Charlotte
Diego Haro .................. Asheboro
Miles Griffin Harris-Hohne .................. Denville, NJ
Margaret Rees Hayden .................. Madison, CT
Erin Nicole Heckle .................. Mooresville
Daniel Brian Henderson .................. Charlotte
Caroline Emily Hobbs .................. Wake Forest
Emma Jane Holleman .................. Willow Spring
Sarah Kaitlyn Horton .................. Greensboro
Brooke Alexis Humphries .................. Shelby
Fumi Ishikawa .................. Chiba, Japan
Alexandra Michael Jurato .................. Asheboro
Ladaria Elizabeth Jackson .................. Albemarle
Merrick Charlton James .................. Charlotte
Regina Jimenez .................. Charlotte
Cum Laude
Alyssa Monique Jones .................. Mebane
Magna Cum Laude
Cameron Donayes Jones .................. Wixahay
Kendall Abbott Keator .................. Ruthergordon
Zachary David Keller .................. Charlotte
Madison Elizabeth Kennedy .................. Clemmons
Shaina Marie Kennedy .................. Fayetteville
Cum Laude
Allan Emmanuel Lainez .................. Charlotte
Tyla Nicole Lampe .................. Long Island, NY
Reily Nicole Lanphear .................. Waterbury, VT
Gabriel Michael Lapalomabella .................. Harrisburg
Cy’Ron J. Lawrence .................. Wilmington
Tamaya Yasmeene Leak .................. West End
Zachary S. Lee .................. Kannapolis
Jonavon Kendall Lester .................. Durham
Morgan McKee Listedbarger .................. Wixahay
Alyssa Maria Lopez .................. West Palm Beach, FL
Cum Laude
Khallil Michael Lynch .................. Fayetteville
Cameron Elise Marr .................. Belmont
Alexandra Marrero .................. Charlotte
Andrea Irene Martinez .................. Concord
Jude Graham Cherian Mathews .................. Wixahay
Elizabeth Andrea McGuire .................. Concord
Elais Rose McMahon .................. Huntersville
Noah Mcleod .................. Mooresville
Kesha Jones Meads .................. Charlotte
Lorenza Bernice Medley .................. Mint Hill
Jasmine Monet Moore .................. Charlotte
Magna Cum Laude
Ryan Tyler Nardelli .................. Waxahay
Megan Marie Nasir .................. Mooresville
Devin Noelle Nedved .................. Smyrna, TN
Erica Audrey N’Gaoja .................. Charlotte
Kylie Elizabeth Nifong .................. Winston-Salem
Magna Cum Laude
James Jonathan O’Grady .................. Charlotte
Jaida Mariam Ivy Ortiz .................. Springfield, MA
Zoey Osman-Faiz .................. Charlotte
Brandon Christopher Owens .................. Charlotte
Mariel Haynes Padgett .................. Charlotte
Marla Eleni Panagiopoulou .................. Charlotte
Cum Laude
Kiran H. Patel .................. Gastonia
Cum Laude
John Asher Quin .................. Apex
Cum Laude
Mallory Kay Richard .................. Butner
Magna Cum Laude
Stephney Anne Richard .................. Concord
Matthew Alan Richter .................. Pinehurst
Meredith Elise Rodden .................. Greensboro
Summa Cum Laude, Honors in Communications
Michaiah Da’Anna Ross .................. Irmo, SC
Cum Laude
Lillian Carol Rowe .................. Greensboro
Cum Laude
Anna Marie Schopman .................. Greensboro
Courtney Ann Settle .................. Thummond
Magna Cum Laude
Madelyne Hayes Shaver .................. Mooresville
Cum Laude
Lauren Michelle Shiflet .................. Wake Forest
Summa Cum Laude, University Honors, Honors in Psychological Sciences
Morgan Elizabeth Sims .................. Concord
Magna Cum Laude
Leah Bates Smedley .................. Charlotte
Magna Cum Laude
Payton Nance Smith .................. Charlotte
Marley Jane Snyder .................. Winston-Salem
Cum Laude
Maria Solano Rodriguez .................. Madrid, Spain
Cum Laude
Damien C. Spencer .................. Fayetteville
Jamie Charles Stein .................. Matthews
Cum Laude
Samantha Paige Stephens .................. Charlotte
Troy Joseph Sturdivant .................. Raleigh
Cum Laude
Joshua David Swett .................. Charlotte
Gabriela Anna Swic .................. Charlotte
Summa Cum Laude, Honors in Languages and Culture Studies
Noah Spencer Threat ................. Matthews
Alexa Britian Tkatch .................. High Point
Christina Torres .................. Huntersville
Magna Cum Laude
Victoria Torres .................. Concord
Magna Cum Laude
Ava Frederich Torrise .................. Marvin
Magna Cum Laude
Mayra Yared Trujillo-Camacho .................. Charlotte
Jillian Elaine Tucker .................. Leland
Cum Laude
Claudia Diane Tuders .................. Harrisburg
Cum Laude
Bailey R. Vannoy .................. Leander, TX
Harley Caroline Varga .................. Huntersville
Brooke Anslie Vickers .................. Wilmington
Cum Laude
Emily Dalton Viets .................. Reynoldsburg, OH
Cum Laude
Madison Lynn Waitt .................. Hillsborough
Cum Laude
Alexa Roldi Wallace .................. Stanley
Cum Laude
Mary Katharine Walls .................. Wake Forest
Rebecca Nicole Waterston .................. Huntersville
Alanna Ariel Williams .................. Havelock
Cameron Grant Williams .................. Concord
Cum Laude
Tony Dylan Wilkox .................. Charlotte
Lauren Michelle Wing .................. Brevard
Cum Laude
Michael T. Wylie .................. Indian Trail
Ona Chun Hooper .................. Charlotte
Calvin Joseph York .................. Greensboro
Magna Cum Laude
Marie Soleil Tommie Zamora .................. Reno, NV
Criminal Justice
Pennda Adde Arami .................. Charlotte
Cum Laude
Alexandra D. Arias .................. Winston-Salem
Summa Cum Laude
James Clancy Barnes .................. Wilmington
Taylor Brooke Barnhardt .................. Lexington
Cum Laude
Riley W. Bell .................. Greensboro
Kendric Jerome Blake, Jr. ............ Jacksonville
Summa Cum Laude
Ryen Kendra Boleware .................. Raleigh
Jean Elizabeth Bonny .................. Charlotte
Cum Laude
Savannah Lorice Boyd .................. Burgaw
Kinsey Tillman Brannam .................. Asheboro
Edwin Christopher Brannan III .................. Jacksonville
Cum Laude
Michael Paul Brannock .................. Raleigh
Monique Lynn Brown .................. Goldsboro
Zachary Matthew Brown .................. Charlotte
Colby Quinton Bruce .................. Charlotte
Jacqueline Camacho .................. Charlotte
Nicholas Anthony Cardullo-Cappell ........ Mount Holly
Skylar Marie Case .................. Adams, MA
Cum Laude
Alexis Nicole Chambers .................. Hickory
Jennifer Rose Collins .................. Wilkesboro
Marcus Alexander James Collymore ... Iselin, NJ
Lindsey Diann Cook .................. Valdese
Samuel Ben Cooper .................. Kings Mountain
Luc Antoine Cote .................. Cartagena
Paige Elizabeth Crespo .................. Charlotte
Magna Cum Laude
Tayla Rosita Crews .................. Raleigh
Cum Laude
Tejaswi Daver .................. Cary
Amberisa T. Dawson .................. Fayetteville
Austin DeCosta .................. Charlotte
Casey Madeleine Denbow .................. Cary
Summa Cum Laude, University Honors, Honors in Psychological Sciences
Liam D. Derby .................. Chapel Hill
Magna Cum Laude
David John Duni .................. Kannapolis
Elizabeth Lee Dyer .................. Rockwell
Carson Elizabeth Ellis .................. Charlotte
Cum Laude
Lindsay Nicole Ellis .................. Gastonia
Jasmine Brooke Farley .................. Hickory
Charissa Ja’Nessa Faustette .................. Burlington
Juan J. Figuerora .................. Charlotte
Magna Cum Laude
Morgan Brianna Fisher .................. Concord
Ariana Flores .................. Copiague, NY
Jasey Karina Freeze .................. Harrisburg
Tianna Monet Fulp .................. Charlotte
Wyatt Lane Garrison .................. Trinity
Cum Laude
Nate S. Donofrio

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Earth and Environmental Sciences
Avery M. Andolina .......... Apex
Dakota Linn Arneson .......... Charlotte
Cam Laude
Gonzalo Antonio Bonnet Combas .......... Charlotte
Cam Laude
Elizabeth Denise Chappelar .......... Charlotte
S. Nathan Dalmang .......... Mocksville
Daviion Durval Donaldson .......... Hendersonville
Charles Henry Dow .......... Concord
Madeleine Eve Ferguson .......... Charlotte
Elizabeth Nicole Haff .......... China Grove
Magnus Cam Laude
Kyle Theodore Harris .......... Charlotte
Trevor Antoniello Holmes .......... Charlotte
Ayesha Ifikhar .......... Valdese
Nicholas Alexander Jeffrey .......... Charlotte
Cam Laude

Tia Nicole Johnson .......... Wilmington
Russell Lawrence Joyce .......... Mount Airy
Cam Laude
Galyn Matthew Krikorian .......... Charlotte
Emma Lacy .......... Durham
Magnus Cam Laude
Ethan D. Lampel .......... Concord
Ryan H. Millsaps .......... High Point
Brittney Michelle Porter .......... Kannapolis
Jasmine M. Pritchett .......... Greensboro
Cam Laude
Alyssa Marie Red .......... South Mills
Magnus Cam Laude
Mitchel Evan Redmon .......... Waxhaw
Cam Laude
Victoria Leigh Reynolds .......... Charlotte
Cam Laude
Hope Nicole Robinson .......... Mills River
Cam Laude
Anthony Jordan Varick .......... Mint Hill
Cam Laude
Coleman Paul Ziegler .......... Cornelius
Magnus Cam Laude

BACHELOR OF ARTS

English
Lindsey Marie Bolton .......... Charlotte
Magnus Cam Laude
Angel Vanessa Butler .......... Charlotte
Marianna Sargin Cabral .......... Atlanta, GA
Magnus Cam Laude
Liam Caldwell .......... Fletcher
Summa Cam Laude, Honors in English, Honors in Sociology
McKinley Love Campbell .......... Lewisville
Cam Laude
Katherine Danielle Carlton .......... Charlotte
Cam Laude
Ian Roth Colburn .......... Charlotte
Zikiyah Cole .......... Four Oaks
Susanna R. Couch .......... Buxton
Magnus Cam Laude
Dakota Jean Frances Dancy .......... Winston-Salem
Kayah Zavionton Dotson .......... Charlotte
Sierra Rayne Buckett .......... Charlotte
Summa Cam Laude, University Honors, Honors in English
Grace Erwin .......... Gastonia
Faith Dion Foster .......... Charlotte
Magnus Cam Laude
Natalie Sara Goretti .......... Charlotte
Cam Laude
Tammi-jo J. Grady-Schuh .......... Kannapolis
Summa Cam Laude
Anna Elizabeth Graham .......... Matthews
Summa Cam Laude, Honors in English
William Corrigan Hickey .......... Charlotte
Summa Cam Laude
John Joseph Hunter .......... Charlotte
Jieoma Chika Iwuchukwu .......... Charlotte
Aiyana Elizabeth Jones .......... High Point
Joseph Ryan Keifer .......... Charlotte
Cam Laude
Olivia Katherine Leonardo .......... Cape Carteret
Summa Cam Laude
Anna Elizabeth Lovelace .......... Forest City
Magnus Cam Laude
Laney Renee Marler .......... Lincolnton
Cam Laude
Lauryn Jane Massenburg .......... Winston-Salem
Summa Cam Laude, Honors in English
Adelaide Destiny Masso .......... Binghamton, NY
Cara Fay Montgomery .......... Charlotte
Summa Cam Laude
Josie Lynn Morrow.......................... Mooresboro
Kevin O'Connor.......................... Charlotte
JoAnna Rebecca Parker................. Claremont
Kaitlyn Irene Madison Peacock......... Murphy
Nathaniel D. Penland..................... Hayesville
Maria Isabella Perryman............... Sneads Ferry
Cum Laude
Taliaferro Jean Petoia.................... Tryon
Jacob Alexander Pierce................. Reidsville
Summa Cum Laude
Kyle Pollard................................ Charlotte
Christopher M. Ragon..................... Columbus
Cum Laude
Daniela Ramirez.......................... Charlotte
Anabel Blue Raymond...................... Charlotte
Cum Laude
Celeste Elaine Reel.......................... Lincolnton
Summa Cum Laude, Honors in English
Seth Alexander Rodriguez................. Havelock
Cum Laude
Anna Sadie Ross............................ Charlotte
Magna Cum Laude
Mary-Catherine Faith Ross.............. Charlotte
Cum Laude
Lesly Julissa Santos...................... Charlotte
Cum Laude
Riley Grace Shaner......................... Pittsboro
Summa Cum Laude
A billig Paige Shumar...................... Holly Springs
Magna Cum Laude, Honors in English
Alexandra Elaine Simmons............... Cary
Summa Cum Laude, Honors in English
Claudette Symone Smith................. Pinebluff
Robert Joseph Tiegel...................... Charlotte
Cum Laude
Emily Suzanne Vaca........................ Charlotte
Cum Laude
Kasey Marie Varner.......................... Denver
Magna Cum Laude, Honors in English
John Mitchell Warnken.................... Charlotte
Cum Laude
Tyler Christina Washington............. Huntersville
Brook L. Weaver.......................... Concord
Cum Laude
Randy James Whitehead................. Newton
Summa Cum Laude
Alesha Lynn Woods........................ Kannapolis
Cum Laude
Drew Warner Young....................... Holly Springs
Environmental Studies
Kenneth Chase Cash.......................... Chapel Hill
Cum Laude
Mark Douglas Demas...................... Rutherfordton
Cum Laude
Joshua Logan Hill.......................... Charlotte
Cum Laude
Dillon Andrew Mathewson................. Charlotte
Nicolas Allen Migliaccio............... Concord
John Douglas Peterson.................... Charlotte
Magna Cum Laude

French
Etheicc Sophia Beck.......................... New Bern
Magna Cum Laude
Reece Bermudez............................ Charlotte
Bethany Nicole Chalvet................. Bessemer City
Magna Cum Laude
Marie Dorce Francois...................... Charlotte
Kyra Laurin Frye............................ Charlotte
Michael Glazebrook....................... Milford, MA
Elianet Hernandez Santana............... Charlotte
Daniel Joseph Litowski.................. Matthews
Magna Cum Laude
Noah Arthur Price.......................... Jamestown
Stephney Anne Richard.................. Concord
Cum Laude
Dymond Taylor Stout...................... Fayetteville
Cum Laude
Gabriela Anna Swic........................ Charlotte
Summa Cum Laude, Honors in Languages
and Culture Studies
Mayra Yared Trujillo-Camacho......... Charlotte
Samantha Shako Wemba.................... Charlotte
Cum Laude
Geography
Raina Leigh Cowans.......................... Seffner, FL
Daniela Pena Espinoza.................. Charlotte
Cum Laude
Jared Osborne Wolfe....................... Columbus
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Geography
Brandon Tyler Bailey......................... Concord
Hope Lynn Callahan....................... Spartanburg, SC
Cum Laude
Kenneth Chase Cash....................... Chapel Hill
Cum Laude
Nagla A. Elbanhawy......................... Boston, MA
Cum Laude
Julian Ramin Farro.......................... Greenville
Cum Laude
Fernanda Isamar Juarez Hernandez..... Davidson
Jaret Michael Kiker........................ Concord
Andrea Elizabeth Nunes................. Crescent City, CA
Cum Laude
Claire Elizabeth Patrick............... Lexington
Summa Cum Laude, University Honors,
Honors in Geography and Earth Sciences
Jazmine M. Pritchett......................... Greensboro
Cum Laude
Zoe Shoek.................................. Charlotte
Caitlyn Elizabeth Short.................. Charlotte
Summa Cum Laude
Caitlin Hannah Marie Swingle........ Charlotte
Geology
Nicholas John Allen......................... Kernersville
Casey Ross Brewer........................ Horse Shoe
Cum Laude
James M. Conrad, Jr....................... Huntersville
Richard M. Gwyn.......................... Elkin
Elizabeth Nicole Haff.................. China Grove
Magna Cum Laude
Britton Michael Helms.................... Monroe
Cum Laude
Rachel Mia Huffman........................ Cary
Garrett Michael Lewis..................... Garner
William Gordon Raymond II.............. Rochester, NY
Cum Laude
Coleman Paul Ziegler..................... Cornelius
Magna Cum Laude
BACHELOR OF ARTS
German
Evan Michael Bland......................... Charlotte
Alesha Dewberry......................... Bamberg, Germany
Kimberly Ann Ellis....................... Chapmanville, WV
Cum Laude
Sean Michelsch Emlor..................... Holly Springs
Magna Cum Laude
Payton Faunce.................................. Landis
Cum Laude
Ulises Garcia Dominguez................. Washington
Cum Laude
Sophia Marie Gucciardi............... Charlotte
Cum Laude
Megan Graham Lynch....................... Mooresville
Magna Cum Laude
Ravi Sagar Seepersad..................... Mooresville
Cum Laude
Madison Nicole Sprouls................. Concord
Magna Cum Laude
Yuki Ching Ching Yeung................ Durham
Summa Cum Laude
History
Brenda Armas Dominguez............... Concord
Magna Cum Laude, Honors in History
Richard Joseph Beckman............... Charlotte
Summa Cum Laude, Honors in Political
Science, Honors in History
Jeffrey Allen Branch..................... Kernersville
Cum Laude
Rebecca Lynne Brantley............... Indian Trail
Summa Cum Laude, Honors in History
Timothy R. Bullard....................... Cary
Nicole Andrea Cardona.................. Gastonia
Koby Jeff Carr............................ San Antonio, TX
Honors in History
Martin Van Chu.......................... Charlotte
Alejandro E. Cook-Hernandez........ Havelock
Sarah Savannah Cripe................... Monroe
Rachel Anne Crisler....................... Sterling, IL
Magna Cum Laude
Liam D. Derby.......................... Chapel Hill
Magna Cum Laude
Olivia Cameron Dobbs...................... Charlotte
Summa Cum Laude, Honors in History
John Patrick Doniho....................... Fayetteville
Owen Reed Estep.......................... Wilmington
Adam Montgomery Glover................. Candor
Jake Goldberg.......................... Charlotte
Chelsea Nicole Green..................... Marshallville
Xavier Griffin Grier....................... Concord
Seth Eric Guillion......................... Indian Trail
Jaron Laughlin Hendrickson............. Bear Creek
Erik Mitchell Hinkle...................... Ashevile
Nora Maxine Hohan...................... Chapel Hill
Cum Laude
Joshua Carl Huddlie....................... Concord
Maverick Easton Honeycutt............. Oakboro
Magna Cum Laude
Brian David Hunter....................... Fort Mill, SC
Cassidy Jacquez.......................... Charlotte
Cum Laude
Brandon Wayne Mallernnee.............. Charlotte
Magna Cum Laude
Ryan Keith Martinez...................... Greensboro
Robert Tyler Mitchell................. Harrisburg
Devon Fati Mosley....................... Durham
Margaret Caroline Murphy.............. Clayton
Veronica Rae Peña........................ Longmont, CO
Carter Seburn Phillips.................. Locust
Mackenzie Rae Reed....................... Mooresville
Magna Cum Laude
Matthew Philip Robertson.............. Huntersville
Krista Danielle Romaine............... Matthews
Summa Cum Laude
Hozhena Shar.......................... Charlotte
Alec Mackenzie Slawich................. Oakville, Canada
Summa Cum Laude, Honors in History
Kirsten Ann Smitherman............... Indian Trail
Cum Laude
Paul Matthew Talbot..................... Mooresville
Silas Creed Timblake..................... Concord
Cum Laude, Honors in History
Cameron Cole Travis..................... Cornelius
Melanie Anne Wagner..................... Mooresville
Cum Laude
Justin Thomas Wear....................... High Point
Kyle Matthew Will....................... Fort Bragg
International Studies
Cameron Keegan Andrews ................. Gastonia
Cum Laude
Sophia J. Becker ......................... Wake Forest
Reece Bermudez ......................... Charlotte
Jonathan C. Blaich ....................... Huntersville
Tashai Blake ................................ Rockingham
Cum Laude
Shanece Danielle Board ................. Sanford
Cum Laude
Luis Carranza ............................. Asheboro
Jazmyne Louise Carter ................. Fayetteville
Magna Cum Laude
Adriana Sofia Figueroa-Rivera ........... Dorado, Puerto Rico
Cum Laude
Payton Elizabeth Gaddy ................. Kill Devil Hills
Summa Cum Laude
Jeremy Jerard Goldsby ................... Pink Hill
Hannah Leanne Helms .................... Southport
Lama Samah Khachab ..................... Durham
Magna Cum Laude
Zalia Martinecu Martorana ............... Charlotte
Tina Nguyen .............................. Cary
Cum Laude
Chloe Grace Nicole ....................... Locust
Summa Cum Laude, University Honors,
Honors in Political Science, Crown Scholar
Victoria Nirean .......................... Matthews
Cum Laude
Juanita V. Ottley .......................... Charlotte
Cum Laude
Alexandra Leigh Potter ................... Mount Holly
Kaylan Viola Pressley ..................... Charlotte
Amadeo Quintanar Ramirez ............... Visalia, CA
Kayla Lynn Reep ......................... Lincolnton
Nicolas Riano ............................ Charlotte
Sarah Elizabeth Schertz .................. Cary
Magna Cum Laude
Hailey Marie Spath ....................... Charlotte
Dymond Taylor Stout ..................... Fayetteville
Cum Laude
Rebecca Lynn Vaughan ................. Fuquay-Varina
Magna Cum Laude
Elizabeth Abigail Vaughn ............... Fredericksburg, VA
Magna Cum Laude
Alexa Roldi Wallace ..................... Stanley
Cum Laude
Yuki Ching Ching Yeung ................ Durham
Summa Cum Laude
Japanese
Giovanni Lorenzo Bizzarro .......... Poughkeepsie, NY
Magna Cum Laude
Daniel Lucas Brocker .................... Cary
Olivia Cameron Dobbs ................... Charlotte
Summa Cum Laude, Honors in History
Vincent Somchai En ..................... Charlotte
Magna Cum Laude
Laurenz Luke Petilla Gonzales ........ Cary
Magna Cum Laude
Michelle Joyce Hallé ..................... Fayetteville
Magna Cum Laude
Hunter Blake Hawkins ................... Statesville
Magna Cum Laude
Emma Kate Jacobson .................... Crowley, TX
Magna Cum Laude
Cameron Blake Johnson ................. Castle Rock, CO
Summa Cum Laude
Joseph Ryan Keifer ...................... Charlotte
Cum Laude
Shelby Elizabeth McHone ............... Marshall
Magna Cum Laude
Blue Atlas Morillo ....................... Winston-Salem
Cum Laude
Emma Jean Proulx ...................... Fayetteville
Sarah Elizabeth Schertz ............... Cary
Magna Cum Laude
Robert Travis Shore ..................... Concord
Elora Steele Tickle ....................... Charlotte
Magna Cum Laude
Kong M. Yang ........................... Albemarle
Cum Laude
Latin American Studies
Tashai Blake ............................ Rockingham
Cum Laude
Monica Joana Rojas ..................... Albemarle
Paola Valerie Yanez ..................... Conover
Cum Laude
Mathematics
George Woodruff Anderson III .......... Gastonia
Hannah Marie Brooks .................... Gastonia
Magna Cum Laude
Jason H. Cook .......................... Mooresville
Brady Jamison Dale ..................... Hickory
Summa Cum Laude, Business Honors
Lindsay Caroline Dreiholz ............... Forest City
Carly Alissa Everhart ................... Lexington
Summa Cum Laude
Cameron James Frazier ................... Trinity
Erika Michelle Garcia .................... Charlotte
Rasheed C. McDonald .................... Greensboro
Madison Reanna Miller ................... Concord
Magna Cum Laude
Swerop Pradhan ........................ High Point
Connor Lee Robinette ................... Charlotte
Cameron Ryan Sims ...................... Thomasville
Jonathan Wallace Smith ................. Charlotte
Peter Michael Vermette ............... Apex
Cum Laude
Jonathan S. Villavicencio .............. Charlotte
Emmanuel Obinna White ............... Palmetto, FL
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Mathematics
Maan Abdulkarim Al Thomali ............ Taif, Saudi Arabia
BACHELOR OF ARTS
Luke William Rosamond ................. Charlotte
Cum Laude
Cody Pressley Scott ..................... Gastonia
Cum Laude
Curtis Jr. Sprague ....................... Gastonia
Steve Mungai Wainaina ................. Raleigh
Honors in Mathematics and Statistics
Maria Mayoue Wang ..................... Concord
Kevin C. Zhang ......................... Sneads Ferry
BACHELOR OF ARTS
Mathematics for Business
Stephanie Bedoya ....................... Charlotte
Alyssia Maché Harvell ................. Charlotte
Nicolette A. Lorusso ................. Huntersville
Tyler Luke Newsom .................... Wake Forest
Nick Michael Schiavo ................... Charlotte
Cum Laude
Jonathan Stiver ....................... Hickory
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Mathematics for Business
Seham Ali Ashgar ....................... Concord
Cum Laude
Robert E. Brouillard ................. Mint Hill
Magna Cum Laude
Huai Huai ............................ Matthews
Austin Matthew Maidene .............. Lumberton
Russell Mejia .......................... Hamlet
Alexander Rodyk ....................... Ivano-Frankivsk, Ukraine
Cum Laude
Meteorology
Austin Christopher Hicks ............. Connelly Springs
Cum Laude
Kohner Christian Miller ............... Rosman
Bachea Elaine Mowery ............... Shelby
Luke William Rosamond ............... Charlotte
Cum Laude
Kennedy Elizabeth Tartt .............. Charlotte
Cum Laude
Matthew W. Tovey ...................... Charlotte
BACHELOR OF ARTS
Philosophy
Connor Brown Armstead .............. Charlotte
Magna Cum Laude
Deon Phillip Butcher .................... Buffalo, NY
Shannon Alana Faulcon ................. Charlotte
Katherine Marie Fiallo ............... Waxhaw
Summa Cum Laude, Honors in Psychology
Sciences
Jaron Laughlin Hendrickson .......... Bear Creek
Christopher T. Lydon ................. Charlotte
Summa Cum Laude
Christina Imani Mayo ................... Raleigh
Anna Marie McDuffie ................. Archdale
Nicholas Koichiro Osaka .............. Charlotte
Summa Cum Laude
Ana Acele Perez Ochoa ............... Concord
Summa Cum Laude, Honors in Political
Science
Nathan Peter Rajnovich ............... Las Vegas, NV
Magna Cum Laude
Logan Spencer Wilson ................. Greensboro
Physics
Joseph Michael Curran ............... Kernersville
Nolan Phat Nguyen ..................... Charlotte
Joshua Romero ....................... Hendersonville
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Physics
John Allman ................................................. Raleigh
Michael David Grant .................................... Mooresboro
Yinfei Li .................................................. Dalian, China
Cum Laude
Dustin Tyler Louisos ..................................... Huntersville
Magna Cum Laude
Daniel Andres Naveira .................................... Elon
Cum Laude
Dillon P. Ouiem .......................................... Fuquay-Varina
Summa Cum Laude
Aditya Singh ............................................ Cary
Connor Mckenna Thomas ............................... Huntersville

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Political Science
Reem Ali Abnowi ............................................ Raleigh
Cum Laude
Cameron Keegan Andrews ............................... Gastonia
Cum Laude
Tonantzin Amairani Apolinar Ramirez ............. Angier
Cum Laude, Honors in Social Work, Martin Scholar
Alexandrea D. Arias ....................................... Winston-Salem
Summa Cum Laude
Sydney Erin Baker ........................................ Greensboro
Summa Cum Laude
Richard Rafael Barahona, Jr. ............................ Winston-Salem
Richard Joseph Beeman ................................ Charlotte
Summa Cum Laude, Honors in Political Science, Honors in History
Joshua David Blackman ................................ Fayetteville
Summa Cum Laude, Levine Scholar
Luke Daniel Braswell .................................... Matthews
Cum Laude
Jordan Ashley Bridges .................................... Charlotte
Gracie Caroline Burch ..................................... Haynesville
Robert Patrick Byrd ...................................... Bahama
Magna Cum Laude, Levine Scholar
Kathryn Geneva Caudill ................................. Walnut Cove
Summa Cum Laude
Jennifer Rose Collins ..................................... Wilkesboro
Marcos Alexander James Collymore .................. Isselin, NJ
Shealee Cousino .......................................... Waxhaw
Dylan Avann Cunningham .............................. Hickory
Cum Laude
Brooke Sellers Davidson .................................. Hendersonville
Kelly Marie Dinning ........................................ Waxhaw
Ashley Marie Drop ........................................ Clemmons
John Alejandro Dulac .................................... Matthews
Breanna E. Duquette ...................................... Gibsonville
Magna Cum Laude, University Honors, Honors in Political Science, Crown Scholar
Caleb Dawson Edwards .................................. Charlotte
Evelyn Espinoza ........................................... Concord
Summa Cum Laude
Payton Faunce ........................................... Landis
Cum Laude
Gabrielle Celeste Felipe ................................ Charlotte
Cum Laude
Adriana Sofia Figueroa-Rivera ........................ Dorado, Puerto Rico
Summa Cum Laude
Justin Fontaine ........................................... Fletcher
Cum Laude
Connor Patrick Frunzi .................................... Marvin
Magna Cum Laude, Honors in Political Science
Carmen Granillo-Candia ................................. Kannapolis
Cum Laude
Raziya Elkhonovna Gunasheva ........................ Pineville
Summa Cum Laude
Tyler Eugene Hammet ................................. Claremont
Jonathan William Harbhajan .......................... Waxhaw
John Reashard Harvey ................................. Brandon, MS
Gisell Hernandez Murrieta ............................. Wilson
Trei’ Carrington Hinton .................................... Charlotte
Gabrielle Eleanor Hitchcock ............................. Charlotte
Summa Cum Laude
Jaizon Dominique Howell .............................. Woodbridge, VA
Benita Flora Kamalandu .................................. Charlotte
Magna Cum Laude
Brook Kolsin ............................................... Staten Island, NY
Summa Cum Laude, Honors in Political Science
Randi L. Lail ............................................... Drexel
Ryan Daniel Lambert ..................................... Taylorsville
Magna Cum Laude
Rebecca Ann Lane ....................................... Belmont
Litzy Lavariega Zarate .................................. Siler City
Cum Laude
Mark Nathan Lee .......................................... Davidson
Summa Cum Laude, Honors in Political Science
Myia Leean LeGrande ................................. Matthews
Summa Cum Laude, Honors in Political Science
Nathaniel Karol Liland .................................... New Bern
Magna Cum Laude, Honors in Political Science
Tamiia Monique Lipscomb ............................. Roxboro
Aileen Izabella Logan .................................... Charlotte
Magna Cum Laude
Jacob Martin Lockadoo .................................. Morganton
Tavita Kalani Mageo ...................................... Jacksonsville
Kerrington Anne Maggard ............................. Southport
Binda Chelsey Mananga ................................ Clayton
Abby Sarah Marks ........................................ Charlotte
Magna Cum Laude
Christina Imani Mayo ................................. Raleigh
Zachary John Mazag ...................................... Statesville
Christian S. Mendoza .................................... Charlotte
Savannah Adale Mock .................................... Albermarle
Vivian Arlett Molina ...................................... Charlotte
Jordan Mallory Moore ................................... Charlotte
Cum Laude
Margaret Caroline Murphy ............................ Clayton
Chloé Grace Nicole ....................................... Locust
Summa Cum Laude, University Honors, Honors in Political Science, Crown Scholar
Victoria Nirean ........................................... Matthews
Cum Laude
Rebecca Elizabeth Oelschlager ........................ Charlotte
Cum Laude
Alexander Ortiz .......................................... Advance
Liam John Parker .......................................... Ashland, MA
Veronica Rae Peña ....................................... Longmont, CO
Ana Acela Perez Ochoa ................................. Concord
Summa Cum Laude, Honors in Political Science
Gabriela Maria Pitones Salmeron ........................ Charlotte
Cum Laude
Alexandra Leigh Potter ................................ Mount Holly
Henrich Pierre Agnero-Essiss Powell ................. Providence, RI
Sommers Darlene Prime ................................. Sherrills Ford
Cum Laude
Grace Emilia Pyke .................................... Charlotte
Magna Cum Laude
Austin Riley Quick ...................................... Charlotte
Noel Evangeline Rayburn .............................. Charlotte
Willis E. Reddick, Jr. .................................... Charlotte
Shaylea Annette Rice .................................... Kernersville
Cum Laude
Jason Rink ................................................. Concord
Joseph Evan Roberts ................................. Matthews
Meredith Elise Rodden .................................. Greensboro
Summa Cum Laude, Honors in Communications
Enrique Jose Rodriguez-Cue ................................ Charlotte
Summa Cum Laude, Honors in Psychological Sciences
Anabelia E. Roithner .................................... Wilmington
Betsabe Graciela Rojas Gonzalez .................... Charlotte
Summa Cum Laude, Business Honors, Honors in Political Science, Martin Scholar

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Psychology
Olivia Logan Abdelaziz .................................... Mooresville
Yasmine Abdullah ......................................... Greensboro
Cum Laude
Nicole Rose Albano ................................. Colchester, CT
Cum Laude
Ayah Alkhatab ........................................... Winston-Salem
Cum Laude
Raad Al-sharee ......................................... Matthews
Stuart James Althouse ................................. Reidsville
Aaditya Aluri .............................................. Charlotte
Joi Nikole Armstead ..................................... Raleigh
Nuha Ashraf ............................................... Waxhaw
Kaley Marie Aucello .................................... Harrisburg
Cum Laude, University Honors, Honors in Psychological Sciences
Cassandre K. Barnes ................................... Kannapolis
Jennifer Amanda Barrett ............................... Garner
Andrea Esmeralda Batres .............................. Charlotte
Kassidy Mckenna Beck ................................. Thomasville
Olaoluwa Tumininu Bello ............................. Durham
Mary Berkeley ............................................ Charlotte
Cum Laude
Nisha Bhatia .............................................. Morrisville
Cum Laude
Sydney Anna Blasy .................................... Canton
Cum Laude
Kathryn Alyson Bloom ................................. Indian Trail
Kendall Jamal Blue ................................. Winston-Salem
Talon C. Bodine ........................................ Huntersville
Cum Laude
Ryan Kendra Boleware ................................ Raleigh
Alejandra Taylor Bowerman ............................ Charlotte
Cum Laude
Connor Ryan Bo ......................................... Matthews
Caitlin Olivia Boyles ..................................... Lexington
Emma Ward Brewer .................................... Matthews
Summa Cum Laude
Hannah Noelle Ryninger ................................ Apex
Summa Cum Laude, Honors in Political Science
Keiron William Safari .................................... Charlotte
Lindsey Ann Sanders .................................... Wilmington
Magna Cum Laude, University Honors, Honors in Political Science, Honors in Sociology
Emma Claire Scrimgoing .............................. Charlotte
Onmar Ziad Serhan ....................................... Beirut, Lebanon
Courtney Ann Settle ..................................... Thurmond
Magna Cum Laude
Eric Ronald Shear ....................................... Brantford, Canada
Wilson Christopher Slusher .......................... Flat Rock
Cum Laude
Jeffrey Phillip Snow .................................... Cary
Anthony Joseph Stanco ................................. Raleigh
Ryan Patrick Stoddard .................................. Cary
Summa Cum Laude
Chasey Rilley Sullivan .................................. Advance
Andrew Thomas Surla ................................. Lincolnton
Summa Cum Laude, Honors in Political Science
Rose M. Thomen ......................................... Yorktown Heights, NY
Silas Creed Timblake ................................. Concord
Cum Laude, Honors in History
Ethan S. Todd ............................................. Kannapolis
Justin Thomas Wear ...................................... High Point
Alana Nichelle Williams ................................. Neunkirchen, Saarland, Germany
Cum Laude
Kiana Troy Williams ................................. Fuquay-Varina
Cum Laude
Logan Spencer Wilson .................................. Greensboro
Ryan Trent Wilson ....................................... Lexington
Paola Valerie Yanez ..................................... Conover
Cum Laude

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Psychology
Olivia Logan Abdelaziz .................................... Mooresville
Yasmine Abdullah ......................................... Greensboro
Cum Laude
Nicole Rose Albano ................................. Colchester, CT
Cum Laude
Ayah Alkhatab ........................................... Winston-Salem
Cum Laude
Raad Al-sharee ......................................... Matthews
Stuart James Althouse ................................. Reidsville
Aaditya Aluri .............................................. Charlotte
Joi Nikole Armstead ..................................... Raleigh
Nuha Ashraf ............................................... Waxhaw
Kaley Marie Aucello .................................... Harrisburg
Cum Laude, University Honors, Honors in Psychological Sciences
Cassandre K. Barnes ................................... Kannapolis
Jennifer Amanda Barrett ............................... Garner
Andrea Esmeralda Batres .............................. Charlotte
Kassidy Mckenna Beck ................................. Thomasville
Olaoluwa Tumininu Bello ............................. Durham
Mary Berkeley ............................................ Charlotte
Cum Laude
Nisha Bhatia .............................................. Morrisville
Cum Laude
Sydney Anna Blasy .................................... Canton
Cum Laude
Kathryn Alyson Bloom ................................. Indian Trail
Kendall Jamal Blue ................................. Winston-Salem
Talon C. Bodine ........................................ Huntersville
Cum Laude
Ryan Kendra Boleware ................................ Raleigh
Alejandra Taylor Bowerman ............................ Charlotte
Cum Laude
Connor Ryan Bo ......................................... Matthews
Caitlin Olivia Boyles ..................................... Lexington
Emma Ward Brewer .................................... Matthews
Summa Cum Laude
Hannah Noelle Ryninger ................................ Apex
Summa Cum Laude, Honors in Political Science
Keiron William Safari .................................... Charlotte
Lindsey Ann Sanders .................................... Wilmington
Magna Cum Laude, University Honors, Honors in Political Science, Honors in Sociology
Emma Claire Scrimgoing .............................. Charlotte
Onmar Ziad Serhan ....................................... Beirut, Lebanon
Courtney Ann Settle ..................................... Thurmond
Magna Cum Laude
Eric Ronald Shear ....................................... Brantford, Canada
Wilson Christopher Slusher .......................... Flat Rock
Cum Laude
Jeffrey Phillip Snow .................................... Cary
Anthony Joseph Stanco ................................. Raleigh
Ryan Patrick Stoddard .................................. Cary
Summa Cum Laude
Chasey Rilley Sullivan .................................. Advance
Andrew Thomas Surla ................................. Lincolnton
Summa Cum Laude, Honors in Political Science
Rose M. Thomen ......................................... Yorktown Heights, NY
Silas Creed Timblake ................................. Concord
Cum Laude, Honors in History
Ethan S. Todd ............................................. Kannapolis
Justin Thomas Wear ...................................... High Point
Alana Nichelle Williams ................................. Neunkirchen, Saarland, Germany
Cum Laude
Kiana Troy Williams ................................. Fuquay-Varina
Cum Laude
Logan Spencer Wilson .................................. Greensboro
Ryan Trent Wilson ....................................... Lexington
Paola Valerie Yanez ..................................... Conover
Cum Laude

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Alicia Marivel Guerra ....................... Willow Spring 
Cum Laude

Brianne Maria Gutch ............................ Wilmington 
Summa Cum Laude

Chyze Ermeil Hall ................................ Raleigh
Breyona Rose Hamilton ..................... Stanley
Keira Nicole Hamilton ..................... Charlotte
Sarah Alysa Hanley ......................... Mooresville 
Summa Cum Laude

Hannah Renee Harris .......................... Pineville 
Magna Cum Laude, University Honors

Lisa Antionette Harris ..................... Bronx, NY
Alaizia Charlene Cree Harty Paradise ...... Charlotte
Simran Ajay Hegde .............................. Morrisville 
Josephine Ann Hendricks .................. Charlotte 
Magna Cum Laude

Johanna Lea Hyenson ........................... Mooresboro 
Melissa Giselle Hernandez ................. Gastonia
Courtney Rebecca Hepshire .................. Waxhaw
William Corrigan Hickey .................... Charleston 
Summa Cum Laude

Ashlee Susan Hilton .............................. Los Angeles, CA 
Summa Cum Laude

Lexi Ann Hopwood .......................... Charlotte 
Magna Cum Laude

Hannah Bailey Hunley ......................... Mocksville 
Madison Alexander Hunt .................... Raleigh 
Cum Laude

Flanery E. Hutto ......................... Wilmington 
Cum Laude

Emily Jan Hyde .................................. Charlotte 
Magna Cum Laude

Chiakodiili Martha Ibekwere ............. Charlotte 
Summa Cum Laude

Alex Markus James ............................. Hickory
Maleah Marshel Ingram ..................... Wake Forest 
Cum Laude

Melissa James .................................. Charlotte 
Cum Laude

Jazmin Jaramillo-Piedra ..................... Smithfield
Yaric Jimenez Encarnacion .................. ..... Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic
Carmen Elise Jones ......................... Fletcher 
Cum Laude

Kaylee Elizabeth Jones ....................... Clinton 
Magna Cum Laude

Melaina Bree Jordan ......................... Gastonia 
Madison Rebecca Justice ................... Supply
Julia Marie Kabat .............................. Hernando, FL 
Lakhshmi Manaasa Kasiraju ................ Apex 
Cum Laude, Honors in Psychological Sciences

Amanda C. Kelly ............................... Belmont 
Summa Cum Laude

Danielle Elizabeth Kennedy ............... Louisburg
Hannah Elise LaCivita ....................... Concord 
Summa Cum Laude

Ethan Thomas Lamm ............................. Southern Pines 
Cum Laude

Brayden Sidney Leach ....................... Mooresville 
Xee Alicia Lee .................................. Newton
Rebecca Levi ...................................... Huntersville 
Cum Laude

Alysa Sade’ Lindsey ........................... Charlotte
Tamia Monique Lipscomb ................. Roxboro
Lucy Eliana Liss ............................... Charlotte 
Magna Cum Laude

Dean Liu ......................................... Charlotte 
Cum Laude

Sarah Michelle Lowery ................. Youngsville
Danyal Nasir Mahmud ...................... Charlotte
Shanice Marge ................................. Charlotte
Jackson S. Martin .............................. Huntersville 
Summa Cum Laude

Precious Mercy Martinez .................... Mooresville

Hollie Victoria Maxwell ...................... Huntersville 
Korrin Aliah Maye .......................... Huntersville 
Cum Laude

Kaitlyn Marie Mazur .................... Huntersville 
Sarah L. McWhirtter ...................... Charlotte 
Abigail Ray Mederos .................. Roanoke Rapids 
Cum Laude

Erika Esmeurala Mendez ............. Glen Cove, NY 
Victoria Mikaulauskas ..................... Charlotte 
Jordan Leigh Milazo ....................... Waxhaw 
Cum Laude

Zoe Amanis Minton .............................. Salisbury 
Evangeline Mlo ............................... Greensboro 
Rachel Lynn Moberg ...................... Wake Forest 
Summa Cum Laude

Javier Jason Morales ...................... Charlotte 
Magna Cum Laude

Hailey Jean Murphy .................... Charlotte 
Cum Laude

Eleanor Margaret Nannya ........................ Matthews 
Summa Cum Laude

Nina Nguyen .................................. Charlotte 
Cum Laude

Anastasia Nani Norris-Bryan ................ Concord 
Belmin Olie ............................... Harrisburg 
DeAnna Marie Palazzo ...................... Marshall 
Chandler Jacob Palmer ................. Kannapolis 
Isabelle Janine Parks .................... Columbia, SC 
Magna Cum Laude

Aaliyah DaShante Payne .................... Burlington 
Cum Laude

Juliana Pellegrino ............................... Statesville 
Cum Laude

Bianna M. Peters ............................. Sanford 
Cum Laude

Katherine Anne Pinnix .................. Greensboro 
Cum Laude

Laurel Sage Pitman ............................. Greenville 
Magna Cum Laude

Hannah Praise Potter ...................... Jackson, MI 
Cum Laude

Neha Prakash .................................. Apex
Cassandra Renee Pressley ................ Charlotte 
Piseis B. Proia .................................. Charlotte 
Magna Cum Laude

Kiristen M. Puckett ....................... Charlotte 
Mattie Lee Coates Quinn ................. Mars Hill
Migdalia Isabel Ramirez ................. Chapel Hill
Dulce Mileny Ramirez Alfaro ............ El Progreso, Honduras 
Bianca Nacole Randleman .............. Lexington 
Cum Laude

Anna McKenna Ray .............................. Concord 
Megan Mackenzie Reid .................. Greeleyville, SC
Keara Shunice Richardson ............. Charlotte 
Hannah Lynn Ridge ....................... Mars Hill
Gisselle Rios Palomares .................. Charlotte 
Magna Cum Laude

Rachel Marie Rivera .......................... Durham 
Makeda Sharran’s Roberson .............. East Orange, NJ 
Cum Laude

Haily Sophia Robertson ................. Dobson 
Summa Cum Laude

Cheryl Patrice Roden ...................... Winston-Salem 
Enrique Jose Rodriguez-Cue ............ Charlotte 
Summa Cum Laude, Honors in Psychological Sciences

Victoria Monique Ross ..................... Denver 
Evie Elyssa Rosseel ...................... Kannapolis 
Ashley Nicole Rumley .................. Greensboro 
Cum Laude

Adeodata Olliezella Denise Russ 

Brian Jo Saelinger .............................. Concord 
Cum Laude

Saad Salman ................................. Raleigh
Abigail M. Sand .............................................. Charlotte
Cam Laude
Kaila Milan Sanders ........................................... Charlotte
Knute J. Martin ............................................. Charlotte
Ivana Saric .............................................. Rutherford, NJ
Cam Laude
Nicole Savard ............................................. Brentwood, NY
Cam Laude
Grace Elizabeth Schroeder .............................. Wake Forest
Summa Cum Laude
Zion Cross Selent ............................................. Waxhaw
Summa Cum Laude
Jessica Ann Selleit ............................................. Waxhaw
Caleigh Elizabeth Shadrick .................................. Tobacoville
Arden Foster Sherer ........................................ Matthews
Lauren Michelle Shiflett .................................... Wake Forest
Summa Cum Laude, University Honors,
Honors in Psychological Sciences
Gabrielle Alyse Smith ....................................... Wake Forest
Cam Laude
Kayla Brianne Smith ....................................... Mount Holly
Cam Laude
Maddison Faith Smith ....................................... Candler
Lindsey Marie Solomon ...................................... Mooresville
David Lewis Spangler III .................................... Charlotte
Holly Annabelle Spangler .................................. Asheboro
Summa Cum Laude
Klaua Christian Steinnann ................................ Raleigh
Cam Laude
Olivia Megan Stewart ....................................... Fletcher
Cam Laude
Abbegale Lauren Styers ...................................... New London
Summa Cum Laude, University Honors
Niyathi Suklunte ............................................... Germantown, MD
Summa Cum Laude, Levine Scholar
Evan Spencer Sundstrom ..................................... Waxhaw
Cam Laude
Ali Thomas Talbert .......................................... Charlotte
Magna Cum Laude
Marley Anna Tarlton ......................................... Wadesboro
Magna Cum Laude
Anna Katherine Thompson .................................. Huntersville
Cam Laude
Marcos Ramon Tinajero ..................................... Charlotte
Damaris Maria Tolentino .................................... Charlotte
Alexander Joseph Tomasi ................................ Cary
Andrea Torres .................................................... Charlotte
Ann Margaret Trott .......................................... Cary
Baylie Nicole Troy ............................................ Wake Forest
Miana Ueno ....................................................... Statesville
Summa Cum Laude
Rene Jose Viso ................................................... Albermarle
Kinsey Leigh Waldrup ....................................... Holly Springs
Magna Cum Laude
Lindsey Anne Waldjapper .................................. Manteca, CA
Cam Laude
Andrew Martin Waters ..................................... Harrisburg
Magna Cum Laude
Donyae Montoya Webb .................................... Salisbury
Christian Wilson ............................................... Matthews
Darin Cale Wilson ............................................ Charlotte
Auriele Jaide Witherspoon ................................... Fayetteville
Justin William Woolery ..................................... Holly Springs
Nikou Liu Xing .................................................... Hillsboro
Jocelyn Yang ...................................................... Charlotte
Kaitlyn N. Yates .................................................. Concord
April Renea Zahlman ......................................... Ringgold, VA
Magna Cum Laude

**BACHELOR OF ARTS**

**Religious Studies**

Rebecca Lynne Brantley ................................ Indian Trail
Summa Cum Laude, Honors in History
Dylan Ryan Collins .......................................... Gastonia
Briana Renae Daniels ....................................... Concord
Kathryn Blair Goretzka .................................... Salemburg
Magna Cum Laude, Honors in Religious Studies
Kaitlyn Brianna Lackey ...................................... Mint Hill
Summa Cum Laude
Abby Sarah Marks .......................................... Charlotte
Magn Cum Laude
Jackson P. Underwood ..................................... St. Louis, MO
Rachel Ione Ward ........................................... Charlotte
Benjamin Thomas Willsen ................................ Matthews
Magn Cum Laude

**Sociology**

Lyndsey Michelle Battle .................................. Charlotte
Hendersonville
Summa Cum Laude
Brittney Taylor Bliss ....................................... Mooresville
Summa Cum Laude
Kathryn Alyson Bloom ..................................... Indian Trail
Robert Pick Byrd ............................................. Bahama
Magn Cum Laude, Levine Scholar
Vijetha Dantuluri ............................................. Charlotte
Amberisa T. Dawson ......................................... Fayetteville
Emma Grace de la Rocha .................................. West End
Summa Cum Laude
Alesha Dewberry ............................................ Bamberg, Germany
Bado D. Dwyer .................................................. Charlotte
Joseph Eisel ..................................................... Greensboro
Carson Elizabeth Ellis ..................................... Charlotte
Cam Laude
D’Imtri Emmanuel ........................................... Charlotte
Mary Jose Espinoza .......................................... Charlotte
Cam Laude
Abigail Elizabeth Farr .................................... Statesville
Cam Laude
Olayinka Indira Grant-Brown ............................ Charlotte
Travis Jones ..................................................... Charlotte
Annagrace Tristan .......................................... Cary
Gabrielle Eleanor Hitchcock ................................ Charlotte
Summa Cum Laude
Elizabeth Ann Jeffries ..................................... Charlotte
Kean NaShell Jones .......................................... Charlotte
Dayna Audrey Cook ......................................... Charlotte
William Henry Creamer III ............................... Cartersville, GA
Cum Laude
Jenai May Kopka ............................................. Wilmington
Dylan Scott Hammer ......................................... Charlotte
Evon Kurui Koross ........................................... Charlotte
Summa Cum Laude
Mariah E. Mendez ........................................... Concord
Brittney Lee Pasquale ...................................... Concord
Cam Laude
Emili Carolina Perez Montellano ....................... Winston-Salem
Jonathon Andrew Pleiffer ................................ Charlotte
Dillon Phillips .................................................. Forest City
Lindsey Ann Sanders ....................................... Wilmington
Magn Cum Laude, University Honors,
Honors in Political Science, Honors in Sociology
Ravi Sagar Seepersaad ...................................... Mooresville
Cam Laude
Holly Elizabeth Shropshire ................................. West Columbia, SC
Jaquon C. Simmons .......................................... Charleston, SC
Laila Sinclair ................................................... Shelby
Cum Laude
Alyssa Kaitlyn Stoops ...................................... Indian Trail
Summa Cum Laude
Laura Gilley Sweeney ...................................... Charlotte
Summa Cum Laude
Felicia Timothy ............................................... Concord
Eboni Myniah Tinsley ....................................... Denver
Damaris Maria Tolentino .................................. Charlotte
Alexandria Paige Treece ................................... Rockingham

**Spanish**

Mackenzie Jane Amberger ................................... New Hill
Cam Laude
Jessica Renee Armstrong .................................. Charlotte
Kaley Marie Aucello ........................................ Harrisburg
Cam Laude, University Honors, Honors in Psychological Sciences
Tiara Monet Benton .......................................... Fayetteville
Cam Laude
Jonathan C. Blaich ........................................... Huntersville
Alejandra Tadeen Bowerman ................................ Charlotte
Cam Laude
Maxime Pierre Lewis Brown ................................ Stokesdale
Cam Laude
Norelys Margarita Casasnovas Martinez .................. Concord
Kathryn Geneva Cauldill .................................... Walnut Cove
Summa Cum Laude
Layla Luz Cooper ........................................... Albany, NY
Magna Cum Laude
Keila De Diego Rodriguez ................................... Concord
Merel Devaney .................................................... Apex
Magna Cum Laude, University Honors
Alexandra Jean Fitzgerald ................................ Brookfield, CT
Summa Cum Laude, Art + Architecture Honors,
Honors in Languages and Culture Studies
Bianca Mary Fruscello ..................................... Pittsford, NY
Chryssoula Frances Hamby ................................ Charlotte
Magna Cum Laude
Rachel Lynn Hayes .......................................... Raleigh
Summa Cum Laude, Levine Scholar
Nancy Hope Jamison ......................................... Charlotte
Summa Cum Laude
Jasmine Monet Moore ....................................... Charlotte
Magna Cum Laude
Jordan Mallory Moore ..................................... Charlotte
Cam Laude
Brenda L. Morales ........................................... Charlotte
Cam Laude, Honors in Languages and
Culture Studies
Chloe Grace Nicola .......................................... Locust
Summa Cum Laude, University Honors,
Honors in Political Science, Crown Scholar
Isabel Emilia Ortiz Alamo ................................... Charlotte
Cam Laude
Eamon Daly O’Toole ......................................... Charlotte
Summa Cum Laude, Business Honors, Levine Scholar
Katelyn Raquel Perez ........................................... Raleigh
Cam Laude
Juan Daniel Pineda ........................................... Clemmons
Francine Price .................................................... Morrisville
Summa Cum Laude
Emely Alejandra Reyes Lopez ............................ Charlotte
Emely Ruiz Hilario ........................................... Bronx, NY
Dajana Sovilj ..................................................... Greensboro
Cam Laude
Abbegale Lauren Styers ..................................... New London
Summa Cum Laude, University Honors
Gisselle Vanessa Velasquez ................................ Charlotte
Ana Linda Velez ................................................ Florence, SC
Magna Cum Laude
Susana Sarah Webber ....................................... Iron Station
Cam Laude
Emilie Wilson ..................................................... Jenison, MI
Cam Laude
Erika Ileana Zelaya .......................................... Thomasville
Chancellor Sharon L. Gaber

Sharon L. Gaber, Ph.D., became the fifth chancellor of the University of North Carolina at Charlotte in July 2020. A native of Southern California, Gaber earned an A.B. in Economics and Urban Studies from Occidental College, an M.P.L. in Urban Planning from the University of Southern California, and a Ph.D. in City & Regional Planning from Cornell University.

Prior to her arrival at UNC Charlotte, Gaber served for five years as the President of the University of Toledo. Earlier in her career, she served as provost and vice chancellor for academic affairs at the University of Arkansas. She has also served as an interim provost at Auburn University and a faculty member and administrator at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln.

An academic with a background in city and regional planning, Gaber has written numerous articles on regional and urban planning, public policy, and the social dynamics that affect community decision-making, and she co-authored a book on planning research methods. She recently received the 2022 Career Mastered Distinguished Leadership Award, and she was named by the Charlotte Business Journal as one of the Most Admired CEOs of 2021. She was also named to the Business North Carolina 2021 Power List, and in 2020 she was named a recipient of the YWCA Northwest Ohio Milestone Award for Women’s Leadership. She was also designated by Education Dive as one of five higher education leaders to watch in 2018 and beyond. Deeply engaged in community and regional activities, she has served on multiple NCAA committees and was recently appointed to Charlotte’s Leading on Opportunity Council. She is a member of the Charlotte Executive Leadership Council, Women Executives, and the International Women’s Forum - Carolinas.

Officially the first woman to serve as chancellor of UNC Charlotte, Gaber follows the trail blazed by founding educator Bonnie Cone, who led the institution from 1946-1966 through several stages of growth. Dr. Gaber is the proud mother of three adult children.

Chancellor’s Cabinet

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Position</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Ames Stuart</td>
<td>Chief Communications Officer/Associate Vice Chancellor for University Communications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard P. Amon</td>
<td>Vice Chancellor for Business Affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin W. Bailey</td>
<td>Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim S. Bradley</td>
<td>Chief of Staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael S. Carlin</td>
<td>Vice Chancellor for OneIT and Chief Information Officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Betty M. Doster</td>
<td>Special Assistant to the Chancellor for Constituent Relations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shari L. Dunn</td>
<td>Senior Executive Assistant to the Chancellor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. Michael Hill</td>
<td>Director of Athletics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James E. S. (Jesh) Humphrey IV</td>
<td>Vice Chancellor for Institutional Integrity and General Counsel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joan F. Lorden</td>
<td>Provost and Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niles F. Sorensen</td>
<td>Vice Chancellor for Advancement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard A. Tankersley</td>
<td>Vice Chancellor for Research and Economic Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandon L. Wolfe</td>
<td>Associate Vice Chancellor for Diversity and Inclusion and Chief Diversity Officer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The University of North Carolina at Charlotte is one of 17 campuses within the University of North Carolina System. Peter Hans serves as system president.
Welcome to the Alumni Association

Congratulations, Class of 2022! We want you to know that we are incredibly proud of you for earning your degree from UNC Charlotte. We applaud you for reaching such an incredible milestone. We are also excited to welcome you to the UNC Charlotte Alumni Association, which includes more than 160,000 fellow alumni.

Your 49er experience doesn't end when you graduate. It’s a new chapter in your lifelong relationship with your alma mater. Once a Niner, always a Niner.

Ways to Connect — Virtually and In-Person — with Fellow Niners

Your UNC Charlotte Alumni Association is committed to helping you stay connected to Niner Nation throughout the many stages of your life. Our top priority is to connect, engage and inspire loyalty, tradition and pride between our University and our alumni.

An exciting way we are empowering you to network with and virtually meet other Niner alumni is through My 49er Network platform! This new digital platform offers you access to spirited alumni groups, mentorship opportunities, exclusive event invitations, a business directory, 400+ job postings, and so much more. Register today by visiting my49ernetwork.com.

As a new graduate, you will also receive invitations to participate in activities and events hosted by our Young Alumni Chapter (YAC). Created to represent the interests and ideas of those who graduated from UNC Charlotte in the last 10 years. The YAC hosts some of our most spirited events including trivia nights, happy hours, and alumni panels that will help you grow as a professional.

Niners, Now and Always

We offer a variety of events and resources to help you stay involved with Niner Nation, even if you no longer live in Charlotte.

• Networking events in Charlotte and locations nationwide
• A lifetime of career resources
• Numerous interest and identity-based affinity networks
• Homecoming and Oktoberfest
• Green Tie Gala, our annual scholarship fundraiser
• 49er Tailgate Village at the Hauser Alumni Pavilion
• 49ers on the Road game day experiences
• Alumni Award programs (including the 10 Under Ten Awards)
• Opportunities to give back as a Niner volunteer
• And more!

Stay Informed

• Follow us on Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, and LinkedIn by searching for @49erAlumni.
• Visit us at 49erAlumni.charlotte.edu to see upcoming events and learn about ways to get involved.
• Register for my49ernetwork.com to gain access to job postings, alumni groups and mentoring!
• Be sure to keep updated on your current contact information! Visit https://go.charlotte.edu/update to update your information.